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objection to the men. I know not whether
they are loyal or not; and I will not enter into a discussion of that point. I am not opposed to a military organization for the Stale. I
consider it an advantage, perhaps an object of
the utmost importance, that the militia should
be organized, and ready to be called out at

But if we are to have a militaany
ry organization, would it not be better that
our militia companies should be
commanded
by men capuble of instructing them. I know
not but there may be some officers
elect, who
may lie capable of disciplining their commands. hut 1 think a great majority of them
are not.
Not but that they are smart, active,
intelligent men, hut it requires sointbing besides book-learning to make a
good officer. A
man must tiave some
practical as well as theoretieal luiowlenge. This
practical know ledge
is not possessed
by the officers elect. Probably but few of them ever had the bloody experience of a training day. or an old fashioned
muster; they are as ignorant of what orders to
give, as the men would be oi the proper tnauner ol executing them, Such men are not
what are wanted.
We require men who
know the “rear rank” from the “front f men
that kuow whether there should be five sergeants and eight corporals, or eight sergeants
and live corporals In a company, and who can
tell whether a body of men are formed in
two ranks or four.
We want men at least
who can “right lace” without knocking down
a whole line, and who can tell the difference
between "shoulder arms" and “charge bayonets.” Now can i' be expected that these nien
who have been elected can have the practical
knowledge which it is necessary they should
possess ? No. they cannot have; hut we have
men among us, or soon shall have, who will lie
well qualified to discipline the militia; they
are the men who are now in the field
serving
their country and acquiring this practical information whidi is so necessary. If we can
have such officers as they would trake, to
command our militia, we may expect to have
an efficient force, but under our present elected officers I think it will amount to but little.
moment.

COMMUNICATIONS.
Cotton Aristocracy.
Second Corps de'Armee, I
Va., Feb. 18,186:1. (

£|iraoulh,

To the Editors of the Press'.
All Intercourse between our own and the

rebel pickets Is now forbidden; yet to-day 1
saw a copy of the Southern Illustrated News,
which was brought over lu a boat to our side
by tome rebel soldiers, who were promised
Immunity. Our own soldiers had to pay the
penalty of disobedience of orders, however.
I hare spent most of this rainy afternoon In

reading

the Southern

The whole.drift of the article is against Democracy. Its design seems to be, to prepare
Am people for the Inevitable rale of the aristocroey,

often

to

North, and

prophesied

for them in the

natural a result of the principles upon which the Confederacy is founded.
AAsr mentioning the State Rights theory as a

safeguard

so

ag^Hst centralization of power, the

author uses the

following

remarkable words:

That

benign institution of slavery, which it
is new the pride and glory of the South to ascribe to
the conception of Divinity, and which this war has
proven to he, next to the devoted patriotism and
undaunted resolution of her sons, the great
CONFEDERACY,
will prove, in preventing too heavy an influx
from foreign shores, of that class of population
devoted to menial pursuits, another bulwark- ngnlnst the mcroarhmeMs of those tendencies to dem-

ELEMENT or POWER IN THE

aensey which have been the Pandora's box of
disintegration and ruin to all republics.

Upon
perils which threaten the infant
Confederacy, he says:
No enlightened man will deny that these dangas proceed from extreme democratic and popular
characteristics, which are now stamped upou evthe

ery feature of our national and social organism. That spirit of tending agrarianism, which
succeeded in degrading everything beneath
the heels of an ignorant and vicious democracy, which

sought

every barrier of
distinction between virtue and. vice, between
enlightenment and ignorance, which sought to
EQUALIZE ALL by infilling all alike to the fullest
enjoyment uf the rights of citizenship, Ac., Ac.—
This was the genius of evil which, perpetually
hovering about the destinies of the late Union,
eventually triumphed in its down foil.
to remove

At length he very naturally comes to say:
We have no speciai. objections to
royalty, when restrained by constitutional
barriers. The glorious career of freedom in
England, illustrating for centuries the beauty
and truth of free government, demonstrates
that

royalty

and

liberty

lncom|utlil>le.
subject of the

are not

Certainly the condition of

a

Czar of Russia, the most absolute of monarchies, is preferable to that of that democratic government which we are, nevertheless, assured is the “freest and best government the

a

letter of

a

are
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8100

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
•cmi-annual
or when for whole life,
they
may be paid half cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.Premiums may be paid in teu years—no forfeiture
WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
Bkwj. F. 8 T it v awe. Secretary

MOODY.

Bounty Money, Bark Pay,
And Pensions.

Policies are issued on the life, or for a term of rears,
or on certain contingencies.
Creditors may Insure
their debtors on time
"Myobjectw to call attention to the fact that a
policy *>f Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for one's family.”—Benjamin Franklin.
The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
of business, and assist them in making applica-

prepared to obtain from the
United .State* Government, f 100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. ke., for heir* of Officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. 8. service.

THE

References in Portland mav be made to the following parties: Messrs. II. J. Libbv A Co.. Steele A
Hayes. Ezra Tarter, Jr., Messrs Howard A Htrout,
Geo. W. Woodmau.Esq.. Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,

In my morning walk by the Daniils* I saw
the flag we love flying from an Italian hark.
Invalid
I went on board, called out the Captain, and,
as acting American Consul, thanked him for
Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
hoistsng the Stars and Stripes. The old of
the United States, in the line of duty.
Italian was very much pleased, told ine how
be loved free America, that he had lived there,
Ac., Ac.
Procured for widow* or children of officer* and Solj diem
When I answered that be was then like his
who have died, while iu the service ot the United
States.
I
great countryman Garibaldi, who was at once
Prize Money. 1'cnsious, Bounty and Back Pay cola citizen of America and Italy, the Captain's
! lected for Seamen and their heir*.
delight knew no bounds. Grasping my hand
Fee*, for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claim* against the Government will receive
in loth his he begged me, if ever I wished a
attention.
favor, to come tomin. So we made each oili- prompt
Post Office address
er
at the flag, the Captain at mv
SETH E. HEED?

Hecekiah Packard. Esq.

Pen«ions,

JOHN W. HUNGER, Agent,
No. IAA Fore Street, bend of Long

Mutual Insurance
51 Wall

The National

The

Banking Act.
National Banking bill was introduced

Help for

meut

111

iniiiiiv,

itmi

ninety per cent, of
bonds deposited, but

cuumtTM^m'd. n|iiai

Joseph B. Hall,
Scc’y of 8tato,

Hon. Nathan Dane.

StateTreasurer.

and

j

Soldiers.

Arrav Committee of the Portland Young
Men's Christian Association would most earnestly ap|>eal to all Christians, and to ail other beoovoleut persons of Maine, for aid in carrying ont the
('hristian Commis-ion. iu ministering to the
physical
and spiritual wants of our soldiers. It distributee its
stores by nvans of Christian men. who go among
the soldiers without pay, and give personanv to those
who need, accompanying such distribution*
by words
of cheer ami religious counsel. Over seveatv such
men were on the battle-held in .Uarylanit, doing all
that Christian svmpathy could devise for the wounded and
Many a brave heart was made to reJoioe. and u»an> a wounded soldier owes hi* life to
the timely assistance rendered bv these men. Immediately on receipt of the new* of the battle at .Wwrmen were despatched from the
various )‘ohn; .Urn's Chriatian Aaattrintions, with a
large amount of slurp* for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own eonseience the conviction that they are in the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to flip examples set bv our
Divine Master, who made the body of tnan the obJeet of hi* miracles, and hi* soul the object of his doctrine.
Money i« needed to purchase jellies, cordial*, stimulant*, and many other article* that are not usually
contributed.
Donations of tnnncv. bible*. tracts, magazines, religion* newspaper*, cfotlur.g, or store* of anv kind,
are earueatly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
office of Dr. Walter R. Johnson. 221*j Congress
street, two doors west of New City Hall and Court
House, and the contributors may tie assured they will
be applied to the relief of the sick and needy soldier*.
Henry II Burge**, Andrew J. Chaw, Jacob Chase
Jr., David B. Ricker, Walter R. Johnson, Army Committrrof Young Mens Christian Association.
feb4 2m
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For auy one of the lour Reviews,
For any two of the four Reviews,
For auy three of the four Reviews,
For all four ol the Reviews.

93 per
6
7
8
3 **
5

annum,

*’

"

>

on rw.ww.

75 per cent, to the dealers

Class

Hartford, Ct.
CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $360,000.

*’

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

"

"

"

**

**

M

M

Brooklvm. New York
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $300,000.
Of

"

"

Company,

Boston. Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $200,000.

••

CAPITAL

for

men.

at
Store,
prices at my
853 Congress street. (T. S. Files' old stand.)
My
old patrons and purchasers generally are invited to
call and soe what bargains I eau give.

REPAIRING
AND
Done to order
feb 3—dim

MANUFACTURING,
neatly, promptly, and at low prices.
SAMUEL BELL,
353 Congress, near Green street.

NOTICE.

New
<

Fair Columbia !

j

TIIHE attention of Music Dealers and Bookseller
X is called to a new National Hong, “FAIR COLUMBIA,” by Eugene Batchelder. Any one
enclosing 20 cents iu Postal Currency to W. Paine or
II. Packard, Portland, Me., will have a copy sent to
liim by mail, postage paid. Liberal uiscount to the
trade.

_Jan27

eodeowdA4v33

Luxuriant Whiskers and nous*
laches
bt grmrn in six V'ft'kj, by using Dillik o*

HAM'S tjTIM
CAN

per box, at

ITLATI NO

liNOCINT.

I.uKlM.S

Price fill Cent*

Drug Store.

Corner Exchange and Federal Streets.

**

ALSO OH BAUD

BOLT

Office—eorner

of

*'

Exchange and

N. York &

M
,f

Philadelphia
"

AND TIIK—

Bay State Line of Steamers,

*’
’*

RIVER ToNEW YORK. t'llII.ADELl’tll A. BALTIMORE AND WASHINGTON.

VIA FALL

paid at the Portland Office
ALSO, LIFE INSURANCE.

Losses

PORTLAND. ME.

T. ROOER8 4fc

General

CO.,

*

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
ABB WBOLBSA LB DBAABBS IB

Fl*ar, Prerltleai aad Pi i4at»
Do. 129 Commercial Street,
jomw

PORTLAND. Mb.
loom.

t.

1,1.

ciai.i. xoom.

IMS._

Jaalta

SR Comte, Paata, Vests, Jacket*,
Ladies’ Xidiaf Dibits, Aa.,

JL

Cat, Bade and trtauaedbp

A. D. REEVES,

Taller,

EXCHANGE

H

8TMSST,
dip

Portland. Animat I, IMS.

“Home

Againl”

aadereigaed woe Id Inform his oM Ma*
and the public, that alter aa absence of
tweetyrears, be tee returned to bio satire
plane aad
of Hr. Thomas Richards Us iatetest la

THE
■ra

purchased

Washington Street Bakery,

Where will be maaufoctared tbe rarieties of BREAD
(bead in similar eetabHahmeats; aad ba hopes, be
aloaa application In baataaaa. nod aa sndanroc to
pleaas.to merit astern of patronage.

SI. BRADISH.
GOOD FAMILY

FLOCK by tbe bane), er ia leae

quantities'__dsaBtf
I. L. WINSLOW, AIM,
lUTMItnu OP

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
am niti MscurriM if iicuhbi.
Stsam Cooks, Vaises, Pipes end CeaaeeHoaa, Whaleaale

er

STEAM AND

Retail

OAS FITTING,

Done ia the beat

manner.

Works 0 Union BE, and 193 * SX0 Vova HE.
PORTLAND. ME.
jeltdtf

WILLIAM

A. PEARCE,
PLUMBER,
-HABIB

OP-

FORCE RUMPS AND WATER

CLOSETS,

Eiraiiai Hraaar, Poaruia, Ml.

Warm, Cold and Shotrar Anris. Wash Bomb, Brass
fgnd Silver Ptfitfft t'ocke

EWEBT Description of Water Platan for Dwell
Hi leg Htreses. Hotels. Pebile BaBdiagi. Shfoa. foe.,

arranged and ant up in the beat manner, aad ail order, in town or eoantrr but hfoil, executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on tend Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
aad Beer Pampe of ,11 kinds.
JulyHMly

.A..

D.

REEVES,

The Tailor,
bas jcst

—

NEW

xrrraxiD nog

YORK

With

n

AND

large aad

wall

BOSTON,

selected Stock af

Cloths, Cossimores ud
Alee

a

—

Tostiafs!

foil assortment of

Military

OlotliB,

And is prepared to make them ap at short aatfoe.
Call and See.

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland. Sept. 14. 1MB

IP

dtf

YOU

-WAIT Til—

nesi

or

Amoroijpe

rnoiogTapn,

not fell to call at No. IT Market Sqaare, alert
Um> take rEKKETT L1EENE88E8. aad •arrant tatialkction. at priear thick defy oompetitiaa.
N. B—Large Ambrotypeaoaip iyitta CMl.

DO

87 Market Square, h’d Preble Bt,
dtf
July 14th, IM.

G, Cooking Utensils.
II. Flax Canvas.
I, Cotton Cauvas.
J. Twine.
M. Brushes.
N. Bunting and Dry Goods.
O, Lanterns.
K, Leather.
H, Ship Chandlery for Stores and Equipments.
8.

Stationery.

T, Firewood.

lery
4 It

CHARLESTOWN.

C, lard oil. Ae; D. boiler felting; E. gum
packing. Ae; F, miscellaneous tools for engineers;
Jan7tf
I g. sperm oil: R, ship chandlery; T. firewood; 88 X.
IN1VE DOLLARS will be given for the detection t white lead ; 38 X, colored paints; 89 X, boiled oil; 44
X, tallow.
JF and conviction of auy person nr persons stealing
BROOELYH.
papers from the doors of our subscribers.
dec25
PUBLISHERS OF THE TRESS.
Class A, boiler Iron, tabes, As.; B, pig irou ; C,
Class

■Wholesale
COMMISSION

Orooers,

—

MERCHANTS,

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STRUT,
(OppaaMa head ad Vtdgery 'i Whard)
Portland. Me,
ton traca.

rataa

uum,

race

traca

JOHN H. BROWN * RONS,

Sugar Refinery,
YORK STREET, PORTLAND, MR.
JeSSdtf

Infirmary.

theTadies.

DR

Stationery.

The following are tUF classes under the Bureau of
Steam Engineering:
KITTEBT.
Class A. boiler iron aud rivets; E, gum packing:
F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; K, ship chand-

in

port, Merchan*
dice, Household Furniture. Ac.. against loss by Fire.
$100,000 taken on auy desirable Risk

FLUID, UR08UX OIL, fts.,
M Commercial Street, Themi Sleek,

jeSMtf

HUGHES particularly Invite* all Ladles who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
6 Temple Streef, which they will find ^arranged for
their especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time
LADIES will Audit invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been triad in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tne health, and may b# taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the couutnr with ftill directions,

N. Bunting sud Dry Goods.
Q, Sperm Oil.
K. Ship Chandlery for Store* aud Equipments.

33. Hardware.

TICKETS FOB SALE.

gyinsurcs Building*. Vessels

to

washinoton.
Class

STEAMSHIP COMPANY,
—

Eclectic Medical

T, Firewood.

Portland.

AC.,

Ht. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
g^~.S*ra*l«* ou hand, and order* taken by
J T l’ATTEN k CO.,
Front Street, Bath.
Oct. 11—6m

L.

S.

AGENT FOR THE

Liverpool,

ItCtt. Ml STITTS, SUSS VAR,

by

LE MESURIER ic CHAMPION,

.1, Twine.
K, Leather.
Ilose.

Company,

ROPE CORDAGE.
For sale

G, Cooking Utensil*.
H, Flax Canva*.
I, Cotton Cauvas.

Class

Hartford, Conn.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $300,000.
Of

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

AMD

descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Nm. 1 TOE

PHILADELPHIA.

York.

J£tna Life Insnrance

IB

D1ALBRI

JOHN LYNCH * CA,

Of varions

N, Dry Goods.
O. Lanterns.
t^. Sperm Oil.
K, Ship Chandlery.
T. Firewood.
43. Tar

CASH CAPITAL ANDSURPLUS $960,000.

of

down the rebellion, are requested to meet in caucus
at the Meeting House at Brighton Corner,
Thursday,
Feb. 28th. at 4 o'clock P. M., to nominate candidates
for Town < iffleer* for the en-uing electiou.
I*©r order of Town Committee.
Westbrook. Feb. 19, 1863.
td

M

Bangor, Mk.

itlilk Street*

Westbrook, and all others in
Republicans
THE
favor of sustaining the Government in putting

"

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins. Co.

on

|

**

Cash Capital, paid in and invented according to law,
$100,000.

Rubbers,
women,
and children, constantly
haud
OFboys, misses,
and for sale
the lowest
Vrtr

lUl'snifB,

11*1114(1 II CARTAS. IITI IIISTKIP1.

M. Brush***.
Of

WBOLHALB

TRASK A LEWIS,

(A substitute for Cotton.)

G, Cooking Utensils.
II. Flax Cauvas.
J, Twine.
K, Leather.
L, llo^e.

SURPLUS OVER $200,000.

Union Fire Insurance Company,

All Styles and Qualities
Boots, Shoes, and

ILIICIII rui KCK. UTI

T. Fire Wood
X, Whale Oil.

Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
Of South Berwick.

AND

«],
JOHN W. PERKINS 4k CA,

SAIL CLOTH.

X, Banting.
Q. Sperm Oil.
8, Stationery.

Class

Piscataqua

Proposal*

BROORLYN.

We also

GUIDE,

Ornci. Wai Dipabtmrvt, l
Washixotox. January 37. 1863. j

Oxdxaxck

G, Cooking Utensils.
Cotton Twine.

M

M

By Henry Stkphks*. of Edinburgh, and the late
J. P. Norjok, of Yale College. 2 vols., Boyal Octavo, 1600 pages and numerous Engrav ings,
Price—SC for the two volume's. Bv mail 97.
feb!4 tf
L. SCOTT A CO.

PropowU

for Flank Howitzers.

Tatter,

EXCHANGE 8TKEKT.
An,. C I—.

_Portland.

Ho 194

J. Flax aud
h, Leather.
L. Hose.
M. Brushes.

M

Of Sprinofikld. Maps.

Of

J j. jV

G. Cooking Utensils.
K. Leather.
L. Hoee.
X, Hunting.
O, Lanterns.
W. 8perm Oil.
8. Stationery.

Class

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER $200,000.

Fire Insurance

M

CHARLESTOWN

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,

Conway

SEALED

EITTEBY.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

M

These will be our prices to all who pay prior to the
1st of April. To those who defer paving till after
that time, the prices will be increased to such au extent as the increased cost of Hap™1*! may demaud—
therefore send in your orders *%d sore your money.
LEONARD SCoTT A CO.. Publishers,
No. 38 Walker Street, New York.

publish the
FARMER'S

uvo v

I'H'il'OSAL.s will be received at this
office until Monday. March 9th, 1863. at 13 M.,
for the supply of fresh beef to all the troops stationed at the fortification* in Portland Harbor, Maine,
for one year, or such time a* the Omeioary G>uer«f shall direct.
The beef to be of the best quality
in t^ujirterc. tgith an equal proportion of each (necks
and «hank« to t»f excluded)
Each bid must be acoom|iauied by the name* of two responsible persons
to enter into a sufficient boud a* sureties for the faithtal performance of the eoutract.
The A. C. 8. reserves the right to reject any or~all
bids tor reas n* conceived by him ol benefit to the
Government. All eoutract* will be submitted to the
Commissary General for approval.
Proposal* mn*t be indorsed “Proposals fbr tarnishing fresh beef to the command at Fort Preble,
Me.” Bidder* are invited to be present at the openHENRY INMAN.
ing of the bid*
1st Lieut. 17th Infantry l\ 8. A. A. C. 8.
fob? dtd

Navy

Of

*'

j For Blackwood's Magazine.
! For Blackwood and one Review,
For Blackwood and two Reviews,
7
9
For Blackwood and three Reviews,
For Blackwood and the four Reviews, 10

ou »■

divided.

A. D. REEVES,

Orrtt-Bor thb A C. 8.,U. 8. A.,
I
"Fort Preble. Maiue." Feb 4th. 1668. I

Army
by

DOW7

SURPLUS OVER *10.000.000.

unumii/

aunuaily

PROPOSAL* FOR BEEF.

party

LorillardFire Insurance Co., of the City
of New York. No. 104 Broadway.
vnou vai

Quartermaster

eodtf

attention alren to CITTUIO nad
PARTICULAR
MAKING NOTH' GAdMENTH. bp

Inspector,

POLICIES

addikobpbtb.

■*!•> ■»!•» Boys.

proposals

Each proposal must be accompanied by the names
of two responsible persons to enter into a sufficient
bond for the faithful performance of the contract.
Proposals should be endorsed “Proposals for tarnishing wood to the command at Fort Preble."
The
reserves the right to reject any
or ail bids not considered by him to be of benefit to
the Government.
All contracts will be submitted to the Quartermaster General, for hi* approval.
Bidder* are requested to be present at the opening
of the bid*.
HENRY INMAN.
1st Lieut. 17th Infautr*, R. Q. M
C. 8. A.
ft>b7 did

will be received at thi* office until 4 o'clock p. si on the 37th of February next, for tarnishing one hundred, or less. 34-pouuder ~ast iron
Howitzers for fUuk defence. These Howitzers weigh,
when finished, about 1.476 pound* each, and drawings
exhibiting their dimensions cau be seen at this
Ageut.
office, or at the United State* Arsenal*. They are to
be
to the regular United States inspection and
subject
Extract from a law of the Vnited States, approved
proof, and none are to ba received and paid for exJuly 17. 1882.
such
as
cept
pas* inspection aud proof, and are apSec. 14. And be it further enacted, That no conto Be designatproved by a United States
tract. or order, or any interest therein, shall be transed by this office
Payments will be made on certifior parties to whom such contract
ferred by the
cate* of inspection and receipts, to be given by the
or or**er may be given to auv other party or parties,
Inspector, aud forwarded to tbis office.
and that any such transfer shall cause the annulment
Bidder* will state the number of Howitzers they
of the contract or order transferred so far as the
propose to deliver! not exceeding one hundred.) the
United States are concerned Provided, That all the
of manufacture aud delivery, and the price per
place
rights of action are hereby reserved to the United
pound, for the finished Howitzer; and uo bid will be
States for any breech of such contract by the conentertained unless it be from a founder regularly entracting party or parties.
gaged in the business, satisfactory evidence of which
Sec. 16. And be it further enacted. That whenever
must
accompany the bid Any bidder obtaining a
any contractor for subsistence, clothing, aim*. amcontract will be required to enter into bonds, with
munition. munition* of war. and for every descripnot less than two sureties, in the penal sum of ten
or Navy of tne United
tion of supplies for the
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of his
a court martial of
States shall be found guilty
contract in all
respect* The bonds must be acknowlfraud or willful neglect of duty, he shall be punished
edged before a judge of a court of record, and the
by fine, imprisonment, or such other punishment as
boudsmen must be certified by the Judge of a District
the court martial shall adjudge; and auy person who
Court of the United States, or an Orduauee Officer in
shall contract to furnish supplies of anv'kind or decriarge of a United States arsenal, to be worth the
sum of the bond over and above all liabilities.
scription for the Armv or Navy, he shall be deemed
penal
and taken as a part or the land or naval force*of the
The right is reserved to reject all propoaals if the
United States for which he shall contract to farnish j prices are deemed too high, or If. for
any cause, it is
said supplies, and be subject to the rule* and regulauot deemed for the public interest to accept them.
tions for the goyernmeot of the laud aud naval forces j
will be sealed and addressed to "BrlgaProposals
of the United .States.
I dler General James VT Kipler, Chief of Ordnance,
; Washington, D. C-," and will be endorsed “PropoThe fffllowinr are the classes required at the resal for flank Howitzers."
J. W RIPLEY,
lards;
spective
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance,
The following are the classes under Bureaun qf
eodtfeb37
jand)
Equipment and Recruiting

and London Fire and Life In"
surance Co.

CAPITAL AND

guarantors,

raoer.

Portland, February 4, 1M8

ceived.

Witness.

Marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

Liverpool

on

upwards,

1 hereby certify that the above named-are
known to me as men of property, and able to make
good their guarantee.
Signature. G. H.
Date.
To be signed by the United States District Judge.
United States District Attorney, Collector, or Navy

Portland, Maine

JOHN E.

of two

Date.

llmeo-lfc w6t34

teb9 Imed

ADVANCE.

T..rv

:

Signatures

S.

forwarded and OrEN

the whart at Fort Preble in lots of 80 cords
or
as mar be required.
All the wood to be delivered on or before the first
of
next.
day
May
So
for less than fifty cords will be re-

! the said-shall fail to enter into contract, as
aforesaid, we guarauiee to make good the difference
I between the offer of the said-and that which
may be accepted.

J4»H\ W. NIAGER,
No. 166 Fore St. head of Long Wharf,

1. THE LONDON QUARTERLY, Conservative.
2 THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, Whig,
3. THE NORTH BRITISH REVIEW, Free Church.
4 THE WESTMINSTER REVIEW. Liberal.
6. BLACKWOOD’S EDINBURGH MAGAZINE,

j

I

j

JOHN D. J »NES. President.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice Pre«ident.
W. U. II MOORE. 2d Vice Prea l.

Applications
procured bv

ered

Form cf (iunmntee.
The undersigned.-, of- in the State of
the State ol -.
-. aud-of-, in
hereby guarantee that ii\ca*e the foregoing bid of
-for any of the classes therein named be accepted, be or they will, within ten days after (lie receipt of the contract at the post office named, or Navy Agent designated, execute the contract for the
same with good aud sufficient sureties; aud in case

A. P Pilint.
Jos. Gaillard, Jr.,
Leror M Wiley, J. Henr Hurgv,
Dan*IS. Miller, CortieliusDriuuel),
C. A Hand,
S. T. Nicoll,
Josh'a J.llenry.Watts Sherman,
W.C. Pickentgill, Deo.D.Hobsoti, E. E. Morgan,
Lewi* Curtis,
David i.aoe.
B. J. Howland,
Chas. H. Russell. James Brvce.
Beiij. Babcock,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Sturgis.Jr., FiefcherW’estray,
P. A. llargous,
II K. Bogert,
K B. Mitturn.Jr.,
A. A. Low.
G. W. Burnham,
Meyer Dans,
RovaJ Phtlps,
Wm. E. Dodge. Fred Chauncey,
Caleb Bar*tow, Dennis Perkins, Janies Low.

publishers

!

ST~E E

SEALED

pasted

John D. Jone«,
Charles Dennis.
W. II. H. Moore,
Tho«. Tflcstou,
Henry Colt,

the cost of
these Periodicals has more than doubled in cousequence of the enormous rise iu the price of paper,
and of a general advance in all other expenses—and
are reducing the
notwithstanding other
size or increasing the price of their publiratjons. we
shall continue, for the year 186.1, to luruish ours completk. a* heretofore, at the old rate*, viz:

I

1,740,000

Total profit* for 20J years,
914,493.730
The Certificates previous to 1881, have
been redeemed by cash,
10,278,560

PRICE* CHEAP AS EVER

Notwithstanding

•12,753,730

January, 1863,

*

TO THOSE WHO PAY PROMPTLY IN

2.4*4.082 86
237.4O2 20

The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of July, 18*2* to the 1st of
Jauuary, 1862. for which Certificate*
were issued, amount to
AdditiouaJ from 1st January, 1862, to 1st

Ovricaor tub A. A. Q. M U. 8. A.. I
F »rt Preble. Maine, Feb 4th. 1868.
PR >POS ALS will be received at this
office until M
today. March 16th. 1863. at 18
for (800) Are hundred cord* of hard. Seaclock M
soned, mcrcha it able wood —one hundred and twentyeight cubic le«t to the cord. The wood to be deliv-

a

The schedule which the bidder encloses most be
to his offer, and each of them signed by him.
Opposite each article iu the schedule the price most
be set. the amount carried out, the aggregate footed
up for each class, aud the amount likewise written in
word*. If the parties who bid do not reside near
the place where the articles are to be delivered, they
must oame iu their offer a person to whom orders on
them are to bo delivered.

FRYE,
ib—

No. loo CommeroUl Street.

ABAaiAH

Jan nary

PROPOSAL* FOR WOOD.

Date.
Witness.

122.388 53

Dividend Jan. 87th, 18ft). 40 per ct.

British Review*.

|

Mortgages and other Loans,sundry

deemed

■BLACKWOOD’S MAGAZINE,
-AND THE-

Seven Hill ion Dollars,

—

Ob Uac Street.

•

Flour, Meal, Grain and Feed,

*bl9 dlaw4w

firm must be signed by all the members.
I,-. of-, in the State of-, hereby
agree to furnish and deliver in the respective Navy
1 ards all the articles named in the classes hereunto
annexed, agreeably to the provisions of the schedules
therefor, aud in conformity with the advertisement
of the Department of Februarv 13, 1983.
Should mv
offer be accepted, I request to be addressed at -,
and the contract sent to the Navv Agent at
or
to-. for signature aud certfflcxte.
Signature, A. B.

HTThe whole Profit* of the Company revert to
the ami'&kd, and are divided annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year, and for which
Certificatcsare issued, bjcakin*. ixteukat, until re-

frresboro,twenty-four

!
[

Which from

•7,130,794 64

dying.

|

Company,

of William)New York,
January 27tb, 1863.

Notes, redusarauee and other claims
due the Company, estimated at
Premium Note* aud Bills Receivable,
Caahiu Bauk,

(be Slrk and Wounded

THE

these :

to

Mon.

over

Clusa No. 11, White Pine Logs; 14. Ash Oars; 18,
Locust Butts; 24. Brushes; 25, Irou, 28. Steel. 88.
Hardware: 34, Colored Paints: 89. Linseed Oil,Torpeutine, Varnish: 41. t.lnss; 43. Pitch, Rosin, Tar;
50. Chain Irou; 48, Ship Chandlery.

exceeding

United State* and State of New York
Stock. City, Bank and other Stocks, 92.626.900 58
Loans secured byStocks.audotherwise, 1,448 220 47
Real Estate and Boods and Mortgage.
233,760 U0
Dividends ou Stocks. Interest on Bonds

REFERENCE*:

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. 8. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
»ep2(MAwl4tf

day, 12th instant. We published a meager synopsis of the bill on the following Tuesday.
It passed the Rouse last Friday, 20th instant
just as it came from the Senate. The President will undoubtedly sign the hill. The principal provisions of the uew law are briefly
It create* a Bureau in the Treasury Departunder the title of the Comptroller of the
Currency, nominated by the Secretary of Die
Treasury and appointed by the President and
Senate; salary $.'>,000; bowl« $100,000; to hold
office for flve years; to have deputy clerks,
Ac., none ol whom shall be interested in any
banking under the act.
Associations for hanking may be formed by
not less than flve persous, who shall make certificates specifying the name of their association, its location, amount of capilal.which shall
be not less than fifty thousand dollars (and
in cities of over ten thousand population,
one hundred thousand dollars); names, residence aud number of shares ol stockholders,
and lime of beginning business; this certificate to be legally acknowledged.
Thirty per
cent, of capital stock to be paid in at comthe
and
remaining capita! at ten per
mencing,
cent, every two months until paid up.
If anyone fails to pay, his stock to be sold at auction,
after three weeks' advertising. If nut bid in
so as to cover assessments and costs, it is forfeited to the association. When the Comptroller is satisfied that these conditions are
complied with, he shall give the association a
certificate authorizing them to commence business, which fact shall t>e advertised for sixtydays. All these associations are authorized to
do business in the usual forms, sue and lie sued,
and to perform all the ordinary functions of
hanking. Their shares are transferable personal properly, carrying their liabilities with
them. Capital may lie increased from time to
time as may be deemed expedient They may
hold real estate necessary to do their business,
such as may lie mortgaged as security for
lands, such ms may be conveyed for debts and
such a- they may purchase uuder their mortgages, but uo other.
Preliminary to commencing, they deliver to
the Uuited States Treasurer interest bearing
bonds of the government to the specified
amount, and receive currency circulating notes

Asset*,
viz

in the Senate some weeks ago, by Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, and passed that body on Thurs-

8U,(cor.

wanaixoToa.

provided,

Insurance auainst Marine and In*
land Navigation Riaka.

Augdhta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State Moose.)

eodly

ATLANT IC

happy—I

compliments.

PORTLAND, ME.

declD

•

FROST 4k

In Wd A trip

raiLADKLrBIA.
Class No. 8, Yellow Pine plank Stock Logs: 11.
White Pine Log.: 13. Ash Logs and Plank; 16. Mahogany. Black Walnut, Cherry; 17. Crpreas and Cedar Board,; 18, Locust Timber ; 22.
I.ignumritie; 24,
Brushes: 25. Iron; 28. Iron Nails; 33 Hardware; 84.
TooUfor Sto es; 34. White Lead; 37. Ziue Paint; 88.
Colored Paiuts. Drrer: 39. Linseed I HI, Turpentine,
Varnish: 41. Class; 43. Pitch, Resin, hr: 44. Fish
Oil. Tallow, Soap: 44. Miscellaneous Dry Goods, Hair
Cloth, and Ship Chnndlery for construction.

made by the parties of the first part in delivering all
or any of the article* mentioned in auy class bid for
in the contract, of the quality and at the time aud
places above
tliyn. and in that case the contractor and uis sureties will forfeit and
pay to the
United States a sum of niouey not
twice
the amount of such class, which may he recovered
from time to time, according to the art of Congress
iu that case provided,
approved March 3. 1943
Butt must not contain class ft for more than one
in
the
tame
pant
envelope, and bidders are requested
to indorse on the envelope the Navy Yard for which
the bid is made.
Form of Offer.

Wharf,

•

KM~Entrance tret Door north of the Poet OOoa.
JaaSHta

BROOKLYN.

Class No. 1. White Oak Logs; 2, White Oak Keel
Piece,; 3, White Oak Promiaenon. Timber; 4. White
Oak Plank; 10, White Pine Mast Timber; 11, White
Pine; 14, A,hoars: 15, Hickory. Butt., and Handspikes: 18. Black Walnat. Cherry; 31, Cedar; 26.
Iron; 2d, steel; 27. Iron Spikes; 28. Irou Nails,
(wrought, ent): 34, Lead: 31. Zinc, Tin: S3. Hardware; 34. Tools tor Stores; 84; White Lead; 87,Ziuc
Paints; 88.Colored Paints; 39.Lins<ed Oil; 41.(.lass;
44. Fi.h Oil. Tallow, Soap; 4>i, Miscellaneous, Dry
Guods, Haircloth, and Ship Chandlery.

by

yards,

broker.
OFFICE

—dba Lana

CHARLESTOWK.
Class No. 1. White Oak Logs: 3. White Oak Promiscuous Timber; 4. White Oak Plank; 6, Yellow
Pine Logs; 11. White Pine Logs, Piauk. and Board*;
13. A«h Log. and Plank; 24, Brushes; 28. Iron; 38.
Strei: 27. Iron Sp.kes; lx. Iron Nalls; 30. Land; 31.
Zinc and Tin; 34. While Lendl 37, Zinc Paiuts; 38.
Colored Paint., Dryer; 89. Liuseed Oil; 41, Glass;
48, Pitch aud Rosin; 44, Hah oil.

practicable,

|4ace

is

PROOTEE

Real Estate and Ttrrfhattdlze

Repair:

Class 4. White Oak Plank; 6. Yellow Pine Logs;
11, White Pine Plank and Boards; 13, Ash Plauk
and Boards; 14, White Ash Oars: 16. Black Walnut
and Cherry; 17, Crprem; 23. Lignum rite; 24.Bru*hes: 25. Iron; 26. Steel; 27, Iron
Spikes; 28. Iron
Nails; 30. Lead: 31. Zinc and Tin; 33. Hardware;
84.Tool« for Stores; 36. White Lead; 37. Zinc Paints;
38. Colored Paints, Dryer; 39. Liuseed Oil; 41.Gla*s;
44. Oil. Tallow. Soap; 46. .Miscellaneous Dry Goods,
Hair Cloth, Ac.

yards

after.

eodtf

undersigned

was

~~

JOHN 0.

KITTERY.

Tne coutract* will be awarded to the lowest bona
4/ie bidder who give* proper security for its fulfilment.
The United State* reserves the right to reject all the
bids for anv clam, if deemed exorbitant.
All article* must be of the rery best quality, to be
delivered in the Navy Yard In good order, and in
suitable vessels and packages, properly marked with
the name of the contractor, a* the case may be, at ths
expense aud risk of the contractor, and in all respects
subject to the inspection, measurement, count, weight,
Ac., of the yard w here received, and to the entire satisfaction of tbe rommaiuiant thereof.
Bidders arc referred to the commandants of the refor samples, instructions, or particular
spective
description of the articles; aud all other things being
equal, preference will bo given to articles of American manufacture.
Every offer, as required by the law of 10th August,
1846, must lie accompanied bv a written guarantee,
the form of which I* hereby given.
Those only w hose offers may be accepted will be
forwarded a* soon thereafter as
which
they will be required to execute within ten days after
its receipt at the post office or navy agency named
by
them.
The contract* will bear date the day the notification i* given and deliveries can be demanded.
Sureties in tbe full amount will be required to sign
the coutract, aud their responsibility certified to by a
United States' district attorney, collector, or navy
ageut. As additional security, twenty per centum
will be withheld from the amount of the bills until the
coutract shall have been completed; and eighty per
centum of each bill, approved in triplicate
the
commandant* of tbe respective
will be paid by
the navy agent at the point of delivery in certificates
of indebtedness or Treasury notes ut the option of the
Government.

$335,000.

PORTLAND, Me.

struction and

the price* stated,

Company divide* its net earning* to the life
policy holders, (not iu scrip as some companies
do.)In cash, every five rears.
Amount of ('-ash Dividend paid bv this Company

IK

iutended.

yards*

COMPANY,

in 1858 to Life Members

Class A, boiler iron and rirets; C, lard oil; F, miscellaneous engineers’ tools; K. leather; L, hose; M,
brushes. Ac; O. lantern*: u sperm oil; R, ship
chandlery; 8. stationery ; T, firewood; 26 X. steel.
The following are the classes under Bureau of con-

being

Life Insurance

England

BUSINESS CARDS.

W ASH I XGTOJf.

The materials and articles embraced in the classes
named are particularly described in the
printed
schedules, any of which will be furnished to such as
desire to offer, on application to the commandant* of
the respective yards, or to the Navy Agent nearest
tlie re to, and those of all the yards upon
application
to the respective Bureaus. This division into classes
for the convenience of dealer* in each, such
portions only will be (tarnished as are actually required for bid*. The Commandant and
Navy Agent of
each station will, in addition to tbe schedule of dames of their own yards, have a
copy of the schedule* of
the other
for examination only, from which
it may be judged whether it will be desirable to make
application for any of the classes of these yards.
Offers must be made for the whole of the clam at
anv yard upon one of the
priuted schedule*, or in
strict conformity therewith, or they will not be considered. In computing the clasm* the price stated in
the column of price* will be tbe standard, and the
aggregate of the class will be carried out according to

LIFE INSURANCE.

No. 6 Galt Block Commercial Street,

boy. datMoldavia,

the current value of the
not exceeding the par
value, and at no time shall such notes exceed
world ever saw.”
$800,000,000—$150,000,000 to associations in
me c;onie<icracy, it seems, nas no desire
States and Territories, according to representative population; the other $150,000,000 to be
to rival the United States as the asylum for
distributed with regard to existing bank capithe poor and the oppressed of all nations ;
tal and business. The allotment to Maine will
witness the following:
be $3,110,000 In proportion to her congressional representation, faid $2,833,000 in proporOne among the most important subjects
claiming our attention will be the standard of tion to her present banking capital—in all $5,citizenship. When the struggle for independ- 04.3.000.
The notes are to lie from $5 to $1,000, and
ence is finished, the door of our Janus rusted,
in token ol tin termination of this bloody
express on their face that they are secured,
strife, and the laurels of victory entwine the and bear the signatures and seal of the Treasury Department; also the signatures of the
brow of the youthful Confederacy, we cannot
forget the duty of gratitude and deny the ^ President and Cashier of the Association. The
Secretary is to devise the form and erabellishtallest privilege of citizenship to any of the
noble heroes who hare rescued us front the j ment.and have custody of the dies and inanuchains of servitude. The gallant foreigners, i faeture.
ill lieu of all taxes on circulation under this
who have sustained us in this pious struggle,
Mt, or Isolds deposited, each association shall
are all entitled to the common boon of liberpay semi-annually one per cent, upon the
ty. But so foreigner, who comes among
notes received, returns to be made on the 1st
US AFTER THE STRUGGLE 18 OVER, SHOULD
July and 1st January, and in default two per
EVER ENJOY THE ELECTIVE FRANCHISE.
If
cent of the
We cannot check the spread over our tercapital, to be recovered for the
ritory of that spawn of ignorance and crime Treasury.
When
duly issued, these notes will be rewhich flow in endless issues from the prisons
ceived at par in payment lor taxes, excises,
and dene of corruption in the most of Eupublic lands and all other dues to the United
rope, we can at least shut out its cankering States
(except duties on imports,) also tor all
effects from the vitals of our body politic.—
salaries and other debts owing by the United
We badly need, too, a propekty qualiSlates, except interest on public debt; and no
fication FOB NATIVE AS WELL As FORassociation shall issue any other circulating
EIGN, Ac., Ac.
notes, under a penalty of fine und imprisonThe usual arguments in favor of property
ment.
If any bank fail to redeem its notes, the
qualification are then rehearsed. “Finally,"
holder may protest them before a notary,
lie goes on to say, “we should curtail the numwhereupon the bank may be suspended by the
ber of officer9 elective
by thepeople."
Comptroller under lurtns prescribed, their seIn conclusion we find the
curities forwarded to the United States, and
following sentiments, which seem intended as the Initiative
enough canceled to redeem the notes refused.
In case of suspension the securities to la* sold
to tature changes In fhe form of
government;
at auction in New York after thirty days’ noalso
a
contain
remarkable confession of tice. The
they
Comptroller may, to promote the
the Instability of government founded
public interest, sell such stock at private sale,
upon
! but not for less than the current market value.
secession principles :
The stockholders are not liable for principal
In addition to all tills we shall still learn an
debtors or sureties to an amount greater than
important lesson, if we will hearken to histo- three-fifths of the capital stock paid in. The
ry aud not place so high an estimate upon our
shares shall be $100 each; no stockholder can
system os to induce us to build our ho/ies upsell or transfer while he is liable lor any debt
on its
perpetuity. If we do not, we shall of the association, nor receive any dividend,
learn when too late, that ml impossible to
interest or profit while such liability continmtablish a premanent government. Let
ues.
The same security, both In kind ami
us therefore avoid the error of our forefathers
amount, shall he required of shareholders as
hi seeking to stamp the
superscription, esto of other persons. No bank shall
ot
perpetua upon that which, as the work of hold its own stock or the stock ofpurchase
any other
man, must contain from its origin, the seeds
company, unless in case of forfeiture or to preof its own dissolution.
vent loss upon debts.
Weir.
Every such bank shall be managed by five

4

Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting,
Bureau of Construction and Repairs,
Bureau of 8team Engineering,
until the 13th day of March next.
Proposals must be 1 adorned “Proposals for Materials tor the Navy,” that they may l»e distinguished
from other business letters, and directed to the Chief
of the Bureau of
(naming the Bureau) for which they

merchants,

AMDRIW T. DOLE.

oil,

SEALED

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

Portland

ed last of December, from Galatia,
Turkey, to a friend iu this city:

Navy Department, Feb. 13,1868.
I’Kui’USAL^ to furnish material* for
the Navy for the flseal year ending 36th June.
1868, will be received at the

payments;

WBOLHALI DIALERS

lard oil; D, boiler felting; E. gum packing, grommets, Ac; ('.miscellaneous tools for engineers; K,
leather; Q. sperm oil; K. ship chandlery; 8, stationery; T, firewood : V, wrought Iron, pipe, ralves. Ac;
26 X, steel; 28 X, iron uaila, bolt*, and nuts; 81 X,
tin.copper., Ac: 33 X. hardware; 31 X. white lead;
37 X. zinc, paint; 38 X. colored paint*,
dryers, Ao;
39 X, linneed oil, turpeutine; 44 X, metallic
tallow, soap.
PHILADELPHIA.
Class A, boiler iroix F. miscellaneous tools for engineers; Q, sperm oil; R, ship chandlery.

Materials for the

for

mT

NO.

Navy.

GENERAL

AID

1863.

PROPOSALS.
Proposals

MOODY,

A

Comminion

The American Flag in Turkey.

Literary Messenger;

and on the supposition that you do not often
have just suck a literary treat, I have, with
very little labor of selection, made the following extracts from a political article entitled,
“
The Great Danger of the Confederacy.”

DOLE

MORNING, FEBRUARY 27,

INSURANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

as

Extract from

Near

to nine directors, each to be a citizen, and resident in the state one year, and own at least
one per cent, of the
eapital stock up to two
hundred thousand dollars, one half per cent,
if over
that.. Every bank shall always have on
hand in lawful money at least twenty-five
per
cent, of its
outstanding notes and deposits.
shall
not
They
hypothecate notes to procure
money to be paiilm on their own capital stock,
or used in other banking
operations. No bank
shall permit dividends or loans to stockholders
for more than six months; if losses at
any time
exceed profits on hand, no dividend shall be
made, and no dividend shall ever be made
greater than the net profit on hand, dedueting
losses and bad debts. Semi-annual dividends
may be declared as the directors judge expedient. The banks may take, in advance, discount on notes, bills of exchange, <Src., at the
current established rates by the laws of the
several States; taking higher interest forfeits
tile debt. There are elaborate regulations regarding tile business of exchange. Severe
penalties Rre provided for misconduct on the
part of the banks, their officers, Ac. The Secretary may use these banks a< depositories of
public moneys except for customs. Legal proceedings tinder the act are to be directed by
the Solicitor of the Treasury. Provision is
made against mutilation and counterfeiting of
notes.
And lastly, the Comptroller of the
Currency is to make a full report annually to
Con grass of the condition of each of those
banks and associations.

no

•:

T
Tux Portland Dailt Press is pabiished every
morning, (Sundays exoepted), at M,00 per year in ad/

The Militia Officers.
To the K’lltnrg of the Vreen:
There lias been considerable said of late
aliout the non-commissioning of the militia
officers elect of the State of Maine. 1 have

FRIDAY

I

^

by addressing
No. 6 Temple

Street,

corner

t*R HUGHES,
of Middle, Portland.

B.—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend*
own sea.
nice
julldawtfS
N.

HEW YORK AID VIRGIHIA

OYSTERS,
Cooked in the

ALBION

best

manner,

at the

RESTAURANT.

Meal* at all hour*, cooked to order.
«

-ALSO-

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT

0. 0. MILLER,

Proprietor,

Rear U. S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland
dcc2tt 3m

JAMBS P. SLEEPER,

Fl'KNISHING
Ho. Ill
Residence

UNDERTAKER
Eichaaga Street, Fort lead.

rear of ill
oa hand

ttantlr

COFFIMS

Coagrcm Street, kccoe
all the taHoae kind, of

AMD

Sow

in

eoa-

CASIITS
Uaa,

And will meke « order anything ofthleklad that
may be ordereo. -t ihort notice, from the eheueet to
Hi giving my etrtet aad ea Met did
the V eat aaar
attention to the manufacturing, lining and tl turning
of the abofC, 1 can furuiih tnem ehoapar thaa aay
one elie

Aag. «. IMS.

_

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

place, 1 may mentirtfi the employment of
large number of mechanics and laborers who,
residing here previously, or brought here by
the requirements of business, were supported
first
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families, by the wages of
their labor on vessels repaired.
Again, many vessels were brought here from
other places in consequence of having the requisite accommodations furnished for them,
and thus a much larger number of vessels

The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than that of any other rinily in the city.

obtained for business, and commerce
encouraged and extended in a way well
derstood by business men.
were

Portland Dry Dock—I* It needed f
To the Editors of the Press :
A while ago there was some interest mani-

Another result

regard to the building of a dry dock
In this city. Twice, if not. more, the public attention was called to it, and meetings were adfested in

vertised

Insurance Co.

These

real estate owner; and this city is still receiving the benefits which were originated by the
energy and foresight of the projectors of the

Kailway. Honor and gratitude to the
originated and carried to successful
completion that enterprise! Now, who can
doubt that like results, on a much larger scale,
would be produced by the construction of a
O’-}’ Dock of the requisite capacity?
P. M.

it appears to me that a matter so important to the ln tercets of our city, should be
neglected no longer. 1 believe, if the subject

Now,

men

understood by our citizens,there
would be an immediate waking up to its importance, and vigorous and successful action

properly

I do not

profess

be

to

thoroughly posted

in

all the advantages of the
thoughts in connection with it,
have been suggested to me. and I state them
for what they are worth, only premising that

ing,

but

repairs, our ship owners would order their
ships when needing to he coppered, to return
home at low rates ot freight, or with cargoes
of salt, Ac., purchased on their own account.
Opportunities being offered for shipment to
tills port from foreign ports, they would be
embraced, especially when the inducement of
a lower rate of freight was added.
But this communication is long enough to
insure its being read, and I close to resume

some

I write without solicitation from any person,
aad am actuated in this effort, chiefly, by my
Interest in the prosperity and material advancement of our

city.

It is my Ann belie) that no enterprise that
we could engage in requiring, as this does, so
small an outlay of capital, promises so much
for the business interests of I he city, and if I
can
can

make others believe
command the means

tlie discussion in a subsequent numl>er of your
B. C. D.
pa|icr.

it, especially those
requisite, my desires

The

and my labor not in vain.
I will comprise what l have to write upon the
■batter, in consl dering three very natural and
Will be

accomplished

peril neat

questions,

Ship Island, as given in a
lished in yesterday's Argus:
Capt. C. K. March, Lieut. It.

1st. 1* a Dry Dock needed here ?
88. Will It be profitable to stockholders f
now

of
1b

1st. Because ofits great convenience to the
shipping of our city and State.

It is well known

gation,

pub-

letter

T. Jordan,
Lieut. W. P. Freeman ; Privates L. Bridges,
W. T. Bridges, J. Burns, J. Brngdon, C. A.
Costou, M. D. Chapman, E. J. Caruthers, T.
Crocker, J. II. Davis, A. G. Dunham, F. Solomnn, E. Grant, J. Harmon, C. H. Hilton, C.
A. Jackson. J. W. Jackson, H. D. Jackson,W.
F. Libby. II. D. Lowell, M. Robbins,.!. Staples,
E. H. Seavey, H. S. Thrasher, C. G. Thrasher,
J. H. Winslow.

f

Coining then, at ouce, to the discussion
the first question, 1 argue that a Dry Dock
'needed here, and

Island Troubles.

rest at

viz:

3d. Can it be constructed

Khip

The following are the names of the members
of Co. F, 13th Maine Kegiinent, now under ar-

those interested in naviand who have been long residents here,

The origin of the trouble is

to

follows, as we

as

condense from the letter referred to. Jan. 20th

that there are now, in this place, fewer flacilities for the repairs of vessels, considering the

Col. Daniels landed at

Ship

Island with

seven

present size of our ships, than existed thirty-

companies of the 2d Louisiana Native Guard
(colored) with orders to supersede Col. Rust

five years ago. About that time a Marine Railway was built here by some enterprising and

and staff, who were to go to another com maud.
Col. Daniels, it seems, issued an order for the

energetic merchants and ship masters, representing theu the most intelligent part of our
navigation interests, and a lew years subsequent it was found necessary, by the same proprietor, to add'another and a larger one; and
for a long period, both were in constant operation. In the progWss of time these were found
inadequate for the accommodation of the increasing size of tile ships, and the land being
wanted for business improvements, the whole
property was disposed of, and the corporation
closed up, having accomplished in its day all
and more Ilian ail that was anticipated by its

companies to appear at guard mounting, in
which they were to drill side by side with the
colored troops, whese officers were to take
turns with the white officers.
The white companies—a portion of them—refused obedience
to

fense to the white
mau, but

disarmed for

disobedience,

doubt, thougli

do not

we

soldiers,

is

uot

a

ing long resided at the South, is 'not afflicted
prejudice against color, and can scarcely
lie expected to appreciate the fastidiousness of
Yankees in this regard.
One tiling is clear: the negro troops are not
answerable for the Ship Island trouble. They
were there to obey orders and to do their duty. They are not responsible for the darkness
of their skins. They are to be blamed for the
troubles ouly as true loyal men at the North
with

floating Dry Dock, and a
committee was appointed to make estimates
and contracts for material. The project was
however abandoned, for satisfactory reasons;
and perhaps It is well that it was. as it may be
questioned whether it would have met the
wants of the present time, and it might thus
have bean in the way of more ample accommoa

be blamed for tiie rebellion, or as the
Christian Master was to be blamed for the ungodly conduct of the Jews towards him. The
whole affair shows the value rather than othare to

dations.

We are not, now, entirely without railway
facilities. A Marine Railway is in operation in

erwise, of the colored troops; and if any blun-

Capa Elizabeth, built a few years since, and is
uied,occaaionaliy, for the class of vessels which

der has been committed from which lias resulted the difficulty referred to, it is only a

it

blunder in the details of the camp, and not one
that touches the real question, either of the
value of negro troops, or of the expediency of

can

accommodate.

1 have nothing to say
It is managed, as far as

against this Railway.

I know, with judgment and liberality, and tnay
be all that its proprietors expected. However

using them

this may

lion.

be,

it cau

safely be

affirmed that it*

capacity
the larger class of vessels belonging

is insufficient for the convenience

IMMV

U

»/ ■

J

J/VIVO

in

pivitiawic

Australasia and

Why, everybody

the conveniences

requisite

can

be

knows that

had;

and if

be sent to snother and more expensive place.
Bow seldom do we see a Portland ship at

borne now! As toon as they are rigged and
fitted for sea, when new, they leave us, and
many years, never return.
other repairs, the work must be
done at another and frequently a foreign port,

notwithstanding for cheapness of labor and
materials, aud fur despatcli and thoroughness
of execution, tiiis port is second to none in
this country or Europe.
If we add to the number of Portland ships
thus prevented from returning home, the large
number of other ships belonging to this State
which would lie ordered here for repairs ocea.
(tonally, if they could be accommodated, we

A Patriotic Mayor.—The

have an aggregate of tonnage of very large
amouut that would enter our port under circumstances favorable to their coming.

of

for the

them.

This is well—but is it well

to

with the benefits of

be

con-

building, rigging,
fitting them, while making such inadequate
provision to retain among us the labor and
mouey required to keep them in working or-

tent

ami

der? Is it not better to look
work of our own hands, aud
cannot save to the

more
see

alter the

whether we

city

and State a portion of
that which goes to build up other
places, and
which, If retained here, would add much to
our own wealth ?
But I am

anticipating

a

reason

which I

have to offer in favor of

a Dry Dock, which
is,
2dly. Because it would add largely to the
prosperity ol the city, and therefore we need

it.
The experience of the past will here aid us,
and we will here inquire what were the results
of the Portland Marine Railway, leaving out
of view now, the question of profit.

In the

Norwich, Conn.,

hundred gnus

leave out of our calculations
the necessity of providing facilities of repairs
not

English steamers, nor forget the fact
thafour own coasting steamers need every
year to be examined, aud sometimes repaired.
Uis not long since the dry dock of the Portsmouth Navy Yard was used for the accommodation of an English steamer needing repairs,
which could only be made there.
There are owned in this State 800 to 000,000
tons of shipping, onc-lifth of which is owned
iu this city. We have built, rigged, and fitted

A bill is now before the Senate which provides that the words “intoxicating liquor” and
‘'intoxicating liquors" where they occur inahc
“act for the suppression of driuklag houses
and tippling shops,” approved March 25, 1858,
shall be understood and construed to iuciude
strong beer, lager beer, ale, porter and other
malt liquors."
And the Slate Temperance
Convention in session here yesterday, urged
the necessity of further legislation upon tlie

The Committee of Farmers who have under
consideration the question of abolishing the
Board of Agriculture, meet again this afternoon.
Probably they will report a bill repealing thejaw establishing the Beard. If they
do it will Very likely pass, for if the tariners
don’t want the Board of Agriculture who
does?
It is found that the Governor and Council
will be unable to examine all the accounts for
aid furnished to families of volunteers so as to
comply with the existing law which provides
that they shall be paid on the first day of
March, and a bill has been introduced extendJonathan.
ing the time.

perils of the
If they need

coppering or

We must

[SPECIAL

j

ordered

in honor

a

City

Council

salute of

of the

one

President's

Emancipation Proclamation. Mayor Greene
promptly carried out the order, but a few copperheaded democratic tax-payers caused an
injunction to lie served on the Treasurer, torbidding the payment of the appropriation
($1*8) to cover tlie expense. The Mayor came
out in tlie Bulletin with a communication,setting forth the facts, and closing as follows:
I have cheerfully submitted to the injunction, and have w illingly paid for the salute out
of my own pocket. I did sincerely wish that
my native city would honor herself by giving
salute in honor of n measure which I am
our Father in Heaven must
approve; but it was not to be. And now upon
my soul, I do exult and rejoice that I, James
Lloyd Greene, am tlie man who ordered and
paid, for the Hrst emancipation salute ever
tired in tlie State of Connecticut,”

a

convinced

Govkrnmknt Advektisino.
In future
the advertisements of the War
Department
w ill U- published in
New England only iu the
following papers:
—

Massachusetts—Boston Journal, Transcript
aud

Traveller of Boston.
Maine—Portland Daily Press of Portland.
lthode Island—Providence Journal of Providence.
Vermont—Montpelier Watchman of Mont-

pelier.

Hartford Press of Hartford.
Connecticut
New Hampshire—Independent Democrat of
—

Journal.

S3P“ An old toper out West says the two
most precious
things now included in hoops
are

girls

and

kegs

of

whiskey

y

PRESS.]

SELECTED.

tr The crowded state of

SEX ATE.

Papers

from the House

were

disposed

of in

concurrence.

Bill to

incorporate the Milford and Princeton
Turnpike Co., came back amended. On motion
ot Mr. Peters, it was laid on the table.

Read and assiqned.—Act additional to the
act incorporating the city of Bangor; act for
the destruction of wolves and bears; resolve in
favor of Nathan S. Lufkin.
Several petitions for an amendment of th« liquor law were presented and placed on file.
Mr. Cram, from the Committee on Manufactures, reported a bill to incorporate the Dedhain
Manufacturing Co., which passed to be engrossed, under a suspension of the rules.
Mr. ('ram, from the same Committee, reported a bill to incorporate the Bethel Steam Mill
Co., which was read and assigned.
Mr. Cram, from the same Committee, reported
leave to withdraw on the petition of John H.
Williams.
Mr. Woods, by leave, presented a resolve relating to the sale of public lands, which was ordered Vi be printed. He also presented a bill,
which was referred.
The Washington County contested Senatorial
election case came up. Messrs. Duren, Woods,
and Stewart made arguments in favor of the
majority report. The matter was then tabled.
Passed to be enacted.—Act to extend the time
for paying in the additional capital stock of the
International Bank.

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

Prayer by Rev. Dr. Tappan of Augusta.
Pa|H.»rs from the Senate were disposed of in
On motion of Mr. Robbins of Norridgwock,
it was ordered that the delegation from Somerset
County be a Committee to consider the expediency of abolishing the office of Fish Warden in
that County.
Mr. Gunnison, from the Special Committee on
Aid to families of volunteers, reported a bill in
aid of such families. A motion was made to recommit the bill, which, after some discussion,
The report was then accepted, the bill
was lost.
twice read, and, on motion of Mr. Crosby of
Dexter, laid on the table and ordered to be

printed.

Bill to incorporate the Dedham Manufacturing Co. was read three tiroes, and, under a suspension of the rules, passed to be engrossed in
concurrence.

Bill to change the name of Jane Mehan was
taken up, read a second time, and to-morrow
re-

ported that the bill to amend the act incorporating the city of Lewinton, ought to pass.
The re|K>rt of the Penobooot delegation on the
order relating to authoriiing the payment of
certain claim*, together with an accompanying
bill, were, on motion of Mr. Burgees of Oldtown, recommitted.
The hour assigned for the consideration of the
National resolves having arrived, they were taken up.
Mr. Kingsbury of Portland resumed and concluded his remarks. The galleries and area
were crowded with attentive spectators, including many ladies. Mr. K. was frequently interrupted with applause. Mr. Smith stated that he
should reply to some portion of Mr. K’s remarks.
_

Adjourned.
ArousTA, Feb. 96.
Edward P. Weston has t>een nominated for
Su|icrintendent of Public Schools, ami Benjamin
P. Atkinson of Chester! ille, for Register of
Probate of Franklin County.
The Governor
proposes to give a large and brilliant party, next
Wednesday evening, at the State House. The
Committee on the Board of Agriculture met this
afternoon and adjourned to next Tuesday.
Hospital Report of the Maine Soldiers in
the different Hospitals In and near New
York, Jan. 31st, 1H03.

[Concluded.]
BEDLOK'g

NEWARK HOSPITAL.

Rodgers C B, II. 11th, Aug 16. debility.
Howell John, K, do. do, returned to
duty Sept 4.
Got don Francis T, G. do, Ellsworth, do,
lumbago.
Clough J B, A, do, West 1 arsouwticld, do. jaundice.
Libbv J W. K, 7th, do, Aug 18. deserted .tan 7.
Clucky Lewis. B, do, do. diarrhea.
Clbrk E F, I, 6th, do.
Adams John W, K. 7th, do, ’*
Morris Richard, K. do. Ayg20, sprained ankle.
Barrows A B, A. do. do, debility.
Know Wm K, 6th bat‘y. Kept 6. periostetea.
Cole J W, C, 11th, do, returned to duty Jan 26.
Ktrout Sam'I I. 1st, do. debility.
Carson* Luther II, A. 7th, Kept 20. died Oct 29.
Noonan Jas. H. 4th, Searsport, Kept 28, returned to
duty Jan 26.
Roberts Cyrus. F. 4th, Searsmont, do, rheumatism
Johnson Alcx’r.B, 10th,I'ortland,Uo.disch'ged Janl4.
Young E H. li. 8d. Nov 3. spine.
Gowdy Timothy. 2d bat’y, Bristol Mills, do, knee.
Judkitis Sumner 8. G, 16th. Nov ©.discharged Jan 14.
Lovett Kimou A. B, 10th, Portland, do, diarrhea.
Barker Elijah W, II, 5th,
do, rheumatism.
Thompson G H, B, 3d, do. returned to duty Jan 26
Benson Sam’I W, 6th bat'y. West Paris, do. debility.

Henry A,1,3d,Augusta.returned duty Jan 26.
CENTRA L PARK HOSPITAL.

Henry C, F, 8d, ou pass, Nov 6.
Emerson F W, li, 2d, Bradford, Nov 9, rheumatism.
Bond L 11, 11,6th. Dec 17—discharged Jan 17.
Emerson John, E. 16th. do,
13.
M
Dow John M. F, 20th, do,
13.
"
Abbott David 8, C. do, do,
13.
Kick el Charles. 3d bat’y, Bangor, do.avphilis.
Leighton Ja- A. 1,20th, Appleton, do, injury to hip.
Davis Gilman, F, 2uth, Harmony, do, diarrhea and
Hamilton

rheumatism.
Locke Wtn P, C.lst car, East Newport do,rheutn'sm.
Brookins B F. k, 8th. Hudson, Jan 1, debility.
Hatcbelder B F.H, 8th, Belmont, do,chronic rheum.
Ingraham Thos F, I. 8th, Augusta, do.chronicdiar a.
Jellison Geo 8, G, 8th, Waltaattt, do, aphouia and

neuralgia.
Lunt D 8, G, 8tli. do, discharged Jan 15.
Metcalf Oliver. H, 8th, Camden, do, chronic diar’a.
Pratt Simeon. k.Kth.Olemou, do,fever and neuralgia.
Tyler J M, I, 8th, Oshkosh, do, L cipieut phthisis.

BROOKLYN

CITY

HOSPITAL.

Carroll John, K, 4th. Belfast, Oct 5,discharged Jan 5.
'*
Beaue Albion. K. 28th. Dec 6.
Doc 26.
Fairer Edward, II. 28th. Washington, do.typ’d fever.
Hunt Albert. I. 28th. Olritnwn tin rln-varv
Rowe Lewi* 1*. D, 28th, do. meado*.

ill

spinning

EAST NEW YORE HOSPITAL.

Jas W, I, 21ft, Bremen, fever—very ill.
Treble Orrin. D,21*t, Vassal borough,
Maguire 11 W,E.24lh, Mercer, consumption.far gone.
Cough.in John A, E, 24th, New Vineyard, debility
to be discharged.
Swain A It, E. 24th. Avon, rheumatism—do.
Hodge Francis D, 21st, Windsor, debility—do.
Wadley Thos, K. 28th, ltelkride, lungs—do.
Cutler Nathan, if, 28th, Farmington, rheumatism—
discharged.
TalmerC'has W, B. 28th, East Wilton, discharged.
*•
Moore A S, tj, 28th, Unity.
Bridges John. l,2Kth, Bucksport,
"
Blake Franklin II. F, 28th, Boothbay,
**
Dodge K L, F. 28th, Edgecoinh,
M
Decker Wm C, F. 28th, i>i/ecoinb,
’•
Tage Robert, 1, 28th, Bucksport,
••
.Simpson Leaudei. I. 2Stb,
Hutchins Wm. 1, 28th Tenobscot,
"
* utter Ira V, B, 28th,
Farmhtgton,
Collins Cha-* E. D, 21st, Vassamoro, improving,
tiardner W II, I. 24»h, (iardiner, rheumatism.
Wentworth E A. 1. 21st, Bristol, debility.
Fossett Thos H. 1. 21st,
tinrse.
Snell Thos E, 1. 21st, Starks, lame and nurse.
Francis John II. II 24th, Concord, debility—uuree.
Davis Benj F. I, 21st, Damariscotta. discharged.
Toot baker Wm F. A. 24th, Richmond, lung fever.
Day Justin C, 1, 21st—died January.
Curtis Wtu, 1,20th, Damariscotta—died in Jauuary.
**
••
Heway Albert, 1,21st,

—

Afction Salk of Coal.—The Delaware,
Lackawanna <Si Western Railroad Company
sold 30,000 tons of Scranton coal at auction in
New York, Wednesday. The attendance at
The

of coal and

grades
as

and the

bidding spirited.—
the prices obtained

follows:

2000 tuns of chestuut coal.
#6 S7J to #6 92
WOO "
stove coal. 6 70
6 92
3000
6 37
ejo-euuJ.. 6 00
"
4600
6 12
state coal. 6 00
*'
46*SI
steamboat coal. 6 00
6 36'
11,000 ‘‘
lump coal.610 " 6 10
••

••

••

The Evening I’ost thus speaks of the sale:
"The

are less
cents to two

dollar and sevprices
by
dollars per ton than in
enty-live
Decemhe^last, and are less, with a few exceptions, than the company expected to realize at
present. They are, however, hut little bejmv
the market rales; and as navigation will sm
open, cheap coal—not so cheap, perhaps, as in
some previous years—may be expected.
It is
fair to assume, lor various reasons, that tlie
have
been
wbicli
obtained
high prices
during
the past winter will not rule again for years to
come."
one

hang

On the list of Junior

land,

no

tion reverencers par excellence lose no occasion to make them the butt of their unkind
and ungodly sarcasms.
8«a a woman In another column picking Sambuc(irapes, for Speer’s Wine. It is an admirable article
used in hospitals, and by the first families in I'aris
London and New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great sntisfac

ett, Edward Everett’a^roinising son, stood

SPECIAL

ZW~ The Tribune intimates that the

cravats

is

good

in the

nutmeg State.”

jy Stewart, the princely drygoods merchant of New York, is said to have swept the
of

descriptions
goods.
His business in 1802 amounted to $20,000/100,
and his profits to full $4,000,000.
vtr The Poles in Paris thoughts! the time
the last steamer left Europe that if their countrymen could bold out three weeks longer, they
would be likely to succeed, owing to the delection in the Hussian army and

rising in Lithuania.
Ear-a letter from

a

threatened

army before Vicksburg stall’s that Jucob Thompson, Mr. Buchanan's Secretary of the Navy, was louud in
the river Jan. illst in a skiff by one of our
lx nits, and compelled to heave to.
He is now
in the care of Hear Admiral Porter.
our

Ey-Steamship Jura, with five days later
intelligence from Europe, arrived at this port
Wednesday forenoon. The Advertiser of yesterday did not contain one item of the intelligence brought by her, save the markets, and
those they received from Boston!
;y-“ If the question

wi<

proposed

to

spread

A Cough, Cold, oa ah Irritated Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmonary
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurahie.
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

I trust every Virginian woutd say,
the Hyenas.”
Birds of a feather

Mtirrli

2^“ Maj. D.

P. Stowell, 1st Maine
ia» been mustered out ol the
service
leuce without leave, and for conduct

unwillingness to

in

serve

Cavalry,
for ab-

showing

under his proper reg-

ing from the

She was not much

injured,

and

The great Union demonstration in Bel- !
Saturday last, was a glorious meeting

on

people,

:heering

an

outburst of

the hearts of all

to

patriotism most
loyal men. The

proceedings occupy several columns of the
Bellast Age.
ZJf~ The large two story dwelling house oc:upied by Mr. J. A. Thompson, St. Stephen,
iook lire on Saturday last,about 4 o'clock, and
was entirely destroyed, together with the outbuildings, and a large part of the furniture,
provisions, &c. Insured for $1600 as we learn
lion the Calais Advertiser.
Zff" Some

has said that if you make
money your god it will trouble you like the
devil.
If the devil conies in the shape of

gold eagles
gold

one

promt their efficac) by

a test of many years.
PubSpeaker* and Sixgkr* should use the Troches,
Military Officers aud Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should have
lic

hem.

everywhere at 26 cents per box.
Jan21 d&w8m

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An adhesive preparation
that will STICK
Patches and Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficiently strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture,
Crockery,
Toys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists,
And Families,
will find it invaluable! It will
effectually stop the

leakage

of Coal Oil.

It is insoluble in water or oil.
It is a liquid, aud as easily applied
It will adhere

at

seventy-live

per ceut. pre-

mium.

ZW~ If Hie copperheads

were

a sense

dog, they

would slink out of

It is
HILTON'S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton

Brothxks. Proprietors.
Providence, R. I.

Supplied in package*from 2 os. to 100 /6s., by
TUOS. G. LORIXG, Apothecary,
Corner of Exchange aud Federal Streets,
Sole

Agent in Toitlaud.

dly

Dm*. J. Clawson Rkllky sod H L. Davis
Medical office, No 229j Congress street, op same
flight with Dr. Johusou, Deutist—ouly place in Portland where Dr. Kelley's genuine medicines ean be
bad. Adder free upou all diseases.
jatiQT d3aw*wtf82
•

DR. P. P. (qUIMBY. would giveuoticethit Ife ha
Portland, and ean be found at his Room,
No. 13 International Hocse, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to eousul

returned to

First Examination at office.#200
Each subsequent sittings! office.60
City Patients,first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 100
August 16, 1862.—tf

Portland Observatory —The year for signalizing vessels at the Portland Observatory expired Jan.
1st, 1863. Ship owners and merchants will be called
upon

to renew

their

subscription,

febaodtmchl

ENOCH MOODY.

Dentistry.—Dr.JOS1AU HEALD,No.241 Con
greet Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly
LOCKE k KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
Middle Street. Portland. Me.
sugl6—ly
Dus.

BROKERS* BOARD.
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, Feb 26. 1862.
2.0HO American Cold.1701

500.do.170}

1.000 United States Coupou Sixes (1881).lo2
4 500 .do.Ml
6.000 U. S. 7 3-10Treasury Notes (Oct).106

10.000
.do (August).104;
6.000 Cuited States F'ive-T'wenties. 90
200 .do
1.415 Cuited States Demand Notes.170
10.000 U. S. Certificates of ludebtn's (long).97J

99}

MARRIED.
Polaud, Moses E. Megquierand Miss Abby
(jerry, both of Poland; also, Wn. F. Cook, of
Casco, amt Miss Ella M. Libby, of Polalid.
In West

of shame than

any more vula bronze bull

sight,

and hide

lu Biddeford. William Perkins aud Mrs. Caroline

K. (jilhert, both of B; also, Johusou Plummer, ot
Lewistou, aud Miss lluldah D Lane, of Buxton.

their diminished heads in view of the
their treasonable

treatment

receiving

at

the hands of the

just
propositions are
loyal Legislature

»f the slave State of Missouri.

ZW~

'Ye do not believe in

capita! punishscruples
man publicly executed; but

ment, and should have conscieucious

igainst seeing any

constrained to believe there is a wise

are

design on the part of the Creator, in locating
the Aemp-growing region of this country within the loyal States.
ZW~ Yesterday morning the Argus contained a letter from Ship Island touching the
recent diltlculties at that plaee, ami in an editorial prclace said, “The following letter was
“written for the Press of this city, but having
•been refused

‘publish

it

ail

insertion in that paper,

by request.”

The first

we

we

knew

or

beard of llie letter was in the Argus. No such
letter has been refused insertion in our columns.

paste.

E.

nerable to

w’e

as

We learn from the book-keeper for the

Press, that a
letter, aud he

man

called on Atm with such

referred him to the

a

editor; but

DIED.
Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 20, Mary, wife of Moses
Ficket. aged 71 years.
lu Boston, Feb 23. Dr. David Osgood, aged 69.
lu Saco. Feb. 19. Juiia A., wile of Rev. O. T. Moulton. aged 37 years 2 mouths.
lu

In itoiiis. Feb. 21. Win. ('.,

Mary

PORTLAND CITY DIRECTORY,

Matanzas— Brig Florence
160 hhds molasses, t
Hunt.
Brig J l’oliedo—393 hhds aud 8 trcs molasses, to
—

Geo 6

JUST PUBLISHED, FDR SALK BY

BAILEY

MINIATLRE ALMANAC.
Friday.
February ST.
Sun rises.6.40 I High water,{P. M.)... 6.20
Sun sets.6.47 1 Length of days.11.07

MARINE

feb27—lw

Deorlnjf
LESSEE k MANAGER
8taoiMa!ia»ih

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MR.

ARRIVED.
Matanzas Uth Inst.
Brig J Polledo. Marwick. Matauzas 13th lust.
Brig J D Lincoln. Stover, Eliza bet hport.
Brig Waccamaw. Nickels. Boston.
Sch Abbie E Willard, (of Bangor) Conly, Cardenas
via Holmes’ Hole.
Sch Calista. Pavson. Philadelphia.
Sch C B Joues, Freeman, Tangier.
Sch Flving Fish, Bernard, Tangier.
Sch Vulcau, Hersey, Boston.
Sch Brave, Flanders,
Northport for Ft Monroe.
Sch Democrat, Pendleton. Belfast for Boston.
Sch G Washington, Pendleton. Belfast for Boston.
Steamer Forest City, Prince, Boston.

The N Y

ship

following

for

bails

City ol Baltimore. Liverpool.New York... Feb
Borussia.Southampton..New York... Feb
China.Liverpool.New York .Feb
New York
Feb
Kaugaroo..Liverpool

Arabia.Liverpool.Boston

tiammoma.Southampton. New
New

Australasian.Liverpool
TO

..

York.
York

11
11
14
18
Feb 21
Feb 26
Feb 28

DEPART.

Pacidc.
.New York. Htvaua.Feb 26
City of Washiug’n.New York. Liverpool.Feb 28
Nova Scotian .Portland. .IJverpool.Feb 28
..

Canada.Boston.Liverpool.

City of Baltimore. New York
Borussia.New York

March 4
March 7
Match 7
March 11
iu the regu
call a

Liverpool
Hamburg..
Liverpool

China .New York
Mails are forwarded by every steamer
lar hues. The steamers for or from
(Queenstowu, except the Canadian line, which

Liverpool call a

Londonderry.

posed

month.

PANAMA AND CALIFORNIA—Steamer*.carryfor Aspinwail, Panama, aud California,
leave New York on the 1st, Uth, and 21st of each

E. L.

DAVENPORT,

Tiro Unaulifal Piny. To-Nightt
Mr. E. L. I)A*uruHT u.The Stranger.
Mr. K. L. Davenport a. .William
MIm Ada Parker a..Mrs. Halter.
Mb* Me.lever a..Iharlotte aad Saeaa.
Mr. Harry Pearson aa.Solomon and Gnalbraia.
CT-Col E. C. Maao*. officer, aad original ana
her. of the gallant Seventh Maine Tolautr ere. with
the Full krgimrutal Baud, have accepted aa iavltation, and will attend this evening.
ET~MR. HARR Y PKARSUS will oa tbb occasion sing a new Nstioual Song entitled "Mur tielumhia." oompoeed bv Kagetve Batoheldev, aad respectfully dedicated to the People of Portland.

fc Davis.

List note* the

ARRJ'TT

W.nno!

SPLENDID DRAMATIC COMPANY.

CLEARED.
Newton. Coombs. New York, by Me-

Shipping

HEN It Y C. J
-A.

--A.D TM»—

Brig Florence. Wiuslow,

Sch Frances

Hnll.

Bcnrfit and Fjrrwrll sight of

Thursday..Fsbraary 90.

Gilvery, Ryan

NOYES.

&

56 4 58 Kvchnnge Street.

NEWS?

sale*—

Peanut, 966 tom*, built at Biddeford in 1*62. fbr
F36.0U0 cash; A2 ship Hellespont. 766 tons, built at
Bath in 1906. for 936.U00 cash; ship Village Belle. 666
tous. built at W aidoboro in 1859, on terms not niadc

This FrMay EvnMagi F«h *7, IMS,
Will be prevented kobbue s affecting f toy. ia 6

public.

Acb, of

THE STRANGE*!
The Stranger.Kr.lL Davenport.
k or cut m bills of the day.

DISASTERS.
Ship Reaper, Poring, from Loudon, before reported aground at Shields 9th, after discharging part of
cargo, came off without damage, le-shippea her car-

To conclude with the beaatilbl
Ueal Drama entitled

go aud sailed ior
Brig Catharine Nickels, Grant, from Winterport
for St Thomas put into Marblehead 24th iusl, with
loss of dock load ol shingles aud lumber, on morning of the 23d.
A heavy storm visited Lewes, Dl, on Sunday doing
some damage.
Sch Leo. of Rockland, has gone to
pieces. Brig E Baldwin remains ashore.

Naples.

ADMISSION—Lower floor. lOenk; Gallon M
ET*Seab can be Mcured without extra charge at
the Drag Store of E. Dana. Jr., anrier the hair

DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE— Ar 22d, brig Elisha Donne, Jones,
Jago 31st ult.
Cld 22d, sch* Isaac Rich, Crowell, and Ryder,Rieb,
Boston; 23d, White Cloud, Leavitt, New York.
CM 24th, brig Fannie, Ross. Boston; sch O Frances,
Rawley, Bath.
PIltLADKLPKIIA-Ar 24th. brig Roaraer. Hopkin*. Boston.

Dowmo^en at 6]—oaaumeaelag at 7, P. M.
BLACItKIRITHIMI

AND

Ar25tbisHi

delphia.

HORSE-SHOEING.

Scale or Pbices.—Wa the aadertigaed. Black■miTin, end bhoers, do Agree to end hold oaraeivae
bound by the followiag aeale of prices for cur work
For DOW shoes per set,.a 1.60
Toeing and setting per set. ,W
"

Below, ship St Peter, Sprague, from N York; brig
C II Frost, fm Na*>au NP.
(Id 24th. brig A Taylor, Gulllfcr. Chelsea.
Aft Delaware Breakwater 23d, bark Lacy Frances.

Grav. Bn Matanzas.
NEW YORK—Ar 24th, ship C Grinnell,
London; scb Francisco. Silvey, Portland.
Sid 23d, ship TJ Southard; brig Sarah
schs J P
end Enchantress.

aad thrilling Mas-

BLACK EYEDHCSAIft
William, a Sailor.Mr. 1. L. Davenport.
k or cut of piece Me bill, or the
day.

8t

Sharpening and setting.
Resetting.
Bar shoes per pair,.
Snowball shoes per eel.

"

Spencer.

••

Bernice;

Jm
M
IJI
1,00

Bar jam tr Steves*, $m Con grace St.
”•
Rrrra Moses, Sit
J. H. Kemt. U Preble Si.
Ebbs Tbcb. SB Portland St.
Wn. Hatch, S7
Ghohoe Foss. K Lima St.
J G. ItAEHoa. 100 Fore St.

Leesburg, Blake, Portland for Phila-

Cld 25th. ships American Union. Hubbard. Liverpool; Caieua, Leavitt, for New Orleans; bark Ibis,

Hatch, do.
Ar 26th, brig Judge Hathaway, fra Cardenas.
NEW LONDON-Ar22d, sch Bay State. Hallett.

Thomas Shaw. Franklin St.
Statlee k t IISHEIKLJIS, ITS CohiT St.
Jamea L Sears. Sag Commercial hi.
••
David Yorro. 171
Cobb A Notea, 17»
Jambb W. TtrrrLH, SI Port St.
SVHEHH Liaav. cor. Portland b Grova Sta.
E B. Jach k Co 70 Federal lit.
Jonaca Moses. Libby's (Anwr
Portland. Feb. S7. 180.
lwd
HST

New York lor Boston.
NEWPORT—Sid 24th, brig Chas lieatb, for Wilmington; sell Governor, tor Bostou.
Kcturued 24th, sch J Freeman, Freeman, Portland
for Fortress Monree.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 21st, bark St Marys, from
New Orleans for Boston; brigs Edwin, fm do for do;
American Union, Bartlett, St Thomas for do; James
Davis. Staples. Cardenas for Belfast; Norfolk, (of
Eastport) from Harbadoes for St Stephen NB; sch
Home. Shute. Aux Caves for Boston.
Ar*J2d. brig J U
Harrington, Matanzas for Bostou.
BOSTON—Ar 25th. bark Sumter. Humphrey, New
Orleans; brig K W Packer. Studley. St Marcs; schs
I H Horton. Freeman. Im langier; M M Freeman,
Howes. Baltimore; Catharine. Norton. Bluehill.
Cld 25th. brig II U Brooks. Miller, Portland,to load
for Cuba; schs Medors, ( base, Washington; Georgia. Swett. Philadelphia.
Ar 28th. brigs Monticello. Govens. PortdePaix;
Triad. Mitchell. New Orleans; schs Fred Dyer, from
Philadelphia; White Sea. Littlefield. Elizabeth port;
Willie G. Ihompson. New York; Odd Fallow, Gove,

Dillingham,

REGULAR MEETING of tbG Association will
be held St their Debating Room, over luteruational Bank sstardnv evening. It hr nary jmh. ISO.
at 71 o'clock precisely
The public arc incited.

A

VtUEHTIOK FOR DISt USSION

Cld 28th, brig A J Ross. Small. Sagtaa.
SALEM—( Id 24th. kcIm Wm Arthur,(foi Portland)
for Philadelphia; Harriet Baker, (from do) for New
York; Billow (Im Rockland) for do; Waterloo, for
Portland.
Sid 25th. ship Stephen Glover; brigs Belle Bernard
and l^urilla.
GLOUCESTER—Ar22d. schs Arno, Barter, from
Wiscasset for Alexandria; Juiia Newell. Trott, from
Portlaud lor New York.
Ar 24th. schs Huntress. York, New York for East8 K Jameson. Jameson, Rockland lor Fortress
on roe; t^uail. Brewster. Portland for New York.
ROCkLAND— Ar 21st. schs Harriet. Stinson, from
Boston: 24th. Freeport, Sawyer, Portland.
Sid 22d. schs E Fnrbisb, Flanders, and L
Jameson, Fortress Monroe; Amanda powers. Robinsou. aud Albert Jameson, for New York ; I L Snow,
Achoru, and M S Partridge. Hix, do: A Nelson.Bennet. aud Ocean Star. Ilain. do.
Sid 2d. schs Miuuehaha, Thomas, and Sarah, Holden. New York.

FOR SALE.

MTHE

lars

Hawseaad Land

*——

cowtsuts
more nru-riwe.
ire more avealy Sited
Ito walls are thicker!

□IRTACSK—The
milt of thicker

a

riUiag!

wrought

Iron!

unequalled la Material af
they are bailt!
■ care aed manner of pettleg
ether and Slllng!
.re

mb

aa be made to any sirs!
re Drr!
an not be

blown open!
THE NARLAND PATENT,
MAECEACTCEED BT

Tremont Soft sad Xsdtise Com posy.
Charles Bcebt, Trees
ANSON HARDT, Agewt
krekauM, It lebesl llreet, Baskea'.

H.

L.DAVI8,

33 Exrhaatr straws

•

A

Padtami,

AGENT FOR MAINE

fohSO

sodSw

~

KPRINO

■ATS mm* CAPS
JUST MKCMIVMD AT

8HAWS,
136 Middle Btraat.
Feb.». IMS

Portland.

■

edisdw

EASILY

GROCErTbsT

PARKER * ARMSTROKG
inform tbeir Meeds And the
have just pat la

respectfhlly
WOULD
public in general, thut they

Store,

190. 17 91LTEK

|

[Per steamship Jura, at this port.]

STREET,

opposite Milk St.—a complete assort meat of the ice

Batter, Cheese, Lari Flow,
nbtaaara, Ftah, Teat, Csflkc,

Ar at Liverpool 9th lust, ship Geo Griswold. Lunt.
New York, with donated supplies lor the Lancashire
sufferers; Winona. Bray, Portland.
Sid loth, Crimea. Baker, tor Cfonfaegos.
Cld 11th. Mary O'Brien. Vesper. Callao.
Lut tor Idg 11th, Old England, Bui man. for Bombay ; Cbas Davenport. Preble,Callao and Rk> Janeiro
via Cardiff
lu the river 12th. outward bound. Gov. Lao(don,
Warren, for Bostou; Susan G Oweus, Norton, lor
Callao.
Cld at London Uth, Gen Putnam, Hobson, for
Newport and dbaugbae; Gulf Stream, Bartlett, for
Snausea and Leghorn.
Ar at Milford 11th. Rutland, Iugraham, Cardiff for
Point de Galle
Put into Portland Roads 11th inat. Vivid Light,
Eldridgc, from Loudou tor Cardiff
.sailed from Belfast 10th, Advance, Cain, lor New
York; Eva. Perry, do.

Sagan, Npiret, Rg, A(r
together with the usual variety of goods kept la a ftret
class grocery, which they intend to sell nt fair prices,
and to deliver to any part of the city rtu of
CRAMI.
N. B -Best
hand.

quality FAMILY FLOUR constantly

on
"

Portland. Feb.

!

T

EDWIN r.\KK KK.
SIMON E. ARMSTRONG.
If
Ibb 19
Id. 1MR

S.

HATCH,
-AT._

gTCVOYSTEB MUIOII, JVL
m. 11s nciAMi st, C/N#

Ar at Sydney, NSW, Nov 26. Jos Holmes, Bangs,
Calcutta.
Ar at Melbourne Nov 17. Zephyr. Lane, Foochow;
29th, Helios. Webster, fm Sau Frau cisco; Autocrat,
Burwell, Boston. iaud sailed 18th lor Guam); 18th,
Joshua Bates. Walker, from Hong Kong; 16th. Kate
Hooper. Johnson, do; 22d. Theoda. Sewail, fm New
York; 24th. Ocean Bride. Cole. Boston.
Ar at Shaughae Dec 6, Bhering. Morse. Nagasaki;
16th, Elizabeth Kimball. Grindls. New York; 17th,
Nabob. Thurston, do: 2*»tb. Sarah Newman, Cobb,
Bostou; 23d. Fanny, Turner, Nagasaki
Sid Dec 8th, Sami Adam*. Gay, Callao: 10th, Lebunou. Hamilton. Liverpool; 13tn, Northland, Arey,
Maul main.
Ar at Hong Kong Dec 25th, Banshee. Clark, from
N aga-ak i.
for
At Singapore 8th nit, Mary Hammond.
the rice port* and Europe, at £3 16s per ton for Gt
or
2s
£4
6d
for
the
Confluent.
Britain,
Ar at Mauluiaiu Dec 21, Clarisa Bird, and Chevalier. Johnson. Singapore.
Ar at Akyab Dec 21. Eagle Wing. Kelley, from

C/H#

(Between Federal nnd Middle 8tracts.)

raceivlng daily,

It

aad terving

np la every variety,

OrrRlED CLAMS served et all hosrt.

Notice of

Mlltw

Copartnership.

underalgned here this day formed a Copartnership. for the purpose of transacting the

THE

Arey,

OBOCEBY

BVNINEBS.

And have takes the Store.

NO. IT SILVER STREET,
Directly opposite Milk Street.

Siugaporc.

Sailed from Calcutta 8th u’t. Morning Star, Foster,
Loudou; 9th, S Hiuks, Atwood. Mauritius.
Chartered—Herbert, Crocker, lor Loudon, at £3
17s 6d; Araiuada, Jeffrey, fordo, st £4; AMfort Edward. Mckemtev, for Hamburg at £4 16s for cask
and £4 Ids for other goods; C H Luut. Moore,
dr do, at £4 4s. Resolute, Mountfort. for Boston, at
#16: Cromwell, Crocker, for iloug Kong at Slj.
Ar st Galle 9th ult. Southerner, Soule, Liverpool

EDWIN PARKER.
SIMON K. ARMSTRONG.
* bl» dtf
Portland, Feb 16. 1463

H> ip-therm

!;oods,

|

Hydra,

Coombs, steering North.

conducting su

lave

Philadelphia.

from Liverpool for Galle
Dec lit, lat 34 S. Ion 83 13 E, ship Potomac, Week*,
from London for Akyab
Dec 26. lat 12 S. iou 14 W, ship Jabes Snow, Guun.
from Mauita for Liverpool.
Feb 21. lat 8D 43. Iou 78 28, brig Thos Connor, from
Matanza* lor Portland.
Feb 23, lat 88 26. Ion 74 50, brig Abby Than ter.

era

'tested at every nniwe. with
■•

brig

SPOKEN.
Nov 12. lat 38. Ion ID W, ship Living Age. Emery,

ef Ma-

ceracr

lore Fire Proof thu aay
OTHER SAFE.

bark Ceres. Spence, uuc.
At Basse!o l>ec 24. bark Pericles. Snow, for Liverpool. Idg.
At Calcutta Jan 8 (see news by Jurat ships Resolute. Mount tort, aud Brewster. Dunbar, for Boston;
United Mates. Baker, tor Falmouth E. lor orders;
bark John kerr. Sweetser, tor Mauiraain.
At Leghorn 3d ult, ships Flora McDonald. Fuller,
for New York 12th; C C Duncan, Otis, for Boston in
March, aud other*
At Rotterdam 3d lust, ship Ellen Stewart, Coffin,
for Baltimore, Idg.
At Antwerp 6th inst, ship E Bulkley, Rosa, for
Genoa.
At Buenos Ayres lh*c 27th. ships B Ay mar, Sawyer
for New York, idg, Richard Mitchell. Allen, fordo;
Zurich, Baxter, tine; barks Seaadanavian, Carlson,
for New York. Idg; Czarina. Treat, ui c; brigs Palestine. Lewis, for New York) Circassian, iieagan,
and Haunah. Grant, unc
Ar at Barbados* 2>th ult. bark Sea Eagle. Howes.
Philadelphia »and sailed 3d lust for Port Spain; schs
Mar> ( haw-land. Taylor. Portlaud. (and sailed 4th
in-t tor lurks Islaud); 7th. brig Scotland, F rancis,
New York; 8th. Lady Chapmau, ( rocker, do.
John Bernard,
Sailed from 1 rintdad 3d rust,
Jameson. Philadelphia.
Ar at lUvaua 15th inst. brig Ambrose Light, Stahl,

Ar at Malta 22d ult, Clara Ilaxall, Glover, from
New York, (and sailed 8tKh for Messina )
Harriiuau. Swansea.
Ar at Gibraltar Slat.
Sailed from Bordeaux 9th iurt, Laura Russ, Russ,
for New Orleans.
Sailed from Brouwershaven lothiust, Scotia, Mfe»kellv, llelvoet
Portaskaig, Islav. Feb 9 Bark Palmyra, Crocker,
from Glasgow for Bostou. with a general cargo, has
pul back Tiere with loss of starboard bulwarks and
rail, fore bouse galley, ke. and cook and one man
washed overboard, and part or the crew badly injured. She will probably repair here.

the

WILLIAM H. GOODING,
No. MS Dun forth Street.

enquire of

Dyer,

3D.
Sid Dec 30, John O’Gaunt, Straton. New York
Ar at Coustautiuople 20th ult, Heroiue, Nickerson.

on

ple »nd Pleasant streets, now occupied by
Lemuel Gooding. Esq For farther pertteu-

CrbaidSw*

Eirt;

FOREIGN PORTS.
Shanghai* Dec 28. ships Sarah Chase. Evans, fin
Foochow, ar 18th, di*g; sain Falcs, Randall, fm do.
ar 18th. disg; John Vtatt. Wincholl, and Old ( olony.
Berry, for Hong Houg. soon: kitty Simpson, Mayo,
for Foochow; bark Lizzie Hoggs, Dizer, fm no, ar
16th. disg; Kate Hastings, Kingman, fm Swatow, ar
18th. disg; A)mena. Peterson, for New York; Valetta. Dawes, for raiwangoon. gets 91HU0 per month.
Sid Deed, ships Julia G Tyler, Cooper, Foochow;
13th A A Eidridge. Bennett, kanagaaa, 16th, ship
Camden, Mugett. Foochow.
At Houg Kong Dec 31. ship Danube Whidden fra
Shanghae. ar 15th; Kuropa. Griffin, fm do, ar 19th;

:

Nrso/mi. That H is the duty of Prcsldsat ll~t»fa
and bis Cabiaat ta restore the command af the Army
of the Potomac to Goa. MeCMIaa.
Per order.
GEO. H. SMARDRM,
fcb*7 St
Recordiat Secretary.

Eastport.

New York.

from

steamer

0.

IMPORTS.

Sept

ing Mails

Argus.

of Tobias and

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

lie never called upon the editor, and the story
of his being refused is simply an untruth, imupon the

son

Weymouth, aged 19 vears 3 mouths.
In York. Feb. 7, Martha I.., wile of Johu Rainsdeil, aud daughter of ilou. Solomou Brooks.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
18 0

At

oily substances.

for most men,

quoted

is

Sold

fear that he will possess very
especially while

we

little terror

use

use, has caused them to be counterfeited. Be sure to
guard against worthless imitations. Obtain only
the genuine Brown’* Bronchial Troche* which have

him.

Z9“ The Nashville (Tenu.) Despatch tells
die story of a colored girl who jumped from
die top of a house, with her child in her arms,
Lo escape her mistress, who was going to take
South.

they are

parts aud give almost inBronchitis, Asthma, and Cabeneficial. The good effects resultof the Troches, and their extended

fehlT

Sy-The bridge over the Wautauga, destroyed by Gen. Carter’s Cavalry, has been rebuilt. The Petersburg Express says the first
train passed on the 10th instant. The Holston
bridge, at '/.<illiculfer, was to be dnisbed by the
til

the affected
In

you,”

lock together.

I <st

directly

tarrh

'aid Jeff. Davis in his speech at Kichmond,
whether you would combiue with Hyenas or

Yankees,
give me

NEW
Liverpool.

tf

BILL HEADS neatly printed
tf

sufferers the means of cure.
To all who desire it, he will send a
copy of the prescription used (free of charge), with the directions
for preparing and using the same, which
they will
find a Sure Curt for Con*umptiem, Atthma, Bnmchit**, fc. The only object of the advertiser in sending the Prescription Is to benefit the afflicted, and
information which he conceives to be invaluable. aud he hopes every sufferer will try his remedy. as it will cost them nothing, and mav prove a
REV. EDWARD A WILSON.
blessing
Willianuburgh, Kings Couuty, New York.
ft*b27 d3tn

trea-

copperheads

would do

PRINTING

W*To foMntrrivM —The Advertiser, having
heen restored to health in a few weeks by a very simple remedy, after having suffered several years with
a severe lung affection, and that dread disease. Consumption—is anxious to make known to his fellow

stant relief.

attracting the attention of the Government.

and

office.

at this

reach

hempen

NOTICES.

7T*If you are in want of any kiud of
call at the !>aily Prees Office.

second.

A few

decMdly

tlon.__

OTCARD8

last month, the name of Mr. Win. Ever-

old

on account

them.

Optimes at the
University .Eng-

sonable course of the Conn,

morning

of color, and gives to the man
of African descent, if born upon American
soil, the same political rights as the natives;
and yet the constitution lovers and constitu-

Z9“ Over two thousand white laborers in
New Orleaus petitioned Aclhig Mayor Miller,
on
the 2d, to be set at work ou the levees,
wharves and elsewhere, to keep themselves
and children from starving,
Commencement at Cambridge

our

improve

African descent, and to speak of them as“Old
Abe’s new citizens,” but we do not see it. The
constitution of Maine makes no difference in

role!

>f the

Taylor

large

the rope which is yet to

to

every opportunity
to sneer at those of our citizens who are of

5#“ Alexander is having trouble with his
forced subjects in Poland. The insurrection,
it is said, is literally extending from Pole to

PORT HAMILTON HOSPITAL.

Hall Henry C, A, 4tb, do, Jan 8.
McKenney John, u, 2d, Nov 18. chronic diar'a.
Hall ueo A, H, 16th, Frankfort, Nov 18.

gy-It may be In good taste for

contemporaries

traitors have been

The

only be by detimely repent-

ance.

Zw 1 lie Press of yesterday morning contained (18 per cent, more new matter than the
paper ol the same date which has of late so
abounded in big promises.

py*

escapes the halter it will
the hangman, or by

man

frauding

men

democratic party.

ast

ated throat.

but who oppose every etficieut
effort put forth to accomplish these very results, spot him as a traitor, who would betray
his country il opportunity offered. If such a

afternoon

y The New York papers say there is

wound—convalescent.

tlie sale was

gold nearly every

appreciable cause for the recent sudden rise in
gold, and that it is entirely owing to a wild
spirit of speculation.
y The Augusta Age learns that Mr. Ira
Sturgis, lost a very valuable yoke of oxen, on
Monday last, by breaking through the ice near
the hospital wharf.
jy One of the highest compliments that
can now be paid to a man’s
patriotism, is to
say that he has abjured the modem phase of
democracy.
iy Everywhere there seems to lie a reaction against the copperhead portion of the

Wormed E 8, C, 6th, Biddeford, July 13, gun shot

Ellingwood Ephraim, A, 4th. Belliaat, Nov 27, ulcer-

Constitution,

great deal to do with the

made her escape.

Dodge Jere, U, 4th, Tremont, Oct 8, debility.
Wallace Chas 11, B. 6th—discharged Jan 8.

-IT’ When you find a man who says he desires the salvation of his country, the restoration of the Union, and the preservation of the

Cy Punch” suggests the substitution of
No Cake” for No Cards” after some mar-

a

by

question of slavery! A conceited
preacher once quot'd the Apostle
ami then added, “I do not fully
agree
Paul on this point!”

with

:y The N. O. Pic, of a late date, speaks of
seeing genuine southern ice in that citystrong enough to bear a hen! Southern weather with northern principle*.—[Boston Post.

spasmodic rise in
in Wall street.

The Bath Times is informed

agree on the
but ignorant

port.”

icr

LONG INLAND COLLAGE HOSPITAL.

Pbipsburg.

Col. Sewall that Mr. Nichols was a good officer, but he anil the Preeident did not fully

y Five inches of enow in Boston on
Monday, and not a flake iu the “natural sea-

meulal commander.

UOVKHNOIC H INLAND HOSPITAL.

Holt Cha* L, B, 20th, Albany, chronic diarh’a.
Payne Hicham 11. E,26th,Salisbury Cove,bronchitis.

Lieut. Nichols of the Maine 19th, discharged from the service, has arrived home in

;y Mr. Wyzemau Marshall has leased the
Boston Theater, from March, 1863, to July,
1864, the rent being $15,000.

dy-and-water has

PASSENGERS.
In the steamer Asia from New York for
T Beckett, of Portlaud.

Geo £ Hunt.

Paul

riage notices. In some cases No Nothing”
would be expressive.
£y It Is rumored that Delrnonico’s bran-

columns I

rect vote.

livered in Boston for $11

market clean of some

ISLAND.

McNin Ch*« II, O, 24th, admitted Jan 81.
Averill Chan W, B, 28th, Wilton,
"
Ward Wm N,G,24th, China,
Kerry Wm. I. 8tli. Pittsfield, Dec 81, rheumatism.
Briggs John F. do, do, chronic diarrhea.
Gill la-on A, 8th. Dec 31. returned to
duty Jan 23.
Hardy Alvin F, do. I*itt*tield, do. chronic bronchitis.

Griffiths

page—America
Miscellany.
page—Communications;

ty Twenty-eight murders were committed in Philadelphia last year.
iy State election in New Hampshire Tuesday, March 9lh.
y Municipal election in Bath next Monday.
y Hemlock boards, worth last fall $6,
hare recently been sold in Macbias to be de-

concurrence.

•Minn.
Mr. t lay, from the Judiciary Committee,

to Eu-

On the first

our

compels us to exclude some communications
and to abridge others. For this reason we
have been obliged to omit the plea of our Augusta correspondent, against all Incautious
tampering with a law of the State that has received the endorsement of the people by a di-

National Banking Act.

Augusta, Feb. 26.

were

ConcordT—[Boston

DISPATCH TO THE DAILY

’*

subject.

the

tea

apltal.

i acceptable.

1

auy of our vessels meet witli disaster away
from home, though it may he uearby this port,
they cannot be ordered here where the owners can attend to their repairs, but
they must

oftentimes, though surviving

this iuferual rebel-

A court A, Feb. 27,1863.
To the Editor* of the Ere** :
The Committee on Military Adairs are busily
engaged in dralUug a lengthy and comprehensive militia bill, which provides lor the enrolment and complete organization of the militia
of the State. It is time to organize and traiu
the mi itary force or the State, for we can now
see how uuwise it was to almndon that
policy.
It is to Ikhoped that the Committee will succeed in drafting a bill that will be
generally

IV

If a large ship or steamer comes in damaged
In her bottom, she must go to a port where

out

im Mate <

to this

Railway, what arc the consequences to us of
being without one, ol a capacity lilted to take
la ship* and steamers of auy sire, except those

Oreat Eastern ?

crushing

x«euer irom

•

of the extreme sire of the

in

of

port.

On the fourth
rope, by Dr. Holmes;

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

colored

a

French officer, a New Orleans volunteer, educated, refined and gentlemanly,
worth his hundred thousand dollars, hut, hav-

not up to llte demand ol the times, they obtained some twelve years ago, an act of the

build

were

avouch for the correctness of the statement,
that the commanding officer who gave the of-

The enterprise of the proprietors was not entirely satisfied with what was accomplished by
their railways,but perceiving that they were

to

order,

have no reasou to

stock holders.

legislature

the

and put under arrest. Sucli is the statement.
We are informed on authority which we

AND

—---

ing provided with the necessary lacilities for

undertak-

to

respect

who

Beside these, 1 will name but one other, viz;
the increase of our direct importations. Be-

put forth.

at once

large

the circulation of a

ramification was act in motion, including, to
no small extent, the interests of the farmer,
merchant, mechanic, broker, trader, as well as

cost, and consider the best site for a location.
Reports were made in part, Imt no practical
results followed, and the subject is little agitated now in business circles.

would be

un-

of money annually for the purchase
ol materials for repairs, and in necssary expenditures for the vessels.
Thus we see the whole traim of business

meetings, it is understood, were quite well attended, and committees were appointed to obtain estimates of

were

was

was

amount

be held at the office of the Ocean

to

ORIGINAL

with their

entirely,

*7, 18«3.

BY TELEGRAPH.

nAX be prevented by curing # 'ought, (\Ud»Jintwr»e\J nea*. and ail Irritatum* <\f tAr Vkrottf ami Hrv*ckitti I Viif/i, with the Crrit German Krwtedy. T«»
Ihvcu I'uivmivi
Clergymen. lawvei*. teacbera. aiagera, and all who o«erta* the strength of the
vocal orgaua. and coumMjnently auffer from irritation
and aorcuea. of tlie throat, will Itnd thia medicine inaluable. It not only reftrrva.but /H-rw*i*cntlp <eurts.

Teatiao>f of Dr. £im«,o( Loo4oo.
"Diptheria ia one of the mat Ihlal dlaeaaea of mod-

time*, and he who aNggeafa un»ana to prrnni it
to arrmt it in it* courae. and render il mild and
ia tnilv a bcnafcctor of hia race. Medicine like tliia ought to be m ©very family im th©
country.” For-ale by
b. H. COLES wOKTHT.It Exchange 81.r
•«»** ©laewhere.
febSB ed2w eodfer
ern

!

or

manageable,

_„

ML

ALL RKADY!

Spring Style Silk Hats!
At

HARRIS’, opposite tbs PostoCoe.

lyilsta mads to riT by the Confurwstt-ur
febll—4w it ed

*

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

BY TELEGRAPH

Supreme Judicial Court.
JANUARY TERM—CUTTING

J., PRESIDING.
Thursday.—No. 866—Albert II. Andrews,

libellant,

Margaret Andrews. Libel for divorce.
Cause, desertion. Tlie parties were
married in May or June’ 1855, and in March,
1856, the wife left her husband, and has since
vs.

refused to live with him.

Divorce decreed.

J. O’Donnell for libellant. No appearance for
llbellee.
The case of Walker et al. vs. Chase was resumed. The evidence was all put in, and
Hon. N. S. Littlefield made the argument for
defendant. He was followed by Mr. Strout
for plaintiff. After Judge Cutting’s charge to
the jury, Court adjourned to 9 o'clock Friday

BY TELEGRAPH.

-TO THE-

EVE.\I.\I«

|

PAPERS.

TO

Portland

Daily Press.

Regiment.

ure.

.The Fortress Monroe correspondent of the
Times says the reports of the country
people,
rendered to both Gen. Viele at Norfolk and ! Memorial to donums from the
of
Gen. Peck at Suffolk, concur in slating that
Friends.
Pryor has been reinforced by troops uuder
morning.
Pettigrew and Glover to the extent of over
The first jury was dismissed yesterday, and
15,000 men. giving him, therefore a present
the second jury will be dismissed to-day.
Confirmations by the Senate.
force of 20,000 men.
Rumors have also come from many quarters
that an utlack would he made on Norfolk beMuMpal Court—Feb. 20.
fore the 4l!i of March. Ill fulfilment of this
Bill for the Mustering and Enrolling of
Patrick Hollvan, whohad previously pleaded \
a week ago, withdrew his
prediction,
Pryor
a
to
founded
on
a
search
and
complaint
the African Soldiers.
guilty
j pickets between Suffolk and the lilackwater,
seizure process, was lined $20 and costs, and
crossed the Chowan river, and turned
up,
in default of payment waa committed to jail
Sunday morning, in Princess Aune county, 20
for thirty days.
THE NATIONAL FINANCE BILL.
miles southwest of our lines.
B. J. Decosta, the lad who was arrainged
for
a pocket at the new
Wednesday
From Vicksburg-Rebel Attempt to Capture
City Hall last Monday evening, was ordered j
the Steamer Belle of Memphis.
! The Oonrt Martial of Cotton
to recognize in the sum of $200 for his apCairo. III., Feb. 25.
pearance at the next term of the S. J. Court.
The steamer Kinnett has arrived from VicksVintou & Dennett for defendant.
More Rebel Raids In Virginia.
burg 20th. The mortar boats still maintain
their position, and fire occasional shots.
The
A new Use for the Scriptures.—In the
reliels reply whenever
any boat approaches
the Point.
Postofflce in this city is a clerk who for a long
Washington. Feb. 26.
A scow has been run through the canal.—
It is understood that the 2d X. II. Regiment,
period of years has had the distribution of The work of
; Col.
is
enlarging steadily progressing.
Marslou, numbering about 325 men tit for
newspa|>ers and packages in his charge. So
Three thousand men are said to he at work
has been ordered from the army of the
duty,
|
skillful has he become in the business that lie
Potomac to that State, and will leave iu a few
daily oo the peninsula.
The steamer Belle of Memphis landed Moncan tell at a touch whether a newspaper or
days.
In addition to the oath to support the Connight on the Arkansas side, tbirty-six
package contains contraband matter, and day
miles above Memphis, to put off
stitution of the United States, the Speaker,
hardly a day passes but one or more packages She no sooner touched the shore passengers.—
than a dozen
on the admission of Mr. Bridges as Represenare thrown out to be charged with full letter
guerrillas rushed ntioard and attemi.ted to get tative from the 3d district of Tennessee, adThe
boat
possession.
immediately backed out ministered to him the oath to bear true faith
postage.
and the guerrillas were forced to jump asiiore.
and allegiance to the same, as prescrilied by
Yesterday, while distributing the mail, They afterward fired on the boat
doing no Act of July 2, 1862. which is required to be
Woodbury came across a small package which damage.
administered to all persons elected or appointpurported to be a copy of the New Testament.
Notiiing has been heard of the Indianola or ed to any office of honor or prollt, either iu
the Queen of the West.
the civil, military or naval service of the GovHe thought it was exceedingly heavy, and
ernment, which they are requested to hike beproceeded to examined it. He found it, in- Successful Gunboat Reoonnoisanoe up the fore
entering upon the duties of their office
Rappahahnook.
deed, to be a copy of the Testament, but, from
before they ape entitled to any salary or emolNew
Feb.
2d.
York,
the Gospel of St. John to the end of Revelauments therefrom.
The Tribune’s dispatch states that the gunThe Legislature of Minnesota, in the resotions, a neat orifice had been made in the
boats Freetwrn and Dragon made a reconuoito the Senate, iu view of the
lution
leaves, just the size of a watch, and a silver sance on the 21st up the Rappahannock. At horrorspresented
of the late Indian warfare, asks Cona distance of sixty-five miles, just below' Fort
watch placed therein. It was perfectly proto
extend
the
gress
provisions of the pension
Lowry, they wen- fired on by a rebel battery, act to the survivors of the murdered, and to
tected by the cover of the book, and had
and an engagement of an hour's length ensued,
the mutilated and crippled.
come, probably a long distance—there was no
in which the batteries were silenced.
Tile
Kansas, through a resolution of its legislapost-mark u|ion the wrapper, to tell where it Freeborn received unimportant injuries, and ture, submitted to the Senate to-day, asks
the
had
two
or
three
men
came from, and only six cents jiostage
The
winded.
slightly
United States to assume aud pay the Kansas
paid on
entire
reconnoisariee
was a perfect success,
territorial debt.
It. It was thrown out and charged with full
and yielded a great deal of valuable informaThe Friends in New York. Pennsylvania.
letter postage. The package was directed to
tion. It was conducted by Lieut. Commander
Maryland and Delaware have memorialized
Samuel Magraw.
Freeport.
Congress asking exemption from draft, the
1 Um Hi the
procurement of substitutes and from tines,
Jlrwt time we have heard of the
From Fort Royal.
which they deem a penalty imposed for exScriptures being put to such an use.
Nkw York, Feb. 25.
ercising the right of conscience against the
The gunboat Ottawa, from Port Royal 20th,
Theatre.—The tragedy of Hamlet was
shedding of blood. While they say we deplore
ha« arrived. There were uo movements matte
and utterly condemn this wicked rebellion,
well performed last evening. Mr. Davenport's
by the troops there. The health of the army fomented by misguided and infatuated men,
is good.
rendition of the character of Hamlet was
which has involved the nation in strife and
The iron-clad guuboat Xahant was passed 1
bloodshed, we earnestly desire while the Lords
highly applauded by the large aud fashionable
into Port ltopal on the 20th.
going
judgment is so awfully manifested the inhabitaudience present. He was well sustained by
ant* of the earth may learn righteousness. The
the rest of the company. Miss Ada Parker,
Arrival of a Foreign Steamer.
Friends close by praying that peace may once
as Ophelia, also came in for a share of the
Halifax, Feb. 26.
more be restored throughout our whole land,
apThe
St
Andrew, from Glasgow
and that Christian liberty, harmony and love
plause. Fenno made a capital Ghost, and Mr. Jan. steamship
18th, for Portland, arrived here to-day
may universally prevail among the people.
Pearson teemed to be at home iir “Polonius.”
short of coal. She experienced heavy weathTlie Senate in Executive session to-day conThis evening is the benefit of Mr. DavenShe will
er, and met with considerable ice.
firmed ti»e nomination of Win. Mars ton as
and
it
will
be
his
last
proceed
to-night.
collector of internal revenue in the 13th disport,
appearance. There
trict of New York; Wm. D. Bacon additional
will be two plays—“The Stranger” and
paymaster in tie- United Stales army; Royal
“Black Eyed Susan”—in both ol which he
A Good Indication.—The course of the
H. Walter additional paymaster of volunteers.
wil
this occasion Col.Maaon and
Connecticut copperheads, who have nominatSenator Wilson of Mass., to-day introduced
the Qtfoars and members of the 7th Maine,
ed Tom. Seymour for Governor—a man who
a substitute lor tile
House bill to raise addiaccompanied by the full Regimental Band, has persistently opposed the war Irom the tional soldiers. It provides lor the mustering
and organizing, by the rotnmaiidwill attend, by iavitattoo of the manager.
first—is meeting with severe rebukes from un- ! in, enrolling
ing officers in the several departments, ol as
Harry Pearaon will sing for the first time Eu- expected quartets. The New London Star, many Africans, liberated by certain laws, by
gene Batehelder** new song, entitled “Fair
democratic, denounces the platform, and now the President's proclamation, or by any oilier
Columbia,” set to music by Poppeuburg. Se- the Providence Post—the leading democratic legal or competent authority, to exercise in
suppressing the rebellion, as the President
cure tickets la season, for there will be a
paper in Rhode Island—says:
shall from t;me to tune deem necessary, to be
crowded bouse to-night.
the
“If
Democratic party in Connecticut
armed, equipped and mustered into the service
succeed in eiucliug the Slate officers nominatof the United Stales, to serve during the war.
A Card.
ed at the convention in Hartford on WednesIt contains a proviso that no person of African
on
the
there
constructed
for
Feb.
18A3.
day,
descent shall be appointed to exercise authoriWashington,
platform
SI,
them to stand upon, ire shall be surprised.—
Dear Sir—I received at this place your
ty over white officers or men in the army and
The resolutions adopted have not one word of
official letter of the 13th instant, advising me
navy.
condemnation for the course of the rebels, and
of having forwarded three barrels of apples
The Committee of Conference have comcould not hare been more see ere on the whole
for the use of convaletaent soldiers, under tbe
promised all their disagreeing amendments to
the bill to provide ways and means for the
charge of the Union Association in Baltimore, course of the administration in prosecuting
the war, if adopted in a amrention in South
of which I am tbe President. This gilt from
support of the government, with the exception
the State of Maine is most acceptable, and
Carolina.
ol that relating to the bank duty, which is
still pending between the tw'o Houses. It is
w^ll be, no doubt, greatly enjoyed by the
In a brief speech at Baltimore the othfW~
soldiers
for
whom
it
is
iutemled.
In
uow settled that the Secretary of the Treasury
worthy
their names, and in tbe name of our Associaday, Gen. Butler alluded to the threats of for- is authorized to borrow from time to time, on
tion, I return you their united thanks.
eign interference with our affairs, and said, the credit of the United States, a sum not exI have the honor to be, very respectfully,
ceeding three hundred million dollars lor the
“Let it come. The nation will rise to the
your obedieut servant,
current fiscal year, and six hundred million
emergency. Already, Congress has clothed
Mrs. Revf.rdy Johnson.
dollars for the next ttsqal year, and to issue
To G. R. Davis, Portland, Me.
the President with the mighty power of the
therefor coupon or registered bonds, payable
at the pleasure of jhc government alter such
entire military force of the whole nation, and
Dirigo Bai.i_—Tbe rain last evening did
periods as may be fixed by the Secretary, not
if that is not enough for the overthrow of doless than ten nor more than forty years Iroin
not prevent a full turn out to the ball of the
mestic traitors and foreign foes, we will arm evin coin, ail of such denominations not
date,
Association.
We
in
to
MeDirigo
dropped
less than fifty dollars, as he may deem expediery man in the nation, white and black, blue and
chanics’ Hall for a short time, and found the
ent, (waring interest at a rate not exceeding
gray, il need be. The nation is but in its infloor Ulled with dancers. There was a sparksix per cent, per annum, payable in bonds not
fancy. The giant* of the Western World has I exceeding one hundred dollars annually, and
ling array of beautiful women present, and the
scarcely begun to put forth his streuglh. on all other Is mils seini-anuuaily, in coin; and
Fire Department was struma!y represented.
be may, in Ills discret ion, dispose of such IkiiiiIs
These throes aud agonies are but the pangs of
“We lead,” to the motto
at any lime, upon such terms as he may deem
Dirigos; and teething, and when the teeth are
fairly
through,
one
who witnessed tbe display last evemost advisable, for lawful money of the U. 8.,
every
let traitors beware, and tyrants stand back
or
for any ol the certificates of indebtedness
ning must have thought it a very proper one
nr deposit that may. at any time, lx- unpaid, or
everywhere.
for the Association. Everything w as carried
for any of the Treasury notes here Colore issued
Pi sisiiMKXT or a Maine Officeb.—Joout with taste, and a fine time was enjoyed.
or which may lx- issued under the provisions
seph Nichols, First Lieutenant 10th Mnine of this act.
And all bonds or treasury notes
Troa _Vs slanlst.
-I_a K —l_t
Volunteers, has been tried by court martial at or l inteu states notes issued under
this act,
Falmouth, and convicted ol conduct preju- |
shall be exempt from taxation by or under the
• Are broke out in a small stable attached to
dicial to good order and military discipline,
I Slate or
provided there
the American House, on Lime street,
occupied iu having tendered his resignation when iu I shall l>e outstandingauthority,
of bonds, treasury notes
by Mr. Johnson, the hackman. The alarm front of the enemy, on the ground that he re- ! and United States notes at any time issued
the President's emancipation proclaunder the provisions of this act, uo greater
quickly brought the whole force of the Fire garded
mation as inexpedient and unconstitutional,
Department to the spot, and the fire was soon and in consequence could not conscientiously I amount altogether than $900,000,000. The
of the Treasury is authorized to
extinguished. The damage done will not ex- serve under it. He was sentenced to be dis- ; Secretary
eu the credit of the
U. S., $400,000,000
missed teith his pay and allowances.
The ( issue,
ceed $50. Mr. Johnson thinks the fire was
> able
at the pleasure of
in treasury notes,
was disapproved
Generals
senlenqe
by
Major
the U. S., or at sucli tune or times.not exceedset, as It was first discovered In the manger ol
Couch and Sumner as too lenient, and the
one of his horses.
ing three years Irom dale, as may be lound
latter “earnestly recommends that this officer
most beneficial to the public interests, and
•_
shall be dishonorably dismissed the service,
Court Martial.—The General Court
bearing interest at the rate not exceeuing six
with the loss of all pay and allowances.” By
|>er cent, per annum, payable at periods exdirection of the President, the above recomMartial ordered by Mqjor General Wool, conon the face of said treasury notes, and
pressed
is
mendation
and
will
be
immediateapproved,
at
vened
Camp Abraham Lincoln yesterday,
tlic interest on said treasury notes and on cercarried into effect.
ly
and adjourned to meet in tills city to-day, in
titleates of indebtedness and ile|>osit thereafter
A Hahi> Countby.—The San Jose {Cal.)
issued shall tie paid in lawful money. Treasrooms in the new City buildlug, at 10 o’clock
thus
rather minutely describes the
Mercury
ury notes thus issued shall he of sueli denomiA. M. The Court consists of the following
new territory of Arizona, to which a few bronation as the Secretary may direct, not less
officers:—Col. E. C. Mason, Capt. J. P. Jones,
ken down California adventurers resorted a
than ten dollars, and may be d is I toted of on
short
time
before
the
from
which
tlie
twist terms that can be obtained, or may lie
G.
P.
to
obwar,
Corcoran, Lieuts. A. A. Nickerson,
Capt
tain Congressional berth* and favors.
paid to any creditor of the U. S. willing to
C. B. Whittemore, A. F. Emery, A. S. Hall.
“Take a large dry goods box, till it half full
receive the same at par. These treasury notes
Judge Advocate, Capt S. C. Fletcher.
of sand, ami put iu a few rough stones, throw
may be made legal tender to the same extent
iu an armful of “Cactus” and a thimble full of
as U. S. notes, for tile face value excluding the
Arrest tor
Incendiarism.—Wednesday water iu one corner, pul in a horned rattle interest, or they may Is- made exchangeable
a
small
evening,
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary
dwelling-house in Cape Eliz- snake, a horned toad, a lizard, a tarantula, a
centipede, a scorpion, and a wild thistle then, of the Treasury by the holder thereof, at the
abeth, owned bv Mr. William Weeks, but untake
a bird's eye of it, and you have in
nilniTreasuiy in Washington or at the office ol any
occupied, was destroyed by fire. There was ture a fair
description of the beautiful, fertile Assistant Treasurer or depository designated
no doubt it was set on fire, and
yesterday a Arizona, at least the greater portion of IL”
for that purpose, for United States notes equal
lad, about sixteen years of age, named Jerein amount to the treasury notes offered for exBT“ The Augusta Age, (Detn.) referring change, together with the interest accrued and
miah Ragan, was arrested by Constable Berry,
to the recent Land
Agency controversy, and due thereon at the rate of interest, payment
of that town, on suspicion of being the incennot preceding such exchange.
And in lieu of
the defeat of lha ex-Land
Agenl,says,“lt is due
diary. He was brought over and locked up
any amount of said treasury notes thus ex“to Mr. Norris to say that
during his term of changed, redeemed or paid at maturity, the
in fall to await further developments.
“service he lias been a courteous,
obliging and Secretary may issue an equal amount of treas“faithful officer; and nothing agaiust him was
Discharged.—John Hammond, second
ury notes; and treasury notes so exchanged or
redeemed shall he cancelled and destroyed as
“disclosed in the late investigation into the
mate of brig Young Republic, was, yesterday,
the Secretary may direct, in order to secure a
discharged from the complaint brought against “affairs of the Land Office that implicated his certain and prompt exchange of U. S. notes
him, before U. 8. Commissioner Thomas “integrity, or that indicated extravagance, or for treasury notes. When required as above
Amory Deblots, of assaulting Jose Francisco, “practices that were not sanctioned by the provided, the Secretary shall have power to
issue U. S. notes to the amount of $150,000,one of the seamen of said
G. E. B.
“usages of lilts predecessors.”
000, which may he issued, if necessary, for
Jackson, Assistant U. 8. District Attorney,
A correspondent of the New York
such exchanges, but no part of the U. S. notes
for the prosecution.
authorized by this section shall be issued for
Post calls attention to the fact, that English
or applied to any other purpose than said exseamen found on board the merchant vessels
Effectsof Intemperance.—The Courier
change, and whenever any amount shall have
of a foreign power were declared by English
learns that a Mr. Jordan was found
been so issued and applied, the same shall be
dead, sup- writers before and
during the war of 1812, to replaced as soon as practicable from the sales
posed to have been frozen, on Saturday night
of treasury notes for U. S. notes.
last, near Barren Hill, Cape Elizabeth. Mr. be “contraband of war,” inasmuch as their
The Secretary is required, by the exigiences
natural sovereign was thereby deprived of
J. had been a very intemperate man, and a
of tlie public service for the payment ol the
service. The application of the term to
their
bottle was fonnd in his pocket.
army and navy, and other creditors of the
slaves in the present w ar is undoubtedly origGovernment, to issue, on the credit of tlie
Government, 150.000,OOfl United States notes,
Fires and Alarms.—The number of tires
inal with Gen. Butler; but Solomon is right,
the amount of such notes heretofore authorand alarms, from April l>, 1801, to Feb.
as usual—there is uothiiig new under the sun.
25,
ized by tlie joint resolution passed January
was
46.
Tbe
number
for
the
1862,
same period
When Gen. McClellan demanded only
last, not licaring interest, and of denominaof time the present municipal year was 24—
tions not less than one dollar. The seventh
30,000 more men to cuable him to advance ami
section of the originnl hill Is stricken out. It
22 less than the
previous year.
capture Richmond, and Gen. Hallcck could
provides that on and afler March 1st next,
not possibly spare him but 15,000, there were,
ail coupons, bonds and treasury notes ol tlie
Divorces.—At the present term of the
United States heretofore issued, and which
Supreme Judicial Court for this county, nine according to the best authority, at least 30,000
may he issued, shall, at any time within thirty
of the army of the Peninsula who were able to
libels for divorce have been
filed—eight on tlie do
days before they become respectivelyldue, and
but
absent
on
duty,
furlough by Gen. Mcat any time afler they become due, be receivapart of the wives, and one by the husband.
Clellan s own consent! Was
llallcck, or some- ble for customs as coin. The section modifyJ^We understand tbe truckmen of this body else, responsible for the non-taking of ing the independent treasury law is omitted.
Major Gen. McDowell was to-day ordered
city are about holding a meeting to agree Richmond, if 30,000 more men would have seto Cairo, to serve as Vrcsident of the court
cured its capture ?
upon a scale of advanced prices for trucking.
martial ordered to assemble there for the trial

Society

picking

m

THE

The Conscription Bill Popular with the Army
—Norfolk Threatened by a Rebel Army.
New York, Feb. 'M.
The army correspondent of tile Times says
the passage of the conscriptiou hill
through
the Senate Is the occasion of much
joy in the
EROM WASHINGTON.
No one single act oil the
army.
part of the
government will, I am confident, do so much
toward reviving the spirit of the soldiers as
of (lie 2d New Hampshire
the enactment and enforcement of this meas- I Return

Speculators.

j

appear.*On

|

f^the

Municipal

brig.

|

of those officers accused of
From California..
improperly speculating in cottou.
San Francisco, Feb. 26.
To-day's Star says a large force of rebel
The latest dates from the north-western
cavalry doubtless crossed the Rappahannock St-ites of Mexico are to the 22d of January,
last night at Keiicy's Ford, few miles below
from Mazatiau.
Ttic capture of Guayamas
the Rappahannock station. Their movements
was not then anticipated.
The whereabouts
from that point Indicate a raid upon our forces
of the French fleet was unknown.
somewhere in the vicinity of Stafford Court j
Telegraphic advices from Los Angelos yesHouse. Persons who came into our lilies yesterday state that a person just returned from
terday represent that a considerable rebel
State Range says that new leads,
unsurpassed
force is now at Warrenton, while others sty
in richness, within ten days’
journey, have
that Jackson, with the same torce, has
gone ; been discovered.
up the valley to Strasbnrg. If all these things
News from La Passes, Eldorado and Colorabe true, our belief is that the venturesome ! do rivers is
encouraging. Large deposits of
rebels will llnd their movements duly attended
salt, covering acres of ground, have been diato by the Union forces.
| covereil in the Colorado.
The Star also says;—Last night our
picket
cavalry guard out from Centreville, on the Capture of the Ram Queen of the West ConChantilly road, were all but one captured by
firmed—Rebel Suffering at Vicksburg
a rebel force of about
100, after tiring two
Cairo, Feb. 26.
rounds. An example will be made of the
The steamer Wallace brings news contlrmofficer commanding this picket, by discharging the capture of the ram Queen of the West.
ing him from service summarily for permitting
Passengers report that there is nothing of
their surprise to succeed.
importance transpiring below. It is believed
that much suffering exists at
Vicksburg in
consequence of the interruption of river comXXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.
tnuuication. Deserters seem to think that unless relief soon arrives the place will be evacWashington Feb. 20.
SENATE.
uated.
A resolution was adopted requesting the
It is reported that the Iudianola has desPresident to furnish the correspondence betroyed a rebel steamer near Port Hudson.
tween the Manchester workmen and himself.
Great Union Meeting at Indianapolis Ind.
A joint resolution was adopted to facilitate
proper representation of our industrial interIndianapolis, Ind., Feb. 26.
ests at the Hamburg National Exhibition.
The Union Mass Convention
to-day was the
Mr. Powell offered a resolution to appoint a
largest ever held here. There were over 30,committee to investigate the conduct of Col.
000 people present.
The proceedings opened
Gilbert in dispersing an assembly at Frankfort,
with prayer by Bishop Ames. Gov. James A.
of
Ky. Laid over.
Ind., presided. There was speakWright,
The bill providing Circuit Courts for dising from three stages. Gov. Johnson, of
tricts in California and Oregon, and for anTenn., Hon. Samuel Galloway and Rev. B. F.
other Associate Judge of the Supreme Court, ! Cary were among the speakers
Resolutions
was passed.
were passed
reaffirming devotion to the FedA lesolution was adopted instructing the
cral l uion, and a hearty
support to the Gov1j
Military Committee to inquire how many pay- eminent in a vigorous prosecution of the war
and
until
llie
commissaries of j
rebellion is crushed.
masters, quartermasters
subsistence of voluuteers are required by the
public service, and inquire into the propriety Election of a U. 8. 8enator—New Jersey
Peace Resolutions.
ol limiting the number.
The bill to carry into effect the treaty with
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 26.
Wm. Wright, Democrat, of Essex, was
Peru was passed.
elected
U. S. Senator to-day for six years from
Mr. Powell called up the resolution appointMarch 4th. The vote stood—Wright 54, A.
relative to
ing a committee of
Newell
25.
the arrest of Mahoney.
The peace resolutions passed in the Senate
Mr. Wilsou moved to indefinitely postpone
12 to 8. and were made a special order in the
it Carried—27 against 11).
House for March loth.
The bill to organize the engineer corps was
taken up.
The Alabama Seen.
Mr. Grimes opposed it.
An amendment was adopted, conferring the
Halifax, Feb. 26.
The schooner Wm. Stairs, from Trinidad,
rank of Urigadier General on senior officers
lias arrived.
She
of Marine corps, and abolishing the office of
reports Feb. 10th, iat. 27,
Colonel Commandant. The hill was then relong. 68, exchanged signals with the pirate
Alabama.
She
first
committed to the Military Committee.
showed the Federal and
I
The bankrupt bill was then taken up.
j then the Confederate flag.
The conscription bill, as reported from the
New York Market.
House, and amendments, was ordered to be

EDUCATION

one

The Senate then went into executive

ses-

sion, after which adjourned.
Hof THE.

Dawes, from the committee on Government Contracts, reported the Senate hill witli
ameuilineuLs, to punish frauds, which was
passed. It provides that any person employed in the military, militia or naval forces in
time of war, directly or indirectly engaged in
procuring raise voucliers, receipts, Ac., for the
purpose of obtaining money fraudulently from
Mr.

the government, shall be arrested, tried by
martial, and on conviction be punished
by tine and imprisonment, as the court may
decide, save death. Any person not in the
military or nasal service, on conviction, shall
pay a tine of $2900 and double the amount of
damage the government may have sustained,
and imprisonment not less tiia.ii one nor more
than live years.
Mr. McPherson, front the Military Committee, reported back the Senate hill lor the apof additional Major Generals and
pointment Generals.
The committee proposed
Brigadier
an increase of Major Generals from 20 to 40.
Agreed to—88 against 53. Also to increase
the Brigadier Generals from 50 to 100. Agreed
to—80 against 47. The proviso that no General beyond the authorized number shall be
appointed in any branch of the service, was
stricken oat.
Mr. Cox offered an amendment that the
President shall appoint no one except for gallant conduct itrthe Held. Adopted—91 against
41. The hill passed—113 against 36.
The House then went into a committee on
the amendments to the internal lax hill.
Several amendments relative to the tax on
spirituous liquors were offered ami rejected.
Mr. Stevens made a report on the disagreeing notes of the two Houses, on the bill to
provide Ways and raraus lor the support of the
Government. All points are covered except
the bank clause. The report was agreed to—
yeas 71, nays 69.
The House insisted on it* bank clause disagreement, and asked for another committee
of conference.
The House took a recess till 7 o'clock.
i’renin;/ .Session.—The House resumed tile
consideration of the amendment* to the tax
hill—Mr. Colfax in the chair. Among the
amendments adopted was one taxing steam
engines of all descriptions, including marine
engines, one and one and a half per cent advaloreni instead of as in the bill, 3 per cent,
advalorem on marine engines.
Mr. Lovejoy moved an amendment that
hereafter tiiere shall he no higher duty collected on printing paper imported than is imposed in the act to which this Is a supplement,
In domestic manufacture of paper.
Mr. Morrill of Vl., said the amendment was
irrelevant before a conclusion of the committee on Ways and Means, as they intend to
bring in a hill on the subject of paper tax,
which the House could modify to any extent
court

they pleased.
Mr. Lov ejoy

withdrew the amendment.
Mr. Fisher offered asubslituteTor the second
section, being the same in substance but more
carefully drafted, which was adopted.
The committee acted on the hill to the end
of the Hfth section without making any material alteration, when they rose uud the House

adjourned.

Cotton— sale* 100 bales.

New York, Feb. 26.

1 arenU

#98.
Beef—steady;

96*

sales 300 bb!§.
Pork—dull and lower, sales 600 bbls; Mess 14 76 ®
15 00 for old.
Lard—firmer; sales 1900 bbls at 111 # 12}.
Whiskey—heavy ; sales 70 bbls at 53 a 55.
Sugars—less active but firm; sales 5< 10 hhds New
Orleans 12 a 13}; 120 boxes Havana 12).
Coffee—fir; sales 6<> bags St. Domiugo at 31}.
Molasses—firm; sales 6(J0 hhds New Orleans at 44
@ 50; 100 hhds Porto Rico 47 # 48.
Naval stores—nominal.
Freights to Liverpool—unchanged.
Wool—firm mud in good dentaud.

Stock Market.

York, Feb.

26.

Second Board.—Stocks better.
American Cold, .171*
United States demand notes.171
New York Central.119

Erie. 78}
Hudson,. n]

Harlem. ar>
Michigan Southern,. 62
Michigan Southern guaranteed.104
Illinois Central scrip,. 98
Cleveland ft Toledo,. 91
Pacific Mail,.161
Cumberland Coal Conipanv. 19
United States 6 s 1881 registered.M0
T/easury 7 3-10ths.104

Trouble among Federal Officers.

Select School.
MISSES SYMOXDS will commence the
THE
Spring Session of their School
You
Ladie*
for

New Yoke, Feb. 20.
Steamer Augusta Uemisiuore lias arrived
from Uilloii Head, 20tll. We are indebted to
the Herald for a synopsis of its correspondence.

Gen. Thomas J. Stevenson of Mass., was arrested by Gen. Hunter ou the 10th, for publicly declaring that he would rather lie lieaten l>y
the retails Ilian light with negroes. General
Stevenson was recently promoted for bravery
iu North Carolina.
The rebels iu Savannah are straining every
nerve to complete their new irou clad, iu
which they express great confidence.
The reliels announce th..t four steamers ran
the blockade at Charleston in one day—the
Kilby, Leopard and Wagner, from Nassau.—
The fourth is uot named—bound for Liverpool, with J. B. Clay of Ky., aboard.
Gen. Hunter lias pereinptorially ordered all
the staff of Gen. Foster out of the department
of the South, for utterance of sentiments tending to create disaffection, insubordination and

mutiny.
Heavy firing

heard in the Oqueechee
river, and it was supposed the Union iron clad
Passaic and the rebel iron clad Atlanta had
met in conflict-

their

Application
At No.

THE
March 2d.

Cincinnati, Feb. 20.
Wright returned from Lexington last
forces
under Col. Cluker
The
night.
inv&diug
are leaving the Slate via. Mount Sterling and
Hazel Green, closely pursued by Col. Kuukle,
with 1800 cavalry ami iulantry. Very little
damage was done by the raid. The excitement which prevailed throughout central Kentucky has subsided. Trains on the Kentucky
Central Railroad are again running, and
refugees nre returning home.
There are various rumors respecting the relads in Kentucky. One is that Breckinridge
is advancing on Lexington with 20,000 men.
The Commercial's Franklort correspondent
says a gentleman from Richmond, Ky., reports
tlmtnur troops are retreating towards Lexington, pressed by double their numbers.
Capture of Another Federal Bteamer.
Louisville, Feb. 20.
About 100 of Morgan’s band captured tbe
steamer Hitty Gilman, with linage and provisions, on Beaver river, five miles below Woodbury.- The steamer 11. B. Campbell, from
Ralnsville for Bowling Green, with a similar
cargo, it is feared will fall into their hands.—
The captain and passengers of the Gilman
were paroled and released.

terms, Ac., application

Principal

mar

be made to

Dl'Rt.IN,
High

A. H

feb!8d2w*

Mo. 28

Valuable Real Estate for bale.
Trar©© Story Dwelling House and Lot,

Bui! .1° 27 York street—the lot containing about
•laLk 12.0W feet of land; the house well finished
aud in good order. For sale on reasonable
terms,
or would be
exchanged for a good modern built
house, in a good location.
For further particular* inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street, adjoining the Post Office.
v,

feb23 dtf

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE I
BY JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Brick Dwelling Houses
Oreen Street.
TWO
tine wooden

with

large lots,

Dwelling House and Lot on
One Store ami Lot ou Cuion Street.
Two Uouses and Lots on Church Street.

on

York St.

Office

on Lime St.,
adjoining Poat Office.
Portland. Feb. 20.1868.
3w

Middlo Street, ceutrmllT situated
ONand eu.jr floor,
of
No. 33 rammer.
Apply

H

Phillip,

E Wheeler
A. D Smith,
L ''‘‘"“'ll
£apt c.
H Rich,
Capl.
W. K Rhode,

KKtTTi

U1h1fmw!C“,'J

Ibbtf id

W A N T S.„. LOST.
Clerk
Book-keeper
who Male store, by
A«n-yAT.OX
young married
woald like
or

access.

at

fetito If

For Sale.

a

in mam

mi

employed

•)»

loan bi.
W onld not object to
fonmnga I opart nership with
wme one
already in biuinem. Reference. axchaaged for
to

a

few dav,

only

Addrcm BUSINESS. Box 2320. Portland P.
0.

Wanted

Immediately,

every town and village, an agent of either
•** **> enrage in a
light and profitable boaineaa
by which from agio *13 per week can be made.
Mina having leieure
can make from 60 eeata
eveuiuga
to 91 per evening
A aampl, with lull
particular.
Mint by mail to all who inclow
THnas letter it am n,
(» cciit,i and ail drew IRA RLSSKLL A CO
feM dim a uHlSt♦
Hookwtt. N. H.

IN

Per"

Strayed

or

Stolen.

BAY If ARE, weighing about 1000
pounds, four
yoars old. Her olT bind toot was white to ^
ankle; the other had a streak of white acrose tba
boei
Any person who duds her -hall be suitably rewarded by reluming her or giving in formation ie
J<WEpH .SEVERANCE. C ornish, Me.
11 t

A

word
^JM.1®***®*
feb21 —8T k T*

An

flecond

the Frew office.

Apprentice Wanted.

learn the Sign and Ornamental
painting burlues*.
Uue who has a decided taste for the basinew preferred
Enquire of J. B. HUDSON. Jm.,
feb!7 -d3w
27 Mark*! »,uare

TO

HIE House on the corner of Prospect
anil Casco street*— the basement finished for a store. A good stand for a family Grocer.

MERCHANDISE.

—a Lao—

Two Lots of Land, one on Spring and one on
Either would be exchanged for a
Spruce street.
good Dwelling House.
For particular* please apply at 127 Middle street.
Portland.
N. I MITCHELL.
febl7—eoddm

Liverpool Salt.
LIVERPOOL SALT,
NOf) TOSS M,"I’
"I rank
>v

^

barf, anti lor tale in loU

CHAMBERS

A Yaluablo Property on Free St.
FOR SALE.
A LOT OF LAND. 92 feet on Free street,
cont**,l»ng about 4000 square feet, with a block
Jtok of two three-storied brick Houses thereon,
niimoerod 76 and 77. coutaiuiug 21 rooms and attic—
connected with Union //a//—a desirable location for
a Boarding House, or for two private
dwellings.
Time and payments to suit the purchasers.
For further particular* apply to DR. THOMAS II.
BUESL1N, or
CHARLES Ml'SSEY.

aud

to Lot.

Commercial Street, head of Hobson's Wbarl
Inquire of J 11. HAMLEN.
Office ou Hobson’s Wharf.
»ep4tl

now

tending

llerce," at Ceatrd
suit Purchaaera. br
M DAY 18,
117 <_ ummercial 8 true*.
to

Flour, Flour.
BEST BRANDS of Weatera and Canada
I arnily FLOCK can alwava bo ton ad at *7*
Coagreea atreet, at fair price*—k>r sale by
vrri.i.i * m r WILSON
Portland. Dee. 10,18«B.
eodtl

THE

XRUNCp.
CASES Prime So. 1 NUTMEGS .or ante, laquire of'
JOHN PCRIXCTON.
febi3 djw
No. IS* Fora Street.

-|XV/
fk

mixed Con*.
BUSHELS rery choice heavy Mixed
CORN, tor sale in lot* to salt pore ha*.
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN A CO.

^4 01
DjTml
•v

**»•_
febW

lvt*

At Hholmk !

con-

good order; la suitable for two families.

C.

feb26 1media*

To bo Lot.
in the second story, over Store M
Middle street—Mitchell's Building. Possession
given immediately, inquire of
A. T. DOLE.
JatStf

?

be good
Call or

BRYANT, STRATTON ft WORTHINGTON.

feb2 dft wly

BROWN’S

Portland Commercial College.
IMOIn the Hanson Block. No 161 MidLOCATED
dle street. The
have recently been made
roo*n»

and furnished neatly, and are the most plea«aut
in the cite. One separate room for Ladies. 1
present my thanks tor the extensive
patronage, and
promise as in the past, nopains shall be spared in the
future. I have removed from No. 164 to 161 Middle
street. The
has had *) years* experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies and Gentlemen who pass through thorough courses for Accountants.
Terms will be reasonable. My Institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's Commercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
United States. My teaching and plan* are uuxlern,
and the most improved ami
as the Hrst
class business men have and will testifv.
new,

approved,

Navigation. Coiuun rcial Law. Native. hudneae and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
printed writing copies aud text books are avoided.
Each Studeut receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted.
Ccrtaiu eveuiugs will be
devoted to Lair Lectures, if expedient.
OTMr. 1 would refer to a recommendation from
his Students of this city who are actiug as business

men. accountants, Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which iua* be seeu iu priut
iu the hall at the entrance to his Rcoras, a few of
which are as follows
We have beeu taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued by Mr. K. N.
UttowN. of this city, iu teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicated series of Book keeniug. has
bet'ii eminently successful, aud we take pleasure in
our indebtedness to him for
publicly
whatever skill aud facility iu adjusting accounts wc
may now possess:
Philip Heury Brown, Jas. Otcutt Brown, Stephou
H. Cummings, W. W. Thomas, Jr.. Samuel Chadwick. Augustus Cummings. J*4Rn Berry. John 8.
Russell. Fred. A Prince. John II.
E.
Thompson, John B Coyle,Jr., Fred. H small, John
M. Stevens, aud 300 others.
rVThe services of a Sea Captain is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
frb3 d A w 3in83

acknowledging

Hall.'George

U. S. INTERNAL REVENUE

Tempi

BUSHELS

Katr* Mealing Cora.
7nnn bOu Bbl*. Stone
Mill, riour.
150 Bble. Arcade
60
( hica«aw
06
Augusta
••
60
l ulou
100.011) feet Hoe 8hipping Boards.
26.0)0 '* 8pruc<‘ Plank.
5O.0Q0 ** Cheap line Boards.
120,000 Pine Clapboards—planed.
••

•*
««

JO.OM Spruce Clapboard*.
190.000 Ejitrm Cedar Sbingka.
tiEO. F. FOSTER,
By
At the head of Colon Wharf.
___
Portland. Dee. 11th, 1992.
4tf

ZM~ 50.000 BOTTLES S0LD-CS
Wellcome.s Importtint Remedies?

JanlO

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corner of the new brick block, oruer of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. K«ut ow.
Enqnire at office of

THE

Sept. 16.1838.

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf

No. 27

Exchange St.

MARINE
Railway Chain, and Track Iran*.
E nndersigiied ha* been ap|M»iuted Agent for
the *ale or Mariue Railway and other Chain*,
in the United States aud British North America.mauu tar lured by Hkmiy Wood A Co
of Liverpool.
Great Britain, and i* now prepared to receive onlers
for Marine Railway Chain*, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprotkat who.-! to match, and warranted to fit. These chain* are made of an iron pesuited to this purpose, which, by actual test,
show* its average breaking strain to be'83 tons per
inch of seotional area. Parties wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examine tnose in actual
service.
Marine Railway Track Irons are drilled with the
countersunk holes aud the Bolt* to match; also.
of all kind*. Screw Bolts, Lag Screws, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit.
Mr. C. feels confident he can
the above article* on as favorable term* a* can be obtained elsewhere
Address HORACE I. CRANDALL.

TH

culiarly

Spike*

supply

Sub-marine Engineer,

JanlO *32dlawly*

New Bedford. Mass

Fleal

Estate,

INVESTMENTS

!

CEIAT CBA.VCI FOR BIRUIVS IIFORI TII USII
30 HOUSES, at price* from flOOOto *500©
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price# from *300to *3000.
3.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAND
2 STOKE LOTS

Commercial Street.

oil

MOSES (iOI'LD, 74 Middle St.,
Ur Stairs.

novSTdtf

EMPLOYMENT!

GERMANS,

RALLY!

respectable tierman gentlemen and one
lady, of good address, with reference* a* to industry, integrity, and morality, can find permanent
employment and good pav bv calling at the counter
of
VIRTUE. YoKsrON k CO.,

A

FEW

feb28 eodlw*

161 Middle Street.

TOWN

AND

Corporation Bonds,
WITH
COUPONS,*
Town Notes and Orders,
AID ALLOTHKK K1SID

STAMPS,

OF

PRINTING,

FOR RA LB AT THE

Neatly

PENSION AGENCY OFFICE,

and

Promptly Executed

—AT TUI—

Merchants’ Bank Building, Exchange St.

Press Office.

dtl

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm name of N. A. FOSTER A CO., Is this day
dissolved by mutual consent
N A
Fortier is au-

THE

dues, aud will pav ad debts of
N. A FOSTER,

GILMAN,

JOSEPH B HALL.
fcb25

FOR KALE.
A SCHOONEB of the following dlmeusious: length 73 feet, breadth 20 feet
* inches, deptli 7 foot 3iuches—full poop,
r/\
feet in leugtli.36 incites in the c ear.
""^^^^""Tbe hull is just off the ways, thoroughly
rebuilt. Rigging, soars aud sails are about all new ;
chains aud anchors Hrst rate. She is in all respects
e^ualtouow. Will be ready for sea in ten (lays
A large carrier, a fast sailer, and draws a light draft
of water. Apply to
feb25dlw
W. 8 COCIIRAN. Rockland
A

Jtou
l\

<lEm^45

Propowal* for

Fresh Beef.
PROPOSALS will be received by the
undersigned, at Augtista. Me until the 4th dav
March. 1863, at 5 o'clock P. M far supplies of Fresh
Beef forthe use of Recruits at Augusta. Me., far

SEALED

The Beef to w
three month* from date of contract
furnished must be of good am! wholesome quality,
cut and sawed, (seek and shank* excluded. ) aud delivered at such times aud in such quantities, Irma
time to time, as shall lie designated by the Acting
The underAssistant Commissary of Subsistence
any and all bids
signed reserves the right to reject
dorm
for
Bn
deemed unsatisfactory.
THOS. C. J. BAILEY.
Fresh Beef.”
17th
A.
A.
C.
8.
1st Lieut.
Infantry,
Head Ouarters Volnuteer Recruiting Service. »

‘‘l*rop«f*l«

W4uam*ta.Jif.Feb. 3*4,13*8.

feb23

dtuicnl

1

For Male.
TUEgood8ch Volasitk. well faund
in sails aud rigging, fce. She ha* g«»«»d
auchors and a good boat, carries 130
|v
tons—was refitted last fall and put in
good condition for business She is perfectly sound, and will be sold low. For terms and
farther in formation address
WM. A. FERNALD.
feb21 <12w
New Bedford. Feb. 19. 1863
4A

MU

m

//\

Notice.

DR. CHADWICK
taken Office Ns. 1 over Mr. Lorlng's Drug
Stow, corner of Exchange and Federal streets.
Office Hourb—From lo to 12 a m
»•
3 to 6 f. M.

HAS

Residence 168 Cumberland Street, between
nut and Elm, and opposite the head of Cedar
fcbl3 dim

W

TI'
oO; Celery SO ecntato be had of the
Manager,, and at K. I,.' Robin,on’,
Paine’, Mule Store
Cum“**®® •» 8 o’clock.

Oflice to Lei.

corner

send for Circular.

Physician's

‘J Barberick.
I-Umrtjy.
|rR*k»° iXfjf’
i
° B.,Bnekleft,
w r”*e.
*

Wanted.

BOOK-KEEPING, COMMERCIAL LAW. COM•
MERC/ .1L A HI THMETIC. PENMANSHIP,
t 'OBRESPONDENCE ft'.,

a

Manager,.

*■

u

streets.

Portland, Feb. 2, 1863.

-ON-

I

of Middle and
Floor,
at 86 State Street.
THE Third Enquire

cation.

J. T.

Chandler,

Lancaster hall,

TO LET.

St
I 8 an important link in Bryant, Stratton ft Co.'s
1 Chain of Commercial Colleges, located in New
York, Philadelphia. Albany. Buffalo, Providence,
Oeavetand, Detroit, Chicago. St. Louis, Troy, Brook*
lyti and Toronto. C. W.. and affords the best possible
facilities for acquiring a thorough Commercial edu*

tbori/ed to collect all
the said firm.

Complimentary Ball

Wednesday Evening, y(arcli4,IMS.

Casco Street Seminary.

fliiai ***** w* school house—lot 40 x by 80;
AaL tains IS rooms with all the conveniences,

-LOCATED IN-

jau22

CHANDLER!

-TO-

Street

THIS

a*

™\OtD0ia* Aawmiation, In Portland will

D. H.

the

Institution for the instruction of young ladies aud misses, will be re-opened on
Monday,
March 30th, under the charge of the former Principal, Miss II. Hawke*.
The course of study will embrace all the branches
usnai.y attended to in such institutions
There will also be a department for Children.
For terms, Ac., application maybe made to the
217 Cumberland street, after March 7th.
Principal, atFeb.
Portland,
14, 1863.
ed3wAeod3w*

in

THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,

In

Gen.

E/

SC HO O
NO. 28 HIGH STREET.
Term
Spring
of thii School for Youue I_a****”■ will commence ou Monday7’

For

D. H.

ft rand

at

SELECT

ON

practically taught.
A Scholarship issued by this College will
throughout the ••Chain"—time unlimited.

□C

omplimentary Tctimonin,

wo

dlw

Ikarch ballI

fourth of

18 Brown Street.

Portland, Feb. 19, 1863.

Cooper’s Shop

Clapp's Block.Congress

| "entertainments.*'

Misses on MONDAY, March 2d, at
.Mechanics’ Hall.
may be made and circulars obtained

-ALSOPew No. 90 in Chestnut Street Church.
The above will be sqld low if applied for soon, as
my busiuess takes me out of the State.
For terms. Ac., call on Freeman Bradford, Eao„
88 Exchange Street
Z. K HARMON
febl8 3wd* w.V*

was

Contradlotory Reports of Rebel Movements
in Kentucky.

amd
rooms in

For Mato.
IIQUSE AND LOT, No 8 Cedar street.near

£JP“Practically taught,as follows:—Book-Keeping,

Blockade Runner* Irom Charleston.

cordially

feb2 d4w

Principal

FROM HILTON HEAD.

are

d2wAK

ftb21

c, pl.-aw addrm the Principal.
invited t„ i,lt the School.
U"N JoHNswJi> M- A
Principal.

eial Street.

Floor—sales9200 bbls; State and Western 6 # 10c
lower; Superfine State? 15 « 7 40; Extra do 7 iO a
7 90; Hound lloop Ohio 8 00 a 8 10; Southern 5 cl
10c lower, sales 760 bbls; Extra 7 80 a 0 60.
Wheat—du I land lc lower. Mies 78,000 bu; Chicago
spring 1 45 9 163; Milwaukee club 1 64 a, 1 71; Red
W taler Western 1 73 «. 1 77.
Corn—lc lower, sale* 68.000 bush; Mixed Western

New

begin March 4th, 1*63, and continue twenty
7

wwkn.

For •■Cirealari

investigation

printed.

AL__

Franklin Family School for Boys,
TOPSflAM, ME.
fVIHE Spring Term of this
highly successful School
.M. will

Cheat*
Sts.

BOARD.
wishing to obtain Board in a central
location can bo accommodated on reasonable
terms at No 99 Federal street
MRS E D BATES
fcb26 lw

PERSONS

ES 1 began to u*er my retnedie* tor fate I wan
WUtimid,
and apoke cautionaly, tonring I Bight

But having proved them in all final
the.,u*rk
of vuch diacaaea a* they are adapted to. and
Being
the aalouiahing eft-cta ol them in the ear* of the
moat iliaircwiug caaea. in all claaaea of
cunatituUoa*.
and atage. of diaeaae. and having received thoaaaade
of tcettmonlala of the moat flattering character, wa
now apeak with all boldmea*. confident that
they are
above all otbera.
1. Tux I.HIAT tfERMAX Coi'OH KxXgDT—For
all <«*ev.... of (br ThrxnU and
l.ongt We rotor to
a few caaea
N. Dickaon. of Ho.ton. Maaa.; Eld. S.
K Partridge. Whitefield. Me.; Mr. 8.
Bradley. VIMr* T Her ley. Newcastle. Me* mennn. Me
Aniauda Longer. Hall..well. Me; Mra. D.N. Kidder.
Briatol. N. II; Mr. Wredon. Holland. Vt; and haa.
dred* of other, cured i>r bad caaea of HronehitU
Eld. A. C. Hodgkin*. Vteaaa: Mr* B. Wotniaide
Brunawick; Mr. Jnaeph Ford. Jeflenon, Me; Mary
8 Burrough, Providence. R. I
and many other*
cured or the meet dudreaaiug caaea of rktklnc
Mr* W W Patten, Topaham: Mra. T. Winalow,
Yarmouth; Mr*. J. U. tenant, Richmond. Me .oared
of caaea of Influenaa and Cough when
everything
olse tailed. Children of D. Parr, Litchfield, of
Capt.
J Lawrence. Yarmouth, and more than
twenty other*, cured of Croup, some of whoee live* warn Bead
by it. all other remedies toiling. For oomaaoa cold*,
hoetaeueaa. cough*. aore lung*, he tbouaand* teatlfy It i* the beat and cheapeat ever used.
J.
Lite* Rani'L AToe aad l>,tp,pHc fwrer.—C.
White ol Richmond. Me.. «av*—"It i* the boat article
for Liver Complaint 1 have ever aceu
It haa baaefitte.1 my wife more than *100." Geo. Webber,Litchfield. Me wy., "It haa worked wonder, tor my
daughter, who haa beeu three rear* under doctor,'
treatment without benefit, lour Liver Regulator
haa cured her. We had lost all hope of her getting
well
Mr. J. S, Carter, Watervifle—"I have uaea
act

—

—

hiki

■■

mnii/nr

PKini.

n IN a

vinuma

medicine." Mrs. E. Johnson. 1’ittaton con fined to
her bed fire years, says:
have used one bottle; ft
agrees with me. and keeps my food from souring, relieves foiutuess. Please seud more
Mr. W < base of Bangor, says: "I hare used
yonr
Lirer Regulator with much'profit to mrself. and
think much of it." We have a greet number efneh
testimonies coutinnally coming.
8 Wellcowb a Paw erase.—Eld. I.
Wight.Ausays: -It is the best t»iiug for an irritated
roat and lungs, and for colic. I ever saw." Elder
A.C. Hodgkins. Vienna, -avs. It U
being mrrsss
fullv used here for the cure of
dipfheria. gend me a
lot immediately ; what I had is all sold." J W (jrlf>
fin. Stark, savs: "Ittakes tlie lead of all other arliciee ol that description; it is being used with
good
success for diptheria.
1 have not heard of a single
instance w here It has failed. send three doxcu more."
D X Kidder. Bristol. N II .u\«:
Your
are doing woudertul cures,especially the Posit Oarer.
One case of sciatic rheumatism lias been cared
by one
bottle. It put* -Perry Davis' Pam Killer’ all In the
shade
Wm. Baker, Yarmouth, savs be cured e
valuable horse ol lameness eud swelled leg with the
Pain Carer
Thousenda are being cured ef varloes
paiua. cramps, colics. rheumatism, sprains, urinary
troubles and neuralgia, for which It la a sure curu.
In our store we retail tcu times more or it then all
other linimeuta
4.
WKLLroMB'e Diabrbea 8tb r —This hue
cured hundreds of case* whete ever thing else foiled.
We warrant it to do more than any other preparation now known bv doctors or others.
6
Ocr JaCBPH'E Bitters are very highly prised and extensively used
N B. Our remedies are pure/g regetabU, safe in
all cases for old and voaug.male and female, in whafi*
ever ootidition of life.
for our iire alar and read the ‘irtHmmtofi
l>ared only by I. C. WKLLCOME k CO., tar
mouth. Me. Sold bv medicine dealers extensively.
In Portland by H. H. Hay, C. E. Beckett, and
febll eodfcwlamhm
Thomas J. Loriug.

immediafeiy.'*

Ksta.

medicines

K-Call

CluardiaB’i Sale.
be sold at private sale, or nubile
auction,
by order of the Hon Judge or Probate within
and for the County of Cumberland, on Wednesday,
March the l*th day, iu the A. M. 11 o’cloek, at the
dwelling of Ellen Jacobs of West brook, in said County. liuardian of Elias M, t.e* rg* B., Asa E., and Arthur R. Jacobs, iniuom and heirs of Elias Jacobi,
late of said Westbrook, deceased, the following real
estate situated in Westbrook aforesaid, aud subject te
the life estate of Eli/a Fickett, to wit: five-seventh
parts of three acres of land aitaated in Stroud water
tillage, in common and undivided with Neham
Fickett and Ellen Jacobs, who own the other twoseventh parts of said laud, and aitaated in the rsnr
of the house now occupied bv Ellen Jacob*.
F.LLES JACOBS, t.uardiau
Also at the same time and place will be sold the
i one-seventh part of said land owned by Ellen Jacobs,
I and all the life estate of FJi/a k ickeft of aforesaid
and
fob® dlaw4w

WILL

JN. W.
(inicrul

LdTMSDON,

(•MBiNNlOH

.Hrrchaat,

ul A 103 tVatav Stiu.t,

GEORGETOWN, D. C.
TV**Attention to the sale of Produce, FUmr.Oroha,
mtTfeeneral Merchandise. Vessels chartered ,freights
procured, and business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch.
Refers to— Leonard Cotton.E*<j Portsmouth,!?!!.
I. F William*. Hampton. N H
fob! d8ra

*

POETRY._'
From

UChnoao

you this

whom

Day

will

you

The

night-birds dread

state Tv

is

*

.,

..

tor

This day-star of Freedom brings midnight

"

Is blind!
The owl hoots at noon that the eagle
We ask not your reasons,—’t were wasting our
time,
Our life is a menace, our welfare a crime!

fight,

Time waits not for us, and

The

mower

mows

on,

we

wait

responsible

The

splendid

and

not for you.

Writhe
And the copperhead coil round the blade of his

run as

may

urge.

Of school-house and wages with slave-pen and
scourge!

No sides in the quarrel! proclaim it as well
To the angels that fight with the legions of hell!

toilows:

Rooms.
Goods forwarded bv this line

to

and from

Cheeae.
Ituty 4c p lb.
Vermont p lb.... 12

•learner.

With blood on each weapon, nnd prayer in each
mouth.
W hose cry shall be answered ? Ye Heavens, at•
tend
The lords of the lash, as their voices ascend!

leave Poitland.
Kor freight or p.8.tge apply to
KMt-dtY Ik FOX. Brown'. Wharf, Portland.
II. B ( KOMWELL k CO., No. 86 Went Street,
New York.
dtf
Doc. 6.18 8.

free.
And lend thy strong

arm

the

to

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

soft-handed

Weekly

race

Who eat not their bread in the
face?”
So pleads the prond planter.

sweat

of their

Mail Line.

< IN E of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH
A M ERIC AN. NO K W FA i I AN, JURA,

What echoes are

_BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON. NOis borne oh the | VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
breeze,
Pas-engors leave Portland per (.rand Trunk Trains
And, lost in the shriek of his victim's despair,
with United State* mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P M
His voice dies unheard. Hear the Puritan’s
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
morning.
prayer!
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
First Class, *77 to
Third Clans, *36
“O Lord, that didst smother mankind in thy
*92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
fllKXi,
Tmuk Railway.
The sun is as sackcloth, the moon is as blood,
Prepaid and rotnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
The stars fall to earth as untimely sre cast
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out aud
The figs from the fig-tree that shakes in the
back. *186.
blast!
Apply to Iximonstone. Allan k Co.. Montreal,or to
J. I>. FARM KR.
"All nations, all tribes in whose nostrils is
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST.. PORTLAND.
dtf
June 23.1862.
breath
Stand gating at sin as she travails with death!
Lord, strangle the monster that struggles to
these?
The bay of his bloodhound

birth,
Or mock us

*

no

more

with

earth!’

Thy ‘ningdom

I

_HOTELS.

on

CENTRAL MOl'SE.
"If Ammon andMoab must reign in the land
Thou gavest Thine Israel, fresh from Thy hand,
Call Baal and Ashtaroth out of their graves
To be the new gods for the empire of slaves!”

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUMKEAG, MAINE.
subscriber would very respectfbllv an|TIIE
and the
Inounce to hi- ItmroM
the temporary
Republic generally, that during
of his business lie

Whose God will you serve, 0 ye

rulers of
"
Mi-'iniimWorv suspension
?
ha- furnish id this well-known house anew, and is
Will ye build you new shrines in the slave breedi now better than ever prepared to wait upon hi* cuser’s den ?
tomer*. and hones by strict attention to their wants
1
Or bow with the children of light, as they call
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
On the J udge of the Earth and the Father of
E. (i. MAYO.
hitherto received.
dfcwtf
All?
Passadumkeag. June 23.1862.
men

■

Choose wisely, choose quickly, for time

blu kstom:

moves

apace.

118 Hanovkk

Each day is

an
age in the life of our race!
lead them m love, ere they hasten in fear,
From the fast-rising flood that shall gi rdle the

sphere!

the
e above

na, Arroirroot, (linseni,
2»* pc. Bleaching Pom
decs 30c p c*rf. Sagi
60c P ctrt., Sal Soda am
Soil* Ash jc \* lb, ('rud<
Brimslonr S3 and Hot
do S6 p ton. Alcohol¥*

house:,

Street.Bobtoit.

House—conducted on
plan. The subscriber has
House, and newly furnished it
House is now open to tbe public.
A. I*. MoKIMhbN, Proprietor.

European

The

throughout.
decZ7

O. W. Holmes.

“ELJI

MISCELLANY.

glass. Fwr Sutph ur. Sen

Formerly Mansion

Lord,

j

p pal.

Alum p lb.4
A Iocs.80
Arrow Root..... 17

HOUSE.”

A Profitable Rii»e in the Passenger
a lady entered a Green
street passenger car. to ride from Broad street
to the post-office.
The car was well filled, but
an obliging stranger, relinquishing his right
her
a
seat.
The
gave
lady thanked him for the
courtesy. The lady sat down. On her right,
hand was a gcutleipanlike person in plaid
trousers and uiaroou colored overcoat.
The
plaid of his trousers was rather extensive, his
legs resembling sections of a green house window. His coat was of the material known as
chinchilla cloth, while bis bat was a satin heave! article of pathful brilliancy.
A diamond
cluster ring of considerable value sparkled upon the little finger of his right hand.
The lady
admired the ring. The muu displayed it in a
manuer to attract attention.
At the corner of
Eighth and Green streets the car jolted and the
mau leaned heavily for an instant against the
lady. She fancied she felt a hand, that didn't
belong there. In her pocket, and instinctively
thrust in her own. As she did so two men got
off. One was the person who had given her
hia seat; the other was the man with the diamond ring. In another minute the lady ascerx-talned that her pocket-book was gone. In
{hat same miyule the two men in question had
disappeared from view. The lady informed
the conductor she had been robbed, but the
conductor could do uqlhing.and the other passengers had nothing to ofler but condolence.
As the porteiimnnaie contained but seven dollars and a half, the lady didn't care aliout graLIfying their curiosity by farther explanation.
Alighting at her destination, the lady chancing
to withdraw her handkerchief from her pocket—the one from which the portemonuaie had
been taken—heard something drop upon the
floor. It was a resplendent diamond ring!
She recognized it at first glance. It was the
eery ring worn by the individual In stunning
plaid who had ridden beside her. He had undoubtedly stolen her pocket-book, but in doing
so his ring had been drawn off and remained
In the lady's pocket. The lady alter asking
advice, look the ring to a Chestnut street jeweller, who gave for it his check for $500. The
net profit made by the lady on her ride was
$403.45; the precise sum, barring five cents,
lost by llie plaid gentleman in the satin beaver
tile. On Monday the lady, walking past Eighth
and Chestnut streets, met the individual in
plaid. He flushed crimson at her glance, recognizing her on the instant. She smiled serenely, and he slunked away. Whether he
knew that his ring passed into the possession
of the lady Is more than we know; but a showy
woman, in tremendous crinoline, supposed to
be a friend of the man in plaid, was at the office of the railroad company hunting the lost
jewel.—[Phil. North American, Jan. 29.

undersigned respect(tolly informs the
public that he has leased the above House.

Portland. »id Invites
community to call and see if
he knows “how to keep a hotel.” (.'lean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided tible, at teni tire servants and moderate charge* are the inducej meuts he holds out to those whose business or pleas\ are call them to the “Forest City."

's

Tort vs. Port.— Some

■

years ago, when

BATH

By C.

j

HOTEL,
i.

Braril Wood.13 ft

BATH. MAINE.
THE

City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities'on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on tbe Kennebec, twelve miles
fVom the sea, and affords one of the most

re Teats from the dust and turmoil of
cities.

iting

ge

our

South.

Paint*.

..

..

..

**

Late

Agent qf

V. S

(under

PATENTS,

Patent OfHer,
*e Act of 1887.)

76 State Street, opposite Kilby Street,

|

j

j

I
:

j
;
1

HOLDERS

tober. I8flt, are hereby request***! to deposit the same i
in my hand*, for which
receipts will be given and i
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in tiie
Portland a Kennebec Railroad, (a new organ♦
Motion,) as soon as the book* aud certificates can be
prepar*nl, in accordance with a rote of said Coni pany, Nov. 8, 18*52.
J. g. CU8HING,
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Railroad.
Augusta. Dec. 16,18H2
decl8 dtf

NOTICE.
Internal Revenue stamps.

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at
my office, No. 92 Commercial street; and the
public will be ox ported to use them ou and after this
date, (January 1. 18*53.)
When sold in sum* loss than one dollar, payment
required in Postal Currency.
Office HocRe-9to 12* AM; 2 to 4| P. M.
NATH’L J. MILLER. Collector
1
Janl2 dtf
1st District State of Maine.

A

I

Duty: Free.

Per ton Soft.2 256:2 50
Hard. 200®226
O round..6 00ft6 26
ki)*Rii .25 a.
Previaiea*.
Flab.
Duty beef and Pork lc,
Duty For 100 lb# forcigt Dird, bacon and Hams
caught
Herring 9 1 2r, butter and t heese 4c
Mackerel 92, Salmon 93 Ch'go Me** Beet.812 ft 14
and all other pickle*! it P ortland do.
124 a 13
bbls. 81 60 p bbl., other TtPdext. do.
14 .al4|
vise 60c p cvt. From Pork, extra clear 19ja2l)
Provinces fret.
19
Pork, clear.
Cod large p qut. 85a 5J
Pork, mess. 18l(S 17
"
141 a 16
small...8 fa 4 Pork, extra do
Pollock.2|.« 3, Pork. Prime.
Haddock.lea li Ex Prime.
16
t* Pound
Hake.1
llogs. 7@ 74
9
Uerring.Shorepbl 4 ,<*, 4; llama
do. Labrador.. none
( itv Smok'd Hants.9f« 10
do. Scaledpbx 3>a .35*
I'roilarr.
do. No. 1
2tka25 Beef 4* qe’r p lb
7| H I
Mackerel p bbl..
do*
16 (a 1»»
Eggs.
Bay No. l— 912 l& 12] Potatoes. |»ldd fl4<»«] 5*'
t hickens.
lt>n 12
Hay No. 2.10ia
Hay No. 3.A a ft I I.Mint*.7 a 9
.13la
Shore No. 1...
U Turkiea. 12 (a 14
2.9 & 9. (hw.9 @10
do. (nudium).. .6 ®b* Veal.:..«)« 7
do. (small).3a.
Pick lie. f* bbl...
9
R Ice.
Frail.
Duty: lemons, Oranges Duty, deemed lie, PadBanana• and Plantaint
dp |c 4> lb.
2ft f>c ad nil., Almondt pice p !b.8® 8|
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p
!b. Xuts and !kites 2c ’Portland distilled 70 @73c
Snleralu*.
p lb, Currant*. Muf
Plums. Prunes and Itai Sale) at us |> lb
.7Eg 8c
tins 5c p !b, CHtron 3
Sail.
In
hulk
l«c.
and in
pc a*l rat.
Duty
Almond#—Jordan p lb.
100 tbs.
bag* 24c
Sofl Shell.20 ®2* Turk’* Is..
hhd.
®30
Shelled.
(8 bus.).#3 n0@8 25
Currant#.15 >«- 1* Liverpool.3 00@3 26
Citron.44 a-46 Cadi*.none
Pea Nut#. 9a 2) Sacks Salt. none.
none.
Gr’d Rutter Halt. 22 ($
Fig#, common.
1Roa 25
New Eleme
Starch.
lemons, P )>ox 82? a 3 />»</*/ 20 4>c ad ral.
Orange#—Messina .3; «3< Pearl. fif.»R
ltai#ii]#,
Potato.4 a 44
Him- pcask.151® 16
Shot p 100tb* 89M10
Black
SM « 1ft
12
Hunch P box^4 lfto 4 1/ Buck.
12 a 12}
Laver.4 25 a 4 3'
Soilp.
Date#.7 <® 9< Duty 36 pc ad ral.
Prune#.8$<dl0J Loathe k Gore’s. TrowFlour—Portland* insp bridge k Smith's Extra No. 1 4* tb
8 a 91
Superfine- 87 25® 7 5t
Fancv .7 5ft a 7 7.* Family do.8 @ 84
Extra.8 00®8 3‘ No. 1. 7 @8
Family.8 f#>aR 7/ Eagle No. 1.6 a, 6}
Extra Superior 9 ft0®9 5< Star.6 @ 5}
Western extras 8 12 d 8 ,V Castile.IF d 174
8 25a9 <* .Crane’s.9 (a 9j
family
superior 8 37 a 9 ftf
Spice*.
Ohio extra... .8 25a 8 « Duty
dinger Pont 6c,
family.. .8 75a9 Q( Ground dinger 8c, PepCanada super No.1 8 Ofta,
per and Pimento 12c,
StLouisFavBrnd# 10 "fa f 1
donee 1 "»e, Cassia loc,
Soutliern III.do do.9I << 1
Cassia Puds 20c, fHnnaa ill
mtm 26c. Mare and XutPetanscoFamily
r®
Flour.
-4
mra*
tj
90c |> lb.
Rye
Corn M«*al.4{<« 4< CaMia 4^ tb .47 @s4*c
Buckw't Fl'r ptb
Clovea.8« @40
f2 rain.
.85 ‘a38
Ginger, (Race).
Duty. Com and Oats 10c Ginger. (Africa) 36 a30
Rye and Barley 15c. ami Mace.S3 @90
iCheat 20c P bu. From Nutmegs.93 @95
Rr. Provinces free.
Pepper. 28 @30
Rve.95® 1 fti Pimento.... .24
Oats. 6
Seed*.
South Yel.Corn 103dl«V Duty
Linseed 10c 4> bu.,
.1 (#>n 1 ftl
Corn, Mixed
('unary 81 \9 bu., Mustard
3c
1
2<
Harley..1
|» tb.
Short# p ton-928 a26 Herds Grass. ...83a3 25
Fine Feed.27 (&3U Western jClorer. 12 a 13
G r indwlouea.
[Red Top .$3j a. 3}
Linseed.3 @
Duty Rough—free.
Rough, p ton. ...rifta25 Canary.4fa 4)
Dre##ed.35 d 4ft
Sugar.
Gunpowder.
Duty Me/ado2c,no t)a bore
Duty Valued at less than Xo. 12 2}c, above Xo. 12
2ftc p !b Ac. aree 2f>c Ac
and not above 15 3c, above
Xo. 16 and not attore 20
P lb and 20 pc ad ral.
Blasting.85V® A
34c. above Xo. 20 anti reRifle and Sportiug
fined 4c 4* tb.
8j
Portland A.none.
flay.
Press'd p net T.914 (®15
do.
AA.11 (@
.13 Cq,16
Yellow.. .none.
Loose.—
do.
Extra Yellow.none.
Hide, and Slciaa.
11 a 114
Muscovado.
Duty 10 Pc ad vat.
do.
in bond.9 @10
B. A. Hides.3) a 31
Western.21 a 25 Havana Brown
11} <*124
do.
White
Slaughter Hide#.. .64 a 7u
.131 Vi 14
Calfskins.1V&1& New Orleans.12 @14
Calcutta Cow@161
Slaughtered. .190®21C Granulated.15 @15]
Green Salt.185«j20C Powdered.15 @161
Sheep Pelts, Gr'n.dS®) 911 Tallow.
0C ■Duty Tallow 1 $*c, Soap
Sheep Pelt#, Dry

13.1(414
141.4

75gf

J. W. MCNOEK,
Jan7 dSm

COAL

I>rop.811

llj

...

Sjc^j

..

@20

..

Ofijjg

Ajj-.a;

[Crushed.16

75^1

&

WOOD,

CHEAP

FOR ( ASII,
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

\a

SPUING MOUNTAIN L Kill OH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE

LEHIGH.
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN’S,
THE GENUINE LOBUERT,
Pare and Free DurniuK*

MEDICAL.

CUMBERLAND

COAL

THESE

quality, and

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

3

Steam and Ciaa
subscriber

would Inform his friends
THE
public, that be may be found at

ZYLOBALSAMUM ?

UNION

3 7

m im

Rev \VM CUTTER, N Y City:
My hair Is changed
to it* natural color, and growing on bald spot."
Rev J. H CORNELL. N Y. City
“I procured it
fora relative
The fal.lng of the hair stopped, and
rest >red it from being grey to it* natural and >eautlfal color.”
Rev J WKtr. Brooklyn, L L : “I will testify to
their value in the m>st liberal sense. They ha\ ^
restored my hair where it was bald, and, where,
grey, to It-* original color
Rev A. WEBSTER, Union, Mass
“I have used
them with groat e(T,*ct. I am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair wa* dry and brittle; it is now
soft a* in youth.”
Rev. H V. DSiiEN, Boston, Mass : “That they pro
mote the gr >w:h of the hair where baldness Is, I
have the evidence of my own eyes.”

arble
K.

Monumental

Jc«23tf

Work

lay!

Farmington May 6,1MB.

—

^1

Maine State

DIALER*

Remedy

November l»t, ISflS. to Mot lit, IMS. th
rates of freight on all descriptions of lam be
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No tire wood will he conveyed bet weenOetober lsi
1882. and May 1st. IMS
An advance in the rates of Are wood will take plac
next summer, but in consequence of changes in th
arrangement for conducting the wood business, whir
are at tout to be made, the Company will not be abl
to take tire wood from certain places on the line,
that should any parties make contracts for fire woo
to be carried on the
during the next aeasoi
they must understand that fhev will do so at their ow
risk, aud that the Company will not feel tbemsolvt
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, an
from what stations tire wood can be carried nea

FROM

Grain,

HEAD OK MERRILL-8 WHARF.
Csamrelsl Street.
Partlawd. Me.

JcOSlf

_

ARMY

railway

AND

NAVY
TALL OR IH 0 ESTABLISHMENT.
-BY-

A. D. REEVES,

THROUGH TICKETS
To Chicago, Cincinnati. Cleveland, Detach
Toledo, 8t. Paul. La Crowe. 8t. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST

CO,

PLUMBERS,
No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

RT THE

Water

ERIE

Ploeete, Primate, Force ami Suction Pnmpe,
Bath Boilert, Wash Hotels. Silrer Plated
t Urate
Cocks. <\f all kinds constantly on hand.
*9 All kind* of fixture* for hot and cold water
JOHN

BOND.

H

{^Tickets sold
by

D.MKK&1LL.

ao*4dly

OARDINER A
63 Middle

OAt
and

BROWN,

hand, and

fF“ You
office.

Street,

Opposite the

Custom

we

PRIVATE

CLOTHING,

f»le

price* to salt the times.

rortland. Nov. 19.18*2

dtf

WOODMAN. TREE A CO,
Importer.snd Wholesale Dealer*la

Foreign

promptly

and Domestic

Dry Goods,

lAMTAfTlRMS AH JOBBERS OF CLOTM.W,
Nos. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

POOR KH KIAKD'S

Geo. W, Woodman,
Seth B. liereey,

WATER !

aagSOdkrwtf

impor-

Alfred Woodman,
C harle* Bailey.

sanity
cured.

FAIRBANKS*

health and comfort than the Eve and

Ear, and yet none are less understood or nture neglected
They seem to i**s even common observation
and yet every part of the body is dependent up- n

SCALES.

f

Poor KirhartT* Ejo mid Par U'nin

Uy Send stamp fer Circular.

dom. Ever) moment of my waking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with*
success, aud I entertained the purpose,

as

a

Iasi

Hay,
!

of thus

fiudiug

very few days the painful
removed; I could bear the strongest
aud went forth to tin* enjoyment of a new Jife.
results,

lu

ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instaut
relief, (iratefti) to God for the benefit that 1 have
personal))' received, 1 cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P S. HENSON.
Pastor of Broad Street Baptist Church.
Residence 1430 Poplar St., Philadelphia.
U9 Nu merous certificates of a similar character
might be furnished.
Poor Richard9* Eye and Ear Water

With

a

complete variety
—

5

I

J

skeptical

[

for the

I
t

by many of the most
fHeines, Dentists. Physicians, Chemists,
and scientific gentlemen of the day.
Sold by Druggists everywhere at 60 cents per hot-

that It is

preparation

a

of intrinsic merit.

conrepient. safe, eflcacimts Dentifrice one that
should he in the posseseien of every one who cares

A

preservation

of his teeth.

Now used and recommended

eminent

[
r

i

_

H.

;

H. hay; druggist.

Jmnrtmn "f Frtt and

|

Middtt Slrrrtt,

AGENT TOR PORTLAND, MR.
Sold Id Both by Dr. 8. A>puai» k Sow.
HALL A RICK EL,
febSeodSm*
bole Agents, NewJfork.

1

it

Portland.
jull-dft wtfk

ir

H A

Y,

BY

DisIstruly Sovereign Remedy
eased Eyes, Diin Vision aud Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and NeuIt is passed into
glass tube, which, together with

ralgia,

with all kindred diseases.

the

by

small

the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Piiice 26 cents per Bottle.
Tube* 6 Cent*.
li. H. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale

▲geuts.
MRS; M.G. BROWJT, Proprietor,
novl8d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

of

—

113 MilkStkkkt—corner of Battery march Street.

J’onton.
Sold In
oo23

Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.

HAIR

THE

mortgage.

HENRY BAILEY k CO., Auctioneer*.
d2aw2wthenedts

THROUGH TICKETS
NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all part, oi
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the must popular routes and at the lowest Boston
rates, for .ale by
W. D. UTILE. Agent.
Oot.*l
dtf
Office 31 Exchan.e St.

TO

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle,corner of Exchange Street

septldtf

Book, Card & Fancy Printing
NEATLY EXECUTED

OFrtCE

OF THE PRESS.

DYE!

market has been flooded for vears with dille
eut articles called Hair Dyes, which have neve
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The *i
PLrs ultra ha* been reached at last in TODD’!
HAIR DYE. and the article has given entire satis
fketion to every person who ha* used it. It coutaim
no iujunou*ingredient*, aud gives the hair a beauti
ful rich brown or black color. Direction* for usiuf
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle
One superiority of Todd's Lux Solis Hair Dye ovei
all other* is, you do not have to cleau*e the hair oi
wash it before or after using the dve. and there is but
one kind to be used, aud that can be put on the same
as oil aud water, without any trouble. unlik«> all otherdye* that have two or three different kinds to b<
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladie*' hair, because you do noi
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L'nliki
allotherdves.it will color long hair, whieh othet
Dive this new article a trial, as wt
dve* cannot do
know you will use do other after once using this.
sale
only at
k-W For

l»est material and iu the most faithful manner. Contain* 18 rooms—lias a natural spring of pure water
iu the basement, and a large brick cistern in the cellar
There is a cemented floor under the w hole house
w ith cemented drains into the
city sewers There is
a coal hole uuder the sidewalk, holding 10 tou*. The
House i* well calculated for two families. It is now
occupied by Dr Foster The location is central—in
one of the best neighborhoods iu the
city ; the house
new and iu tine order, and the
property everv way
desirable for occupancy or investment. Can be seen
at any time before the sale.
Title undoubted. A
large part of the purchase money can remain ou

AT THE

JUXCTIOS OA AHA A. AS D MIHDLK 8T8..
1
,

1

-DLALKK IS-

Fine Chemicals, Pure

Dissolution of tit-partnership.
the undersigned. hare thia day by mutua
couseut dissolved partnership.

Wt.
I

STEVENS. BIBBER k C O.
IcUmUJw
Portland, February 4,18b3.

Brags,

GENUINE MEDICINES,
IMIISI, YHW1 AD AIIKICI! rnniRT.
AND FANCY GOODS.

TODD'S LI X SiOIIS

Krai Estnlo at Ant-lion.
VETE shall sell at nublic auction on Tuesday .March
v v
17th, at 3 o’clock I’ M on the premises,House
No. 4 Brown Street, uext to Dr. Gilman'* on Free
and Brown street. Jt is a three story wooden house,
with basement—nearly new, built and finished of

feh21

Syrup

In the flr»t and nnlv rmpdi pvfr oOrfd to the pub
lie for the effectual removal of the AscarMes, or Pin
Worms, from the human system. The high reputa
lion it has established in the last two years, ana th
fact that it is fast *up-rsediug all other worm remc
die*, is the best test of its great merit.

iy/1 ajfords RELIEF in isrentp-four hours, am*
entire cure is tcarranted, when taken accordui|
to directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Sprup is also a most valuable fhmilv cathartic
to be always used when phvsic is required, tspecialt\
for children. It corrects the secretions, give* ton
to the stomach and bowel*, assisting nature In he
effort* to restore health. !t is purely qf Vegetabl
Extracts, amt at traps safe and reliable.
Sold In New York by Hall k RroHKL.tlSDra
wich street; iu Boston by bio. t\ iioupwix It <*©
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggist*.
Sold in Portland by 11. U. HAY aud all the prinel
deefi 3m
pal Druggists.

FAIRBANKS A BROWN,

for Inflamed and

a

a

•

an

WEIGHING APPARATUS,

a

say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye*, and
she has found Poor Richard's Eye Water a sov-

!

Beams, Weights,&c.,&c.

was

I now keep a bottle of it nlwaya in the house, and il
my eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, 1 give it a
dose, aud that is an end of it. I would not be without it for any amount of money. I take occasiou to

Pm-Worm

Tu E S !

H O

relief.

meantime, most providentially, I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD'S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ol it before, but determined to try it, and dUt, with the mosi

ear

•

I

Con I and Buih-oad Scales !

In the

Noise in the

PCRirYING tk. JMI. imparting aMiftyStllp
refreshing taste and feeling to the month, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other impurities, use of Tohocco, fee., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress of decay, and whitening such ports as have
already become blackened bv decay. The bosodont
is perfectly free from all ACIDS and other imparities which could hare the least injurious effect oa tha
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care
and seienttflc «Mtm a combination of mite rials
every ingredienrol which is well known to have a
beucdcial effect on the Teeth and Cams.
One trial of the boxodont will convince the moot

DK. E. O. (JOI LD’S

BUTCUEUS’. GROCERS'. DRUGGISTS'. CONFECTIONERS’ and GOLD

resort, of haviug the ball taken out of its socket, in

light,

Hardening tha Gums

rare

Philadelphia, Oct. 17, 1802.
From injuries received in my right eye, w hen a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, in
consequence of which I suffered constant martyr*

rritation

XMSS,

-

__

discovery, which is most wonder
These celebrated Scale* are stil) made by the origful in its operations, putting to blush the old system* I inal iuventors, (and only ey thkm.) and are constantly receiving all the improvement* w hich their
of treatmeut, which have quite as often done harm
long experience and skill can suggest.
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rer. I*. S
Thry are eorrrcf »n principle, thoroughly made,
Henson. Pastor of the Broad .Street Baptist Church,
of the beet mat crude, and are perfectly accurate and
durable in operatum.
Philadelphia. If any oue has doubts as to the % alu«
of this remedy, they may learn more of its practical
For sale, iu every variety, a*
value by addressing a note of inquiry to Mr. II.

delightful

•

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned !f desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 6 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Standard.

them for life aud health.

Infirmary

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes ha
for a number of years con fined his attenfioo t
diseases of a certain class. During his practice h
lias treated thnasend« of cases, and in no instanc
has be met with a failure. The remedies are milt!
and there is no interruption of basiness or change c
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Ten
street, Charge* moderate, and a cure guarantee*
n all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will b
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure diseas
when all other remedies frail: cures without dietini
or restriction in the habits of the patieut; cures witl
out the disgusting and sickening effects of most othe
remedies: cures new cases in a ft* w hours: cures witfc
out the dreadfal consequent effects of mercury, bt
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous tail
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the props
remedy is u.<hmL The ingredients are entirely vegeti
ble. and no injurious effect, either constitutionally u
local I v. can be caused by using them
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with semini
weakuess. generally caused bv bad kabitS la jrsstl
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in th
head, rorgetfalnes*. sometimes a ringing In the ean
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or in
if neglected, are speedily and permanent!

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

LITTLE, Agent.
Ojhce 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets attbl

E»t<Mi$ked for the treatment of tho$* tUeeaeee i (
both sexes, requiring Erperieuce, Stitt, Honor on i
delinu y

-AND-

which

W. D.

Eclectic Medical

PULL STOCK OP THE

Gentlemen’s

wit

DR. HI GHEST

Latest Styles of

safety

provided

Portland at lowest Boston rate

dawtf

of

CLOTHS, 0VERC0ATIH08,

HEADY-MADE

ia

can save

lat*

Fancy Doeskins and Cnanimeres.
ALSO. A

Niaoara Falu

June 28.

House,

daily receiving the

are
MOST PWIRABLI STYLE*

and

This road is broad ouagb and is
New aud Splendid Sleeping Cars.

country personally attended to

I. D. M KRRI LL.

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkire,

•et
in the bwl manner.
uporders
All
in city or

B*T

1

SOZODONT

C. J. BRYIX.ES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1862.
addtf

dir

A

I. D. MEKICILL

on

\

summer.

Tailor,

...

_Portl»nd. Aup. 8. 18*2.

^lr®

i

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

Specialty

"decMtHy'

in* Ageut

C

II-

Flour and

Corn,

itiseasest

hope

jun«-23dtf

Notice to Wood nnd LnAtr lRer ■
chant*.

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Washington, D.

ALBERT WEBB A C©„

tfr/lk

the

\

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAT.

J. W.

gle

out

Cumin ingjj*artBml.

jySone

So. 374 F Street,

MATTISON’8 INDIAN KMMKNAGOGl'E.

and

WE REFER TO

frw well known gentlemen and physicians wka
have tried the Wine:
Cow Winfield Scott.USA
Dr Wilson. llthst.KY.
lior. Morgan. N Y .State. Dr Ward. Newark, N. J.
Dr. JR.Chilton,N.Y.Ctty. Dr Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. N. T. City.
N J.
Drs.DarrvA Nieholl.New- Dr. Marev. Hew York,
Dr
ark, N. J.
Dr, Hayes, Boston.
genuine without the signature of "ALFRED SI'EEK.’Paasnie, N. J.,” Is over the cork ot
each bottle.
vt-makr oxr trial or tuir wish.
For sale by Iiraggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A SPEEB. Proprietor
Via XT Ann—Passaic. New Jersey.
Omen—SOfi Broadway. New York.
JOHN LA rOY, Pari*.
Ageut for Franee and Germany.
Sold in Portland by H. H II AY.Druggist. Supply,
a

Ferry Tuesdays, Than

and Phillips
Passe ngers lor this route will take the cars at th
Portland, Saco ft Portsmouth, or Kennebec ft Pori
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
Depots, in Portland.

Communications to be addressed to

FOR FEMALES.

a new

imparting

complexion.

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. Nei
Portland and Kingfield. on Wednesdays and Sstnv
days, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avoi

and

Soldiers’ Relief Aisociatioa.

o«2I tf

are more

A LADIES’ WINK.

and Saturdays, for Livermore. Canton, Per
and Dix field: returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixftrld. Dix field
and Weld, m Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

PORTLAND. ME.

AMD

s

days

Caruer sf Pearl and Federal 8to*.

[Copyright secured.)

I*

Stage leaves Strickland

•

Bceaaar It will not Intoxicate ns other wines, as It
contains no miatnre of spirits or other Ht|eors. and la
admired for its rich, peculiar flat or. and nutritive
a healthy tone to the digestive
properties,
organs, n ad a blooming, soft and healthy skiu and

Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunt
wick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lawk
ton.*

Grindstone*.

dec 10 eod&wt>m26

to

Monday, Mav 5. 1883
RIESIIBtrains will#leave Portland for Lcwistoi
and Farmington via Bmnswirk. at 1 1*. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston. Bath and Port
land, via Brunswick, at 9.16 A. M.

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

'.Numerous Certificates j

tant

On and after

THOMPSON,

—

This celebrated Female Medicine
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, aud provins
effectual after all others have faile*!,
is designed for both married and sinUuiies, and is the very best thins
known for the purpose, as it wif
bring on the monthly sickness in caset
of obstructions, from stiy cause, and
alter all. other remedies*of the kind
have bee*, tried in vain.
OVER JOOU BU1TLE8 have now
been sold without a single failure
when taken as directed, and without
the least Injury to health in any case.
1
^W^It is put up in bottles of thres
different strengths, with full directions for usiug, and sent by express,
closely sealed, to all part* of the country.
PRICKS—Full streogth. $10; halt strength, 95;
quarter strength, $8 par bottle.
REMEMBER—This medicine is designed expressly for obstinate cases, which all other remediet
cf the kind hare failed to cure ; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the prici
will be refunded.
II.IAF. OF lit ITA T/O.V8
Non, ,,no
ine and warranted, un!c«- purchased directly of /tr.
M. at hi* /.' -medial Institute for Special
No. 28 Union street, Providence, R. 1.
embraces all diseases of a pri■
0TThii
rate nature, noth of MKF and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice
giving them his whole attention.
fc3r Consultation* by letter or otherwise are strictI ly con fidential,u\u\ medicines will be sent by express,
secure from observation, to all parts of the (nited
States. Also accommodations for ladies fiom abroad
wishing for a secure aud ouiet kxtkxat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over tire
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quack* annually, in New Fngland alone, without any
be nett to those w ho pay it.
All this comes horn
trusting, without inquiry, to men mho are alike destitute of honor, character and ek.11. and whose only
recommendation is tlidr own false and extravagant
assertions, in nrai»e of themselves. If, therefore,
you would avoid being humbugged, take no mu’l
word, no matter what his pretensions are, but
MAKE INQUIRY:—it will cost you nothing, aud
may save you many regrets; for. as advertising physicians, in'nine cases ou. of fen, are login*, there U
no
in trusting any of them, unles* you kuow
who aud what tbev are.
Dr
M. mill send free, by enclosing one
:y
a pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOstamp as above,
on
and
Private IHseases generally, giving full
MEN,
information, with the nuat umlnubted reference* ami
testimonials, without which uo ad vert is ng physician
or medicine of this kind is deserviug of AMY COX*
1
KIDKSCK WHATEVER
attended to. Writs
[Y'Urd*r» by mail
j your addressplainly, aud direct to DR MAIT1SON,
a* above.
dcct> dawlv 8n

*

Chysieisns

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

MAINE AlriKtCt

above,

*

SPEER'S WINE
mixture or menu fact n red article, bat la pure,
from the Juice of the Portugal Samboet
grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists end
possessing medical properties >aperior
> aay other wines in ase. aud an excellent utiele lor
ail weak and debilitm ed persons, and the aged and
Infirm, improving the appetite, end beaefitting ladies
and children.
Is not

RAILROAD.

ANDROHCOC;<;iN

'W'or 1c.

Marble Chimney Piece*.

Ho. 198 Greenwich Street, Hew-York.

Organs of the human system

orders

any

Is prepared to receire orders for

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,

EYE Sr EAR

answer

AS A TONIC
It I ee no eqaal, causing an appetite and bafldlng aa
the system, being entirely a pare wine of > moot valuable grape.
AS A DIURETIC,
It imparl, a healthy action of the (Hands, Kidneys,
and Urinary organ., very beneficial la Dropsy,Lout
aud Rheumatic Affections.

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

J.

8^1 d by Druggists throughout the World

DK.

!

the

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
nuntie* ac a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Dtnrettc, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed by ncimit phyneinn.,
used in European mud American Hospitals, aud by
come of the first fiuniliee In Europe and America.

Baldwin, Hiram, Limingtou, Brownfield
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Brklgton
Ac., Ac,
At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton.Bonny-Eagle
South Limingtou, Limingtnn, Ac., Ac.
At .Saco River. tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick
Newtield, Par-onriield. Effingham,I- reedom
Ossipee,
Madison, Eaton, 1 .mington, Conffsh. Porter, Ae.
nov 13
dan carpenter.supt.

bteain and <*as F.Rings of all deacriptions.
Will also attend to tilting the above for steam or
g.is.
Orders received for Pattern making, and 8team
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal atteutio • to arranging
and setting Engines, Boilers, .Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN, Acral.
dec 10 dtf

testimony

The Great Indian

and the

iee

SAMBUCI WINE.

Falls,

Ac.

at I hi* mni, should

Erery fam.ly.

,,ort,and at L35 and 9.15 A. M. and

Saccarappa

j

STREET,

(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to
lor steam, gas and water pipes,

CoxwWvwg ^csXvmowvy.

Rev C A BUCKBEE.
A**/*'ant Treasur y Am riran Bible Uniont N. Y Ci’f,
to
write*: “I very cheerfully add my
that of numerous friends to the great va'ne of Mra
8. A Allen * World * Hair Restorer and Zylooalsa-

'^ag

Wh'J.

Fittings,

ANO

f°r

«rp°

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A M. and
2.00 and 5 15 P M
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and ths 9.15 A M. trail
into Portland, will be freight trains with
passengei
cars attached.
Stages connect at
daily for South Wind
bam, Windham Centre ana Great Falls,
At Gorham, for West Gorham. Standieh, Steel

SAWYER A WHITNEY.

^machineryT'

HAIR RESTORER

\

Maine

On and after Monday, November 10,
will leave as follows, until ftirtbei

CBBBC
orders.

The public are requested to call, as we are determiued to give good bargaius to those who pay cash.

juiaitr

r»g.

Aiitlroecogiffi,

Hard and Soil Wood.

St., head of

mvsicixss'

rog

For Ftmaltt, H'ealcty 1‘ernoiu and Intalidt

Leave Purtimwd for Bui, mn.1 Aa.u.ta u 1.00 P M.
oiiinrcliu* with the
trmiu, et Brume
wick for Lewtaion Livermore y cil„, Wiltou mud Pmrniinirtuu; mud mt Au*u,t» withtht 8„mtrwn k Kennebec Kmilromd for \ mwmlburo’. Wmterville Ken.
dalPs Mills and .Skowhegan ; and at Kendall's Milla
with the Penobscot A Kenneth Railroad for Burn,
ham. PitUMeld, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all tin.- stations on the
|
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
; A Kennebec Roads
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets t«
Kendall's Mills.
ftTAOK O()innmow.‘
Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M., for Wtsca*
set, Dainariscotta, Waldo boro’, Warren, Koekland
and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B H CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
novl8
Algasta, Nov. 16. 1862.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Commercial

Of Choice Oporto drape,

Vork & fiimhvrlund Railroad.

Coals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

Office,

him:.

Farmington.

FOR SMITHS' USE.

.*8‘@

3]

...

i

Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
tin* interest coup* 11s thereon due on the 16th of Oc-

|

<£$2

l»*j

Kail Koad Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bonds of the

and vindicate the honor of the

R«-d Lead.11 Aft
Plata ler.

Litharge.11 ♦ft

18jo

B O ST C) N

AFTER

Buck,
U.8. 10 oi.66 ft
"
12 o*.76 ft
Fralbrrs.
Dutu 30 pc ad ral.
Live Leene p lb. 50 fa66

3]

—

Washington, |

an extensive practice of upwards of twenty yea s,continues to secure Patents iu the United States; also in Great Britain. France, and other
foreigu countries. Caveats, 8necittcations. Bonds,
Assigunieuts.aud all Papers or Drawjog* lor Patent*,
1
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreigu works, to
deteimine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice Rendered in ail matter* touching the same. ( opies of I he claims of any
i Patent furnished bv remitting One Dollar. Assigument* recorded at Washington.
The Agvucy is not ouly the largest iu New England, but through it iuveutor* have advantag s tor
I securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
I inventions, unsurpassed by, if not immeasurably supertor to, auy «w Inch can lie offered them elsewfierc.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE 8U( ( E88FUL AT HIE PATENT OFFICE
| than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS Til E BEST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundant reason to believe,
and can
office of the kind
prove, that at no otherservices
are the charge* for
so moderate
profes-ioual
Tiie tinmen**' practice of the subscriber during twenty veers past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection ot -pec ideation* aud official decisions rcla*
live to natent*.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
I mechanics) works,and full accounts of paten** granted iu the United State* and Europe, remb- him able,
j bevond .jinstn.u, to offer superior facilities for ob-

F.ng. Veil. Red_3 ft;

No. 10. 80

EDDY,
OF

Navy, S’r, No. 81
Tent

Foreign Patents.

R. II.

4
3

low and other Ochres 60c
p 10U lb*, Paris White
.2ft
dry <?0c, in oil 91 60,
B'ni/iw<7 60c p 100 lb*
Quercitron Bark. .24ft 2
Red Sander*.3ft 6 P'tl’d Lead, in
a
l.cwi* Lead, "
Bark.
(ol2$
Boston Lead,
fa 12
iHity 80 f*c ad ral.
French /inc, "
Raven*.66cft
lUralOJ
Portland, No. 3. .1 10ft Amcr. Zinc,
8(984
No. 10. 82 ft
Rochelle Yellow. 3ft 34

Red
Sapan

oil.fllj

Term* Moderate by Ike Week or Day.
Bath, June 23. 1862.
dtf

country, threw up his commission on the announcement of Gen. Hunter's famous order.

No. 11.
In consideration of the extreme
youth of the gallant officer and his undoubted
patriotism, the General passed the matter in
silence. Weeks of hard service so wore
upon
the young man that he applied for a
furlough,
when the following conversation ensued :
“Are you the officer who reecntlv tendered
your resignation?” said Gen. Hunter.
“I am, sir; but then I was a little excited
and did not wish to resign, but only to express my views,” said the young hero.
“Very well, sir,” said the General; “and
now you have mine.
Your resignation Is accepted, and you will nol need a furlough.’!
We understand the General has no serious
fears that the army will suffer much by the
loss of such officers.—[Beaufort (S. C.J Free

j

within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Lauding, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being directly in the business centre of the City.

SOLICITOR

..31ft
.8J ft

Peach

The .S ao A I) a hock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best ap|H>inted Hotels in tbe State, located

American and

that may be wanted.

SAMBtJCI

PI KE, AND FOL K TEAKS OLD.

Augusta for Bath, Portland and Boston,at 10.46 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiatou, Livermore
Falls, Wilton and

marine. Fire und Life Insurance,

Oil.

Ihity: Sperm, Whale and
other Fish Oils of foreign fisheries 20 pc ad
ral., Linseed, llsmpseed
ami Pape seed Hd/c p gal.,
fHire 23c.
Stdad 50c,
Palm, Seal and Cocoanut 10c p gal.

*•

SAGAOIIIOCK HOUSE,
j Alfred Carr,
Proprietor.

Exchanok or Views on Emancipation.
—A youthful, high-toned officer, to preserve

self-respect

American.81® 94

Car.mood.44ft 4 1 Ihity: On White L*ad dry
or ground in oil and bed
Fustic, Cuba...2] ft
Savanvilla 2 a2k
Lead 92 40 p 100 lbs,
o
Hypernic..
Litharge 2ic, Oxide qf
Zinc 24c
Logwood,
m, Prussian
C ain peac hy.2 j ft, 2 j
Blue, Term it ion, Chrome
St. iJomiajro... 2« 2)
Yellow, Venetian /5 <! 25.
Extract Logwood.13 ft 14
Sjioni-h brown dry 20,
Nic
Wood. (ft
in oil 90 pc ad ral.. Yel-

dtf

Col. Savary fl'-st opened the hotel at Georgetown, Mass,, he had on his staff a superannu- j
ated supernumerary, deaf as a haddock.whose
beat extended Irom the stable to the liar, in- j
clusive. There was also in the village another
taming patents.
old codger, if possible deafer than the hotel atAll necessity ot a Journey to Washington, to procure a patent, and the usual great
tache, who spent most of his valuable time in
delay there, are
the bar-room, on the look-out for a treat. One | here saved iuveutor*.
Saturday afternoon, a student from Andover,
TESTIMONIAL*.
who whs engaged to preach in this town, drove
"I regard Mr. Eddy a* nut of the mo*/ capahle and
Up to the door and, entering the bar-room,
successful practitioners with whom I have had offiwhich contained only the two deaf worthies,
cial intercourse.'*
CHARLES MASON,
asked the pro tcm. knight of the toddy-stick
Commissioner of Patent*.
“I have no limitation in assuring inventors that
if he was on the right road to ’Port, the comthey cannot employ a person more competent and
mon abbreviation in the country lor Newburytrustworthy, aud more capable of putfiug their apport.
plication in a form to secure for them au early aud
“Port, yes sir,” was the reply, and instantly
fhvoroble consideration at the Patent Office.'*
EDMUND HL'KKE,
a bottle of port wine was set la-fore him.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
“Yon mistake, sir, I asked the way to’Port"
"Mr
ft.
II.
Eddy ha* made for roe THIRTEEN ap“Yes, it Is considered the very best port,”
plications, on all hut 0*K of which patents haveheeu
said the bar-tender.
granted, aud that is note pctuling
Such unmistakThe fledgling divine then turned to the othable proof of great talent and ability on his part
leads me to recommend ail inventors to apply to him
er haddock and, remarking that the clerk
Seemed a little deaf, asked if he was on the [ to procure their patents, as they may be sure ol having the most faithful attention bestowed on their
right road to ’Port.
cases, aud at very reasonable charges
“Yes, I dont care if I do try a little port.”
JOHN TAGGART.
be replied, at the same time
Dnringeight months, the subscriber, in course of
stepping up and
his large practice, made on twice rejected applicaturning out a good horn.
tions. MXTEEN APPEALS, EVERY ONE of which
The reverend gentleman paid the treat, and,
was decided in his favor, by the Commissioner of
on
the
lash
in
good earnest, started for
laving
I’rtentsR. 11. EDDY,
Tort at random.—[Newbtiryport Herald.
janfceod y

bis

Onkum.
Free.

Ihity

—

Stable conn**•-*

23.1862

Turjientinepgal 365ft3

76

Whale,ref.Wint 1 06® 1 08
do.
Crude.1 (HAft
Magnesia.2* (ft86
Indigo. M la. flue SI 4ft 2 Grand Bank and
Madder.17c>a 18
Clialeur.
926 &29
Bay
Shore...... .24 <a.2*>
.Opium. 9l0w
Rhubarb.200ft 22. Linseed-....91 64ftl67
Alcohol.1 20a 1 2 • Boiled.1 ‘.Sal 70
Fluid.1 86 m\ b > Lard Oil.1 OHal 10
Cam phene. 8 75ft 3 w •Olive Oil.1* al H2
Saltpetre.12 ft26 aefor Oil. 2 36*2 40
Vitriol..15 ft 16 Neatsfoot Oil.... 116ftl 26
Onion*
Dyrwoada.
P bbl.93 626 3 75
Duty Free.
Harwood
.2jft
p bush.1 35 o 1 45

with house.
Bath. June

ft20

Logwood ex.14._o.15

886, Wabhihotos St., Bath.

j_1

Rosin.18

SPEER’S

"?v*.r'Ti3P On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th.
’'ISQc 1862. passenger trains will leave as fol-

Long Wharf,

Where ho is prepared to write any amount of

.ftllj

.3J a, 4 Machine.80 (ft 82
Camphor.130a 1 3. Clarine..
Cream Tartar.35 ft6! Sperm Winter.. .20*6 210

dtt

%*Terms fl per day.

11

Sal Soda.

BLISS. Proprietor.

MJPUIMME

l*ipe..

MEDICAL.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

undersigned has removed his Office to

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

ltd. wta.. 82 «M
heavy.32 a88

Bi-Carb. .Soda.fij ft7 Portland Kerosene
Sulphur.6 (ft 6; llluminat'g Oil 60 ®66c

PMjl
Street,
*llrKon
1
1 the travelling

Portland,

«

b*
3‘

33
Borax.30
Brimstone (roll).. .44 a f»

UXLSMk THE

JONATHAN
Aug. 19. 1862.

ft
a

™

Car*.—The other day

do.
do.

•*

..

Removal!

KKNNEBEC ASI) PORTLAND R. R.

The

'butg 80 |»c ad ral.
New York, light. Ik* (ft32c

Lime.
Franklin. 10®
but u 10 *>c ad ral.
Coffee.
cask.. 76 <SB0c
Rockland,
lb.
5c
P
Duty
Lam her—From yard.
Java p lb.30 fe38t
St. Domingo.30 ®81 Clear 1*»ne, No. 1.#38 'ey
do.
No. 2. 31 ;ft
Kio .33®3i
At ft
Mocha.Jioue.
do.
No.4 14 ft
tardnir.
ManilLumber.17
Tarred
(g 18
Shipping
2\c,
Duty:
la 24, all other 34 f It*. Spruce.11 ft 12
16 f'ftlOj Hemlock.8 (610
American p lb
Russia liemp.19 ft!9; Box Sh‘ks,(ca*h) 46 «58c
6ext..914 ftl6
Manilla.I"jftl8; ( lapb'di*.
do.
1* ••
»> ft32
Bolt rope, Russia 19 «2»*
Manilla. 2<>a2i». Shingle*, Ced. ext 2|a 3
do
do.
No.12 (a 2i
(Vmrnt*
do. ext. Tine
p l.hl.S140&14.'
Sift 4
Lath*, Spruce_1 2o,al 26
Drugs nail Dyea*
Cinna
do.
(HI
Fine.1
26a
2 00
tty—
l>uty V
8»> g.36
mon 92, (HI Almonds am Red Oak Stave*
Otto of Hone SI 60, Oi Mol. tlhd. Shook*
& Ilea***.city. 2626 2 76
Bergamot, Cassia one
('lores SI, BydriodaU Sugar dv*. city. 2ti2ft2J6
do. do. c’trv.126a 1 60
Tot ash 76c. (Mutharidct
Mastic. Ipecac, rhubarb GreenCo'y ea’dl 100.al20
Cardamons, Oil Lemon Country Kill Mol.
Hlid. Shook*... 1 35ft 1 50
Anise and Orange, !o
dint 60©, Tolu and (Ynd* Slash.1256150
( amphnrdoc. He lined do Hoop*.990 :a36
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c Hackinetack Timber. p tun.10ft 16
Cream Tartar, Citru
Molasara,
Acid, Shellac, ( opal, Da
6c p gal.
mar and (Sums used fm Ihity
like pur/loses 10c, Aloes < ieniueg*. old... none.
Chlorate
42 g 44
oj
.Trinidad.old.
Verdigris,
Potash, Carl*. Magnesu < uba clayed.old 3H ft37
do.
do. tart
34 n t4j
Be. Boracic Acid, YeUou
do Miiwcovado 8* ft 40
Prussiate Potash am
Bed do. 10c, Liquorice New Orlcan*.
OtemBc Arid tmd Suqm Portlands)rup.hhd*. none
do.
bbl* 31
gf lead 4c. Asphalt un
and lli-Chro. potash 8c
Vail*.
Salts
Cut\c.
Uct
Ihity:
Sago
Epsom
Wrought2c,
Bl-Ootrb
Assorted 3c p It.
Liquorice Root, Soda
lc < a«k. 95 00cash.
Soda, Caustic
Castor (HI 60c V gal.
Naval Sierra.
Morphine S2 (p oz., At Duty I'urpentinr, Kotin,
um 6oc |> cult., Copperat
Pitch, l'nr 20 pc ad ral.,
S. Turpentine 16c Vgal.
6<*c V cwt., Muriatic Ac
id 10 l»c ail cal., Spong Tar (foreign )p bbl .913a 14
es.
Assafeetida. 1 sin l*itch (Coal Tar) 94*a 4 j

MONTREAL

RAILROADS.

I .rather.

Sheet and

Lehigh.1«®

__

“O Lord, we are shaped in the image of Thee,—
Smite down the base millions that claim to be

28
18

BUSINESS CARDS.

...

1
do. slaughter. 34 ft38
luul—{Retail.)
Duty From Br. Provinc- Amcr. Calfskins. 81 iw 91
es fret,'other foreign Hi- Sl’ter Wax Leath.19 (ft 20
lirad*
turn* nous #1 10, all otker kinds 60c p ton.
Duty Pig 11c i* lb
Am. Rig ft 100tt>$9}® 10
Cmaberl’d p ton. f 10®
Foreign l'ig.9] ft 10
Whlteftflh.10®

Shipper. an' requested to .end their freight to the
..early »« 8 1’. M„ on the dny that tliep

South,

®13

Country.life 12

and St.

John.

They kneel in God's temple, the North and the

a

Sperm.32 ®36

Montreal,

Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta. Kastport

a

German Steel.... 17

8

•*
Stock 10 Pc ad vat.
6
Soft,
American refined .89c
Twine*
Rough.bi{aj 6 i Duty: 35 |»c ad ml.
Tea*.
Cotton Sail.95c,«ilOC
**.60 a 65
Ihtty 20c P lb.
iFlax
i
Hyson.76c@fl
Haloing.f>0 a66
.46 a 60
Young Hyson_75 (aj 1 ‘Hemp "
Oolong .76 ;a-S5 India. 25a. .13
Souchong.60 ;« 56
Vnrnink*
T obnero.
8
Furniture. ..y.. l3
Duty: Leave* unmanu ac roach.3i «. 5
hired 25. all other kindt Dantar.4 ®
35 pc ad vat.
Wool.
IPsIt 10'g best br’ds.70 (a) 75< ]lhity (’otting 18c f> lb
do.
medium 66 fg/O*
and under 6 4*C, over 18c
do.
common. 60 «;u,«>2
to 24c V> tb 3c, over 24c
half lbs best br’ds 78 (<£80
9c
lb
do. med. good fV5'tt70 jFleece.45 ra)56c
do. common .60
Lambs.46 v®63
Natural Leaf. lbs. SI
Zinc*
lj
Fancy, in Foil.1$^, 2 Duty: In block$ or pi at
Tin.
lie. in theett 2c V* tb.
Dufy Pig 16c, Plate* 21
numuf'icturet qf 80 |>c
ad val.
pc orf ra/.
Ranca. cash.60c® 55 Pig* and slab*.51@ 64
12
Straits, cash.4« 560 Sheet >*o«u*linann. 11
Plates-Char.I.C.SlSfriM Slieathing. .90
"
do.
I X. .lAo'19
Eiehanae.
Coke.12 or 12< London—00u. 1 75a>l 80
Wood.
Paris.■/ 3 15a 3 20
Hard, retail. S7 i^8

both|2 50fe202 Kuglishjltlis.Steel.20 &21
pea.2 62cr2 75 Spring.12(a, 14
Blue Pod.2 87®2t£i Sheet iron, Kngl. 7 (aK
Sheet Iron.Russia. 19 (a22
4 a ml lea.
Duty Sperm and fVax 8c. do Rum im’t. 13jal5
lot rtf.
Stearine 5c, Tallow 2Jc
Barrel, *> lb.11|@12
p lb
lb.11‘ a, 12c
Mould p lb.13JC&14 Kegs.

..

•‘No sides in this quarrel,” your statesmen

Store.16 ®17 Cast Steel.2*i
Ben ii».
Marrow p

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY'
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P M.
These vessels are fitted up with *«e accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Pas-age *6,00, including Fare and State

scythe!

pbbl.IGOfel U
p W>.64®6c

Family p lb.22 ®24c Norway.74 a,

fast

Steamships
"CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
^ ^rTTTand "PA BKER8BUHG,” Captain
IIoffmas. will, until further notice,

though the adder may

imdut Vidi,

than

5j

LINE.

SEMIWEEKLY

m- ri

rounds less than A inch
or more than 4 inches in
diameter, and squares
p lb.6*
less than A tiicA or metre
Unrated p lb.2fa 3
than 4 inches sqtuxrt #20,
Bread.
i Railroad #12 U), Boiler
Ihtly 30 pc.
Pilot p 100 lb*
§6 @ 6J aud Plate #26 ft ton.
Sheet 2</2Jc ft tb and
Ship. 6 (®
5 1' ion
bbl..
Cracker* per
3j(ft4
Cracker*, p 100 36 »®40c Coni in on.a 44
Sofined. 4]
Butter.
Swede.7 ia. 7|
Duty 4c p lb.

Portland and N«*w York Meamen.

have foes to sub-

we

due,

Greeu
Sliced
Cored

takeu as usual.
for baggage to
The Company are not
any amouut exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for ever}' *6u0 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Fel». 1*. 1868.

Freight

with the deaf for the cause of man-

We have battle to

Apple*.

Cabin.*1.60
Deck. 1.26

on

the rasas to February 26.’

for

ofintrtonai
is levied on

auiy
10 pc
all mer- fhity 5c $> lb.
chandise not imported di- First Sort, 1802.. 14 (ftl6
rect from the place gf proI ron.
duct um or growth.
but y
Pig arut Stamp #6,
A »he».
Bar not exceeding
ft
ton value #17 i* ton, exDuty 10 pc ad val.
Pearl p lb.8*® 81
ert ding
#50 t> I"n >1".
.im 8j less than j inch thick or

as

follow*:
Leave Atlantic

Fare in

you!

Why pl«*d

run

•*t***9FR??m*‘
Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock P. M.. and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday aud
Friday, *t 5 o'clock P. M.

morning,—your instinct

true,

Will, until further notice,

jBPm
►

self-ruling, chain-breaking, tlironc-shaking

.in

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal

while you

The

Expressly corrected

the steamers

Serve.”

Yes, tyrants, you hate us, and fear

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Portland and Boston Line.

Atlantic Monthly for March.

the

?.4j(a

THE MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS._

APOTHECARIES' GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGUAL INSTRUMENTS.
TRUSSES supforters, rraces.
ELASTIC STOCEIXIIS. »e.

VARNISHES,
AND

PAINTS, OILS,
DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSENE OIL,
And nil other article*
Pmint establishment.
Or State

LAKD OIL,

usually krpt in

Drug

n

and

Agent for DAVIS k KIDD’S MAG.
MACHINES.
endkwtoetl

SgTO-ELECTKIC

Gray Beards, Attend!
Years’

Twenty
experience, and years of
AFTER
experiment. I have at last fonnd the

Best

X>3£o

For coloring Hair in the world.
And »y forther, that
mean it.
Dye. and after trying, doea not
the money on returning me the

its content*.
I do not wlah to ••!)

pathirer.

t

I any it boldly, and
if any one bnya my
like It, I will refund
bottle with one bail

it to any rebel,

or

rebel ayaa

Agents MB be supplied at wholesale price* by ad-

dressing

JOHN M
Oct. tt.dkv tf.

TODD, Portland Me.

